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Abstract

This thesis describes an experimental and theoretical exploration of the physics of

microlasers, with particular reference to the selection of a single longitudinal mode. The
use of birefringent filters and etalons resulted in single frequency operation from diode-

laser-pumped Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 at 1.06(j.m, and Tm:YAG at 2.01p.m.

A Jones matrix model developed by the group is applied to the design of single

frequency microlasers utilising a birefringent filter and having a birefringent gain crystal.
The modelling indicates the importance of the choice of birefringent material and its

length. This is borne out in the experiment results from the Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04
microlasers. 780mW of single frequency 1.06pm radiation was obtained from a Nd:YV04

microlaser, and 345mW from a Nd:YAG microlaser, both from a 2W pump beam. By

comparison, with etalons, single frequency output power of 425mW were achieved for
2W pump power in a Nd:YV04 microlaser. The birefringent filter proved to be a more

efficient and robust method of enforcing single frequency operation.

A single frequency Tm:YAG microlaser was designed and built utilising etalons as its

frequency filter. 260mW of 2.01pm single frequency radiation was obtained from a

Tm:YAG microlaser with a 4W pump beam.

The quasi-three level nature of Tm:YAG coupled to its relatively low pump absorption,
mean that the use of high brightness, beam shaped pumping schemes is important.
Two diode beam shaping schemes are described and experimentally tested. The first
involves the spatial multiplexing and beam shaping of two lower power but higher

brightness diodes. The second involves the beam shaping of a higher power but lower

brightness diode. The two diode pumping scheme is shown to give superior

performance despite the lower pump power, the single diode scheme was more

mechanically stable and perhaps more suited to applications where robustness and low
costs are paramount.
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Chapter 1: Microlasers: an introduction
Since their first demonstration in 1960, lasers have been steadily making more of an impact
in our lives. They are now found not only in our offices and hospitals but also in our homes,
often without knowledge of their use. This is due to their compactness, ease of use and the

advantages they offer over more traditional technologies. Indeed, smaller and more

powerful lasers are constantly being developed and with their development, new

applications are realised.

In this thesis, an investigation of laser diode pumped microlasers, which are formed from a

small gain crystal a few millimetres in length and often a separate output coupler, is
discussed. This type of laser is of particular interest in areas where a solid state laser has
the advantage over a semiconductor laser diode, such as in generating high intensity pulses
or good beam qualities, but where compactness remains vital.

The first chapter of this thesis is a review of these small lasers, starting with a historical
overview of their development. Single frequency operation is then considered, followed by a

discussion of quasi-three level lasers and those lasers used for remote sensing applications.
These are the areas that will be discussed in more detail later in this thesis.

The second and third chapters examine the single frequency operating characteristics of
Nd3+ doped YAG and YV04 micro lasers. They describe the frequency selective mechanisms
used to obtain single frequency operation from these lasers and show how frequency

dependent loss is created within the cavity.

The fourth and fifth chapters investigate how these techniques can be used in conjunction
with Tm:YAG gain crystals to access "eye-safe" wavelengths within windows of high

atmospheric transmission for remote sensing applications. Chapter four deals with the pump

source requirements for a quasi-three level Tm:YAG laser, whereas chapter five
concentrates on the Tm:YAG laser itself and obtaining single frequency power from it.
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1.1 Historical Review

1.1.1 Solid state laser development

Suitable solid state gain materials for miniature diode pumped solid state lasers have been

developed in parallel with the development of laser diode pump sources. Many of the rapid
advances in diode pumped solid state laser technology were facilitated by advancements in
diode technology.

Pumping of solid-state lasers using diodes dates back to the early 1960's. However, the

poor performance of the available laser diodes meant that little attention was then paid to
them as a pump source for more than two decades. For those years the cheaper, more
efficient flash lamp pump sources were of more interest.

Newman[l] was the first to demonstrate excitation of the fluorescence of Nd3+ ions in

CaW04 in 1963 using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as the pump source. Later, in 1968 Ochs

and Pankove[2] used arrays of 720 nm wavelength LED's to pump a 2.26 pm CaF2:Dy2+
laser. The set-up had a transverse pump geometry with ten LED arrays, each with ten LEDs,

arranged cylindrically around a rod of gain material. The system needed to be cooled to 1.9
K to obtain good LED performance and a reduction of the lower laser level population in the

active ion, Dy2+. Modern LEDs, although cheaper than diode lasers, still have relatively low

efficiencies, typically 20 %, low optical power densities and broad emission spectra,

therefore their use as pump sources is limited.

Also in 1964, shortly after the first demonstration of GaAs diode lasers, Keyes and Quist[3]
were the first to demonstrate pumping of solid state gain materials using the new diode
lasers. In a cryogenically cooled system, a set of five GaAs laser diodes was used to

transversely pump a U:CaF2 laser rod, giving laser operation at 2.61 pm. This device gave

respectable performance, with quasi-CW operation possible. Similar work followed by a

number of other groups who showed lasing was possible in a range of active ions.

The rest of the 1960's and 1970's showed slow but steady progress in the development of

diode-pumped lasers, mainly limited by the quality of laser diodes available.[4]

Initial work concentrated on the development of laser hosts doped with rare-earth ions for
diode pumping, because rare earth ions have higher stimulated emission cross-sections than
other ions, giving higher gain and lower thresholds. These properties were important for the

pulsed, low power diodes available at the time. Nd3+ was soon identified as the most

promising rare-earth ion because its absorption band around 810 nm matched the
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wavelength of AIGaAs diode lasers, and its terminating laser level for the 1.06|im transition
was far above ground state, making population inversion easier to achieve.

Nd:YAG was first demonstrated as a laser host in 1964 [5]. Later still, in 1968, it was first
diode pumped by Ross[6]. The laser was pumped by a single GaAs diode in a transverse

geometry and was cooled to 170 K. Nd:YAG has become one of the most widely used solid
state laser materials due to its good all round performance.

Early work on diode pumped solid state lasers used transverse pumping geometries, which
were convenient when poor quality pump light or a number of different pump sources were

being used. However, transverse pumping is generally inefficient because of the poor spatial

overlap between the pumped and lasing volumes. The alternative, longitudinal or end

pumping was first demonstrated in 1973 giving much greater efficiency, but with only
limited possibilities for power scaling[7, 8]. However, as the brightness of diodes increased,
end pumping has become a more attractive technique because of the good pump/laser
mode overlap and the ability to favour TEM00 operation.

The development of high power, reliable semiconductor diode lasers in the 1980s enabled
more rapid development of diode pumped solid state lasers to the point where the

advantages of diode pumping exceeded those of flash lamp pumping for many applications.
The longer operating life and compact size of these laser diodes, combined with their low
unit costs has acted as a stimulus to many manufacturers to develop commercial diode

pumped solid state lasers.

Diode lasers would now operate in a continuous wave or pulsed mode and at room

temperature. Their lifetimes had been extended to 10,000 - 100,000 hours. Diode lasers
were also available at wavelengths around 808 nm, coinciding with the absorption line in
Nd:YAG. With the advent of reliable pump sources, the development of optically pumped
solid state lasers has grown rapidly. The first reliable, efficient, room temperature diode

pumped solid state laser was demonstrated in 1985 [9]. This laser had an electrical to

optical slope efficiency of 6.5 % and an optical to optical slope efficiency of 25 %.

1.1.2 Microchip lasers

To complement the development of diode pump sources, work on host materials for lasing
ions increased in the 1980's, leading to hosts which could sustain high doping
concentrations without concentration quenching and give a broad, strong absorption band
around 810 nm. Crystal growing techniques also improved to give very low scattering losses
and impurity concentrations. An improvement in the modelling and deposition of dielectric

coatings aided the improvements in efficiency of diode pumped solid state lasers. These
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advances led to the possibility of gain crystals less than a millimetre long, which could be
coated on two parallel faces with dielectric coatings forming a monolithic device, and

efficiently end pumped with a laser diode - a "microchip laser" [10, 11], shown in figure 1.1

0.5-2 W
Laser Diode

Diode focusing
Optics

Laser Gain Crystal,
thickness ~0.5 mm

e.g. Nd:YV04, Nd:YAG

Dielectric Mirror Coatings
Low Quality Diode High Spectral Quality, TEM,

Laser Light Laser Beam
oo

Figure 1.1. The microchip laser concept

I his monolithic design means that the laser provides a very compact source of the sort of

high quality laser radiation typical of diode-pumped solid-state lasers. For example, a
0.25mm thick, 3% (atomic) doped slice of Nd:YV04, pumped by a 0.5 W diode, can produce
more than 140mW of single frequency radiation at 1064 nm in a beam with M2 < 1.1 [12].
The very simple design means that these devices are much easier and cheaper to
manufacture than larger diode-pumped solid-state lasers[13]. Furthermore, in many areas,

their performance can match, if not surpass, the operating characteristics of their larger
cousins.

The gain materials used for microchip lasers are made up of an active ion within a host
medium. Although other rare earth ions are often used, neodymium is still the most

common. One of the advantages of the Nd^+ ion is that it has a strong absorption peak
around 800 nm coinciding with the emission wavelength of the early commercially available

diode lasers. Most of the early work on the Nd^+ based lasers was concerned with the
1064 nm transition, since the 1064 nm line has strong gain and a narrow spectral width,
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however, more recently work has been done on the transitions at 1.3 (am and 0.9 jam [14,

15], amongst others.

The choice of the host medium for the active ion is very important and is mainly dependent

upon the role the laser is to fulfil. By the right choice of host medium the upper-state

lifetime, absorption and emission spectra for the Nd3+ ion can be tailored to a limited
extent. For example, a broad absorption spectrum, such as in Nd:YVC>4, reduces the

necessity for precise wavelength (and hence temperature) control of the pump source.

Microchip lasers operating on their fundamental frequency have been fabricated from a

number of gain materials and hence have been demonstrated to produce high quality laser

light at a number of useful wavelength in the near infra-red. The neodymium based
materials (e.g. Nd:YAG[10, 16], Nd:YV04 [12, 17-19], LNP[11, 20]], Nd:LSB[21-23]],

Nd:GdV04[24, 25], Nd:SVAP[19], Nd:SFAP[19], Nd:YOS[19]) operating around 1 urn have

already been alluded to, and this wavelength has many well developed applications. In

addition, microchip lasers can access the telecoms windows at 1.3 and 1.5 urn, by utilising

respectively, the 1.3 urn transition in some of the neodymium materials mentioned above

[14, 26-28] and the Er:Yb:glass system [29-36]. Moving further to the infra-red, Tm and Ho

doped systems have been built[37-50]. There has been great interest in laser gain material

doped with these rare earth ions since they lase around 2 jam, for example Tm:YAG lases at
2.02 (im and Ho:YAG at 2.09 |im[51]. Lasers at about this wavelength are particularly useful
as they can be tuned to regions of high atmospheric transmission for remote sensing, or to

wavelengths at which there is strong absorption in biological tissues for medical work.

1.1.3 "Eye-safe" lasers

Tm:YAG lasers were first developed in 1965 when they were flash lamp pumped [52]. In
1988 a laser diode pumped 12 % doped Tm:YAG monolithic laser rod produced 15 mW

output and a slope efficiency of 56 % to absorbed power [53]. Two years later, in 1990,
Stoneman [44] demonstrated a Ti:Sapphire pumped 12 % Tm:YAG laser showing broad

tuning from a birefringent filter. This laser had an output of 180 mW for 740 mW of pump.
In 1995 work was done by Yokozawa on Tm:YAG and Tm,Ho:YAG microchip lasers[51].
This demonstrated that the Tm,Ho:YAG had lower slope efficiencies and higher thresholds
than the Tm:YAG, indicating that the effect of Ho as a co-dopant was deleterious with

respect to output power. This was due to the upconversion effects that occur between the
Tm3+ and Ho3+ ions. The Tm,Ho:YAG laser also exhibited a greater dependence on crystal

temperature.
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1.1.4 Single frequency lasers

The output of a microchip laser is usually TEMoo and often single longitudinal mode giving

an output beam of high spectral and spatial quality. The motivation for the initial work on

microchip lasers was the need for a simple laser that would run on a single longitudinal
mode. The basic idea was to make the laser cavity so short that only one longitudinal mode
would fit beneath the gain peak and see gain.

In an ideal homogeneously broadened solid state laser medium one might assume that the
first mode to oscillate would saturate the gain for all other potential modes and prevent

them reaching threshold. However, it was quickly discovered that the early lasers were

running on multiple longitudinal modes. Therefore, the drive to enforce single frequency

operation began. In 1962, within two years of the first laser action being demonstrated

[55], Kogelnik and Patel reported the first single frequency operation of a laser [54]. The

single frequency operation was achieved through the use of a resonant reflector at one end
of the resonator. This resonator acted as a Fabry-Perot etalon. The following year Collins
and White [56] were the first to place tilted etalons inside the cavity. In the same year, the
first scientific investigation utilising a single frequency laser took place with the discovery of
the "Lamb dip" [57]

Also in 1963 the first papers explaining "spatial hole burning" in solid-state lasers were

published [58, 59]. This is caused by a standing wave creating inhomogeneity of the gain,
which in turn leads to the laser operating on multiple longitudinal modes. This is explained
more fully in section 1.2.1. These papers described how in a travelling wave laser, such as a

unidirectional ring laser, spatial hole burning could be avoided. This enabled single

frequency operation without the use of frequency selective elements. In 1965, it was
demonstrated that standing waves could also be avoided through the "twisted mode"

technique. This is where the two counter propagating waves are circularly polarised to

prevent the creation of nodes [60]. Danielmeyer developed alternative techniques to

suppress spatial hole burning, such as moving the laser rod [61] and moving the position of
the standing wave field elecLro-optically [62].

The development of reliable diode lasers has allowed efficient end-pumping of miniature
solid-state lasers. This opened up the possibility to develop compact monolithic lasers,
which are just made of a piece of laser material whose end faces are reflectively coated. In

1985, a monolithic non-planar ring oscillator was developed in which the Faraday effect in
the laser medium itself was used to enforce uni-directional and hence single frequency

operation [63].
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1.2 Single frequency diode pumped solid state lasers

In an ideal homogeneously broadened laser transition, the line shape of the stimulated
emission cross-section against frequency is fixed and the same for all ions in the laser
medium [64]. The gain of the laser medium at a given frequency depends only on the

population inversion. The spectral profile of the laser gain against frequency is a constant

atomic line shape, which is multiplied by a scalar factor. The scalar factor is proportional to
the population inversion. So, essentially, the gain profile moves up or down with changing

population inversion without changing shape.

In theory, a laser that is homogeneously broadened and has a spatially homogeneous

intracavity field will lase in a single longitudinal mode, assuming that it is also lasing on a

single transverse mode. If the cavity losses are independent of the laser mode intensity and

frequency, the laser mode with the highest stimulated emission cross-section will oscillate.
The lasing mode will deplete the gain and reduce the population inversion, which effectively
lowers the gain profile. Therefore, another potential mode will be unable to see gain and,

hence, will never reach threshold. However, if the losses of the resonator do depend on the

frequency, the laser will still operate on a single longitudinal mode, but not necessarily on

the one which exhibits the highest stimulated emission cross-section. The mode that has
the lowest threshold will lase and deplete the gain for all other potential modes.

1.2.1 Causes of multimode operation

One phenomenon that leads to multi-longitudinal operation in homogeneously broadened
lasers is an effect known as "spatial hole burning", where a standing wave causes spatial

inhomogeneity of the gain [64]. In a linear resonator, the forward and the backward

propagating beams of a lasing mode form a standing wave which depletes the gain much
more strongly at the peaks of the standing wave than at the nodes. The population
inversion becomes much bigger at the nodes than at the peaks of the lasing mode, thus

leading to a spatial inhomogeneity of the gain. Where the population inversion is spread

throughout the laser cavity, a population inversion profile, which varies periodically along
the cavity axis, is created. This can be exploited by a second mode that is distant enough in

frequency from the first mode to see the gain at the nodes of the first mode where holes
have not been burnt in the population inversion, as is seen in figure 1.2.

It is therefore necessary to find some way of obtaining single frequency operation. A gain

material with a small gain bandwidth is easier to turn into a single frequency laser than one
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with a large gain bandwidth. Due to fewer modes being able to fit beneath the gain

bandwidth, hence there are fewer potential modes. This led to a basic idea, which was

developed into the microchip laser. The idea was to make the laser cavity short enough
such that only one longitudinal mode fell beneath the gain profile. The cavity length needed
to be so small that the gain crystal had to take up the entire cavity. Yet, even so, the

absorption properties of most laser crystals mean that the required thickness is so short that
it begins to compromise the efficiency of the laser by reducing the fraction of the diode
radiation that is absorbed. In 1% Nd:YAG, only about 32% of the incident pump power is
absorbed in the ~0.4 mm length required to obtain single frequency operation. For 3%

doped Nd:YV04, the situation is greatly improved with about 86% of the pump power being
absorbed in the ~0.2 mm of material required to guarantee single frequency operation.
Thicknesses as small as 0.2 mm make the crystal fragile and difficult to handle, properties
that are not ideal for manufacture. However many microchip lasers with dimensions longer
than those naively calculated for single frequency operation, still run on a single frequency
at significant output powers by overcoming "spatial hole burning" [65]. Spatial hole burning
can be mitigated if the pump is strongly absorbed near the pumped surface of the crystal,
when this surface is also the end of the resonator. The available gain will then be strongly
localised near this surface. Since this surface is mirrored, the longitudinal modes of the laser
will have a strong spatial overlap in this region and hence the first mode to oscillate will
saturate the gain available to both modes, as seen in figure 1.2. As a result, subsequent
modes will not oscillate until much higher pump powers are reached. Thus, it is

advantageous to choose a laser crystal with a large pump absorption coefficient (such as

Nd:YV04). Helpfully, this will also mean that the crystal length required for efficient pump

absorption will be reduced.
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Anti - nodes saturate Nodes leave the
the gain. gain untouched.

Homogeneous
saturated gain

Saturated gain with
strong absorption

1st Mode

Saturated

Gain

2nd Mode

Figure 1.2 Spatial hole burning in a microchip laser. Top portrayal of saturated gain for absorption

spread through crystal, mirrored, surface of crystal, lower for absorption strongly located near pump.

In this diagram the crystal is pumped from the left.

Unfortunately, these devices cannot easily be scaled to high powers and are not suitable for

single frequency operation with broad transitions or if multiple transitions of comparable
stimulated emission cross-section are closely spaced, as in the 2 pm transitions of Tm:YAG.
Even when using a material with favourable properties, such as Nd:YV04, the single

frequency output power obtainable in this way is probably limited to a couple of hundred
milliwatts. To obtain higher single frequency output powers it is necessary to go to more

complicated geometries. There are essentially two ways of doing this. One is to eliminate

spatial hole burning, usually by preventing standing waves in the resonator, and the other is
to introduce some form of frequency dependent loss into the cavity. Some of the

approaches appropriate for miniature geometries will be discussed, with particular emphasis
on those that have the virtues of simplicity and robustness.

1.2.2 Suppression of standing waves

In many lasers it is easier to avoid the formation of standing waves rather than to try to

compensate for their effect. The two most common methods used nowadays had already
been demonstrated in the early days of lasers: the "twisted-mode" laser and the ring laser.

In the twisted mode geometry, quarter wave-plates are placed at either end of an isotropic

gain medium. If the quarter wave plates are appropriately orientated, this gives a helical
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field pattern in the gain medium, which has no nodes and hence spatial hole burning is

eliminated [66-67]. With this approach it is possible to get 250 mW single frequency

operation from a Nd:YAG gain crystal with a 1 W pump source [68]. However, it is sensitive
to stress-induced and thermally induced birefringence, both of which can be caused by the

pump induced thermal load in the laser crystal. These problems are more severe in high

power lasers, which makes this technique less useful for those lasers. In addition, it cannot
be used with birefringent laser materials.

In those cases, a unidirectional ring laser offers a more reliable approach. In such a ring

laser, which is also called a travelling-wave laser, the light travels in one direction only and
therefore does not form standing waves throughout the cavity, although there will be some

element of standing wave behaviour at the mirrors where the beam overlaps with itself.

The eigenmodes of a ring cavity are counter propagating travelling waves. If the cavity can

be arranged so that only one of these directions is allowed, then spatial hole burning is
eliminated and the first mode to oscillate will saturate the gain in a spatially uniform
fashion. This will deplete the gain for other potential modes and prevent them from lasing.
The usual method of accomplishing this is to use the combination of a Faraday rotator, a

polariser (e.g. a Brewster plate) and a reciprocal polarisation rotator (e.g. a simple

birefringent crystal) [64, 69]. By this method, the polarisation rotation induced for the mode

going one way round the ring is cancelled out by the rotation in the Faraday rotator,
whereas in the other direction it is enhanced. In this way the counter propagating modes

experience different losses at the polariser and hence one direction is favoured.
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Figure 1.3 A monolithic non-planar ring oscillator (after Kane & Byer[63])

Very impressive results have been achieved with such unidirectional ring lasers (e.g. [70]),

yet they are often complex and large, compared to the simplicity required of microlasers.

However, these devices can be impressively miniaturised via the concept of the monolithic

non-planar ring oscillator [63, 64]. In this system a laser crystal is cut such that a non-

planar ring path round the cavity is provided by total internal reflection off all but one

surface, the other surface is coated to acts as the output coupler, as seen in figure 1.3. On
a round trip, the non-planar ring provides the reciprocal polarisation rotation and non-

normal incidence on the output coupler gives polarisation discrimination. If a magnetic field
is applied to a crystal that has a finite Verdet constant (such as Nd:YAG) the non-reciprocal

polarisation rotation required to enforce single frequency oscillation is obtained[64, 69]. On
diode pumping, a compact, robust and stable source of single frequency radiation results.
For example, Freitag et al. [71] have reported continuous wave, single frequency output

powers of 2 W from a diode pumped Nd:YAG system. These systems do, however, require
careful manufacture and design of the pumping geometry.
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Other methods of encouraging single frequency operation include using a 'travelling
medium' or using two electro-optic modulators on the mirrors [72]. In a travelling medium

system there is motion of the active medium such that the medium is shifted in relation to

the standing wave. In this system, a movement of one wavelength in a time sufficiently
small compared to the cavity round trip time will significantly reduce the spatial hole

burning. The disadvantage of this system is the need to use moving elements, with the risk
that jitter will misalign the cavity. A variant of this method consists of using two electro-

optic modulators placed against the mirrors. This sets the nodes and anti-nodes of the

standing wave in periodic motion along the optical axis.

1.2.3 Frequency dependent loss mechanisms

As an alternative to eliminating spatial hole-burning, introducing a frequency dependent loss
into the cavity can encourage single frequency operation. There are many ways of doing
this and some of those more appropriate to microlasers will be discussed here.

Although spatial hole burning will allow a second mode to oscillate by causing non-uniform

gain along the length of the cavity, it is also possible to cause non-uniform loss along the

cavity in such a way that a second mode is blocked. Single frequency lasers based on this
idea have been demonstrated using both a thin metal film and a saturable absorber as the
loss inducing mechanism [72]. If the thin metal film is placed at a node of the mode which
is to be favoured, then that mode will experience minimal loss due to the film. Other

longitudinal modes that fall within the gain bandwidth are unlikely to have a node at this

point and hence will experience elevated loss. In this way single frequency operation can be

encouraged [73]. The introduction of a saturable absorber to a laser cavity would cause a

non-uniform loss distribution. If a saturable absorber is placed in the centre of the laser

cavity, where the longitudinal modes are least spatially correlated, the first mode to oscillate
will saturate the loss and hence run with a relatively low round trip loss. However any other
modes which try to oscillate will have to do so in areas which have not been heavily
saturated by the original mode and hence will experience an elevated loss. It is for this
reason that passively Q-switched microchip lasers tend to run on a single frequency [74].
Whilst both of these methods have the merit of simplicity, the former requires precise

positioning and both introduce a loss to the lasing mode which would make them
unattractive for frequency doubled and low gain systems. In addition, tuning of the metal
film based system would be complicated.

A more common method of frequency selection is to introduce some form of interferometer
into the cavity. Two methods of doing this, which are particularly suited to microlasers, are
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to use a Fabry-Perot etalon or to make use of coupled cavity ideas. Etalons, which are used
to enforce single frequency operation in the microlasers that will be discussed in chapter 5
of this thesis, are typically thin plates of glass. The reflections from the two surfaces of the

glass plate interfere with each other. If the interference between these multiple back
reflections is destructive, 100% transmission results, at other wavelengths some loss is

introduced. The resonances are frequency dependent and hence mode selection results.
This technique has been used to produce impressive results in microlasers (e.g. [33, 75])
because it is simple and allows for some tunability. However angular control of the etalon is

important if stability is to be maintained and this requires careful mechanical design. In

addition, etalons tend to be thin and hence rather fragile and difficult to handle

components.

The coupled cavity system works by having two (or more) cavities with different resonance
characteristics [76-79]. The idea behind this system is that the extra conditions imposed for
resonance by the second cavity constrain the laser to work on a single frequency. This

system can be realised in a very simple cavity requiring only a gain crystal (coated to be

high reflecting on one side and uncoated on the other) and an output coupler. However, the

single frequency operation of such a device is critically dependent on the position of the

output coupler and low loss operation requires that the transverse mode sizes and radii of
curvature in the two coupled cavities be the same at the central interface. This requires
careful cavity design.

A related approach is to use an external etalon [80] or diffraction grating [78] to feedback
some of the output laser power into the cavity. With the etalon system, tuning can be
achieved simply by translating the etalon relative to the laser. This method looks promising
for achieving single frequency operation at low powers in materials with a broad gain

bandwidth utilising a simple microchip geometry.

The technique used to enforce single frequency operation in the microlasers that will be
discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis was that of birefringent filtering [81-83]. This
method will be discussed in more detail in these chapters, but to summarise, a birefringent
filter consists of a polarising element, typically a Brewster plate, and a birefringent crystal. If
this combination is inserted into the cavity, maximum transmission through it only occurs if
the birefringent crystal is a full or half wave-plate at the wavelength in question. The wave

plating in the birefringent crystal is frequency dependent and so maximum transmission

through the Brewster plate only occurs at a discrete set of wavelength. The main advantage
of this system is that it can enforce single frequency operation with very low insertion loss.
This is particularly true of frequency doubled green systems based on the frequency
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doubling of the 1 pm transition in Nd3+ materials. Here, it has been shown that the type-II

phase matched KTP, which is typically used as the birefringent non-linear material can also
act as the birefringent crystal [81, 83]. This system can allow for frequency modulation if

carefully designed. It is also possible to utilise the polarisation dependent gain in a material
like Nd:YV04 as the polarising element thus simplifying the cavity further. Using such a

system, 3.2 W of single mode green power has been generated for 12.6 W of pump power

[84].

In short, any intracavity element that causes frequency dependent loss, such that secondary
modes see increased loss, can be used to force the laser to run single frequency. As yet, no
one design is the clear favourite as a mechanism for enforcing single frequency operation in
microlasers. Indeed it is probable that the solution chosen will depend on the detailed

specifications required. What is certain, however, is that a lot of research requires to be
done on the various geometries and, in particular, on which geometry best suits the unique

requirements of the microlaser where robustness and simplicity are paramount.

1.3 Quasi-three level lasers

In a quasi-three-level laser the lower laser level forms part of the ground state manifold.
Because of this, it is partially occupied with a temperature dependent fraction of the ground
state population. This leads to problems with re-absorption loss, where a passing laser

photon can be absorbed to excite an electron in the lower laser level up to the upper laser
level instead of stimulating an electron in the upper laser level to de-excite and emit

another photon [85].

On calculating the expected threshold for a laser exhibiting re-absorption losses, it is found
that the re-absorption loss enters the equation as just an additional cavity loss [86]. No new

terms involving the pump beam waist or the laser beam waist are introduced, as can be
seen by comparing equations 1.1 and 1.2. These equations show the lasing threshold in
terms of incident power for a laser with re-absorption loss and for a laser with no re-

absorption loss, respectively. However, for a laser with re-absorption loss it is still necessary
to reduce both the pump beam waist and the laser beam waist in order to reduce the laser

threshold, as it is for a laser with no re-absorption loss.

xhv^co'+cD'Xd + T + lN^ccL)
th(q31) ~ . r ■1"140T77af
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This is where:

h is Planck's constant

vp is the pump frequency

coL and coP are the beam waists of the laser and pump respectively

8 is the round trip loss

T is the output transmission

IV is the unpumped population of the lower laser level

cr is the stimulated emission cross-section

r|a is the fraction of incident pump power absorbed in a crystal of length L

f = fi + f2 where fi is the fraction of the lower manifold population in the lower laser level and

f2 is the fraction of the upper manifold population in the upper laser level.

and x is the lifetime of the upper manifold.

There is also an optimum crystal length for a gain media that exhibits re-absorption loss,
such as a quasi-three-level laser. As the crystal length increases so the fraction of the pump

power that is absorbed increases. Yet, with the crystal length increasing, the re-absorption
loss also increases. Hence, there is an optimum crystal length, which minimises the
threshold in terms of the incident pump power. However a later paper by Risk [86] points
out that minimising threshold may not give the optimum result, maximising power out for
the given maximum pump power may be better.

The re-absorption loss appears as an intra-cavity loss no different from the usual cavity
losses until the laser begins to oscillate. However, once oscillation begins the lower laser
level population acts as a saturable loss. The laser slope efficiency, shown in equation 1.3,
is changed, compared to the case of no re-absorption loss shown in equation 1.4, by a new

factor, shown in equation 1.5 [86].

hv T
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1.6

and

when:

Pa is the absorbed pump power

rip is the pump quantum efficiency (which is the number of electrons excited into the upper

manifold by one absorbed photon)

5S is the saturable loss term introduced by the lower laser level population

Isat is the saturation intensity

I is the cirulating intensity averaged over the gaussian beam

ct| is the absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength in the gain medium due to the lower
laser level population

v is the laser frequency

c is the speed of light

n is the refractive index of the gain medium

S is the cavity photon number

Near the threshold of a quasi-three-level the slope efficiency is reduced, compared to a four
level laser, since a further loss has been introduced. However, as the circulating intensity, I,

increases this loss is saturated and the slope efficiency approaches that of a four level laser.
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Bright pump sources are also very important for quasi-three level lasers. A high brightness

pump source will have a lower divergence than a low brightness pump source of the same

output power and waist size. This becomes vitally important when a small pump spot is

necessary to reduce the threshold, which in a quasi-three-level laser is already elevated due
to reabsorption loss. This is due to the fact that focussing a beam to a tight spot becomes

increasingly difficult with reduced beam quality. For optimised efficiency, it is necessary to
match the pump spot and the laser spot at the mirrored front face of the gain crystal. If the

pump beam is highly divergent this will lead to a poor match at the other end of the crystal,
which will therefore decrease the mode overlap and hence, lower the slope efficiency.

1.4 Lasers for remote sensing applications

Diode-pumped Tm3+ and Tm3+ - Ho3+ co-doped lasers have attracted increasing interest as
laser sources for remote-sensing applications. This is because they operate at an "eye-safe"

wavelength, which is also contained within windows of high atmospheric transmission (see

figure 1.4). They also have the potential to be very efficient. However, their full potential is
difficult to realise owing to problems associated with their quasi-three level nature, the small
effective emission cross-section of Tm3+ and upconversion effects in Tm3+ and especially
Tm3+ - Ho3+ co-doped lasers [51]. Generally, both Tm3+ lasers and Tm3+-Ho3+ co-doped
lasers have been operated at reduced temperature to reduce these effects.
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Atmospheric Transmission near 2 microns

Tm:YLF

Wavelength (microns)

Figure 1.4 The atmospheric transmission over a 1 km path at sea level. Diagram courtesy of BAE

Systems.

There has been much interest in the development of an eye-safe laser as a source for
remote sensing. Sensing applications such as optical air speed measurement (laser

anemometry) and collision avoidance lidar are particularly important for helicopters. The
first since there is a lot of air turbulence immediately around the craft which hamper
conventional air speed measurement techniques and the second since things such as power

cables are difficult to observe from a helicopter and yet may be in the flight path.

Air data systems measure the wind speed and altitude from data supplied by sensors

distributed around the aircraft. Most systems use pressure sensors to measure both

parameters, deriving altitude directly from air pressure, and air speed from differential

pressure in a Pitot tube, a device consisting of an open-ended right-angled tube. The
measured pressure difference is proportional to the square of the wind speed. This means

that Pitot tubes become increasingly inaccurate at low speeds[96]. Taking accurate

measurements, is particularly difficult in helicopters where there is a large down-draught
from the rotor. Hence, laser techniques that make measurements at points remote from the
airframe have a fundamental advantage. Laser techniques would also give a linear
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response, which makes accurate low speed measurements possible, and are able to
measure flow direction, an important requirement in a helicopter, which can fly backwards.

Laser anemometry uses a single-frequency laser focused to a diffraction limited point in the
air flow. Aerosols and particles passing through the focus backscatter a small amount of

light back into the transmitting telescope. The light is focused via a polarisation switch onto

a photodiode. Mixing this with direct light from the laser creates a photocurrent at the

doppler frequency which is measured, giving the air velocity component in the laser

direction[97]. Switching the beam into three different directions gives the data needed to

calculate the air flow direction and magnitude.

Beam focused
in air flow

Transmit -
receive

telescope

Figure 1.5 Continuous wave homodyne laser anemometer

The simple optical system shown in figure 1.5 uses a polarising beam-splitter and quarter

wave plate to separate incoming from outgoing beams, with back reflection from the

quarter wave plate providing the reference beam.

Efficient detection of the return signal depends on making the signal and reference beam
wavefronts almost exactly parallel over their full aperture. Angular alignment of a quarter
wave is needed for adequate efficiency. For the system shown in figure 1.5, this means that
the curvature of the signal wave returning from the scattering particles needs to be closely
matched to the transmitter beam, and therefore only light scattered from particles near the
beam focus contributes significantly to the output signal. Signals arising from particles

Photodiode

Frequency
analyser

Single-mode
CW laser

Polarising
beamsplitter Quarter wave

plate

Reference
beam

Doppler signal
beam

Isolator
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between the transmitter and the beam focus, and from beyond the focus are detected with

relatively poor efficiency, hence remote sensing is possible.

Helicopters often fly close to the ground where there is a risk of colliding with power lines
and trees. Many accidents of this kind have occurred with both civil and military helicopters.

Hence, a simple and cheap short range radar, with enough spatial resolution to see small

objects, could be useful from a safety point of view by warning the pilot of approaching

objects.

Small microwave radars do not have enough angular resolution to detect and recognise
cables and wires, but a compact laser radar could readily detect wires as small as a few
millimeters at 1km range or more. A multi-function laser radar which combines air velocity

sensing with obstacle detection could be particularly useful for helicopters, and perhaps for

low-flying fixed-wing aircraft as well. Frequency-modulated continuous-wave lasers can

provide target range information as well as Doppler frequency, and so are particularly useful
for multi-function applications. The maximum range is limited by the sweep length which
needs to be at least twice the round-trip transit time to the target[98,99].

A laser diode end-pumped Tm:YAG laser is expected to be an important candidate for such

applications in the 2 pm wavelength region, because it has been shown to be an efficient
laser [43,44,50]. Moreover it can oscillate between 1.87 and 2.16 pm, which contains the

strong absorption bands for water vapour and a window of high atmospheric transmission.

Therefore, the Tm:YAG laser is particularly promising for both laser radar and medical

applications.

Absorption by tissue between the front surface of the eye and the retina increases safe

exposure levels at wavelengths longer than 1.35 pm by orders of magnitude compared to

visible and nearer-IR wavelengths. However, in a beam of 500 pm radius, the limit to be

truly considered eye-safe is still around 1 mW [87]. The safe power level is increased with

increasing beam radius.

Lasers doped with Tm3+ and Ho3+, which operate at 2 pm, have great potential as laser
sources for coherent Doppler remote sensing applications operating in the eye-safe regime.
The main attraction is thatTm3+ and Tm3+ - Ho 3+ co-doped lasers, while operating in the

eye-safe mid-infra red region, can be efficiently pumped at near infra-red wavelengths,
where reliable high power diodes are available. This efficiency is due to a cross-relaxation

process in Tm3+, which gives two excited electrons in the upper laser level for each pump

photon, shown in figure 1.6. An electron, excited by the absorption of a pump photon in a

Tm3+ ion, can transfer part of its energy to a ground state electron in a neighbouring Tm3+
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ion. At the end of this process both electrons are in the upper laser level. Therefore one

pump photon can yield two electrons in the upper laser level. This process works well if the

dopant concentration is high enough (> 3% [88]) and allows quantum efficiencies

approaching 200% [44].

H

785nm

Pump
'•-.Self-Quenching

2 (am
Laser

H6
Tm3+ Tm3+

Figure 1.6 The cross relaxation process in Tm:YAG

The better atmospheric transmission around 2.1 pm favours Ho3+ lasers compared to Tm 3+
lasers at around 2.0 pm for many remote sensing applications. There are many atmospheric

absorption features at the typical operating wavelength of Tm:YAG lasers (2013 nm), so
that Tm:YAG lasers for remote sensing are often tuned to an atmospheric transmission
window near 2022 nm [50]. This requires additional intra-cavity elements adding complexity
and cost. In addition, since the atmospheric absorption features are still closely spaced,
these lasers have to be stabilised to better than 0.1 nm. In contrast, at 2090 nm, the typical

operating wavelength of Ho:YAG, the atmospheric absorption features are weaker and
fewer [89], resulting in broader transmission windows, as was seen in figure 1.4.

Unfortunately, diode lasers cannot directly pump Ho3+ lasers, which absorb at 2 pm, a

wavelength not covered by diode laser technology with high enough power for diode

pumping applications. The standard approach to diode pumping Ho3+ lasers has therefore
been to use laser crystals with Tm:Ho co-doping [90], the Tm3+ being diode pumped at 0.8

pm to the initial excited level, followed by the cross-relaxation process into the upper laser
level. The energy is then transferred from the Tm3+ ion to the upper laser level of the Ho3+
ion. However, the combination of Tm3+ and Ho3+ in one host leads to an upconversion

process, where one of two neighbouring ions is de-excited while the other is excited into a

higher level with a short lifetime, from which it decays back into the upper laser level [91].
The net effect is to reduce the population inversion and increase the intracavity loss.
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Up conversion in Tm,Ho:YLF is less severe. However, the losses were found to be very

temperature dependent, requiring the cooling of the crystal to -63°C for the most efficient

operation [92]. A further disadvantage is the operating wavelength of Ho:YLF which at 2065
nm has significantly higher atmospheric extinction than the 2091 nm wavelength of Ho:YAG.
In addition, YLF is a much more fragile material than YAG leading to an increased likelihood
of thermal fracture when pumped at high power levels.

The up conversion effects in Tm:Ho:YAG and the thermal problems with Tm,Ho:YLF have
led many researchers to return to singly doped Tm:YAG lasers as sources for remote

sensing applications [89, 93,94]. The upconversion losses in singly doped Tm:YAG are less
severe than in Tm,Ho:YAG and less temperature dependent than in Tm,Ho:YLF. However
some work has been done in Southampton on a Ho:YAG laser which was intracavity

pumped by a Tm:YAG laser. This achieved 2.1 W at 2.097 pm from a 785 nm diode pump

of 9.2 W [95].

1.5 Conclusion

In recent years there has been a lot of progress, both in the development of microlasers
and in the applications that are being found for them. Microlasers, especially microchip

lasers, were developed under commercial pressures for smaller, cheaper, more easily mass

produced lasers. Since this pressure shows no signs of waning, it can be assumed that the
share of the laser market obtained by microchip lasers will continue to expand, especially
since these lasers have developed a market niche for low cost and low power operation.

They also have the advantage of their robustness and compact size.

Micro lasers operating on their fundamental frequency have been fabricated from a number

gain materials and hence have been demonstrated to produce high quality laser light at a
number of useful wavelengths in the near IR. The neodymium-doped materials operating
around one micron have many well developed applications. Moving further to the infra-red,
Tm and Ho doped systems have been built for remote sensing applications around 2 pm. In

particular a laser diode end pumped Tm:YAG laser is expected to be an important candidate
for such applications. The better atmospheric transmission around 2.1 pm favours Ho3+
lasers compared to Tm 3+ lasers at ~ 2.0 pm, however they need to be pumped at 2.0 pm

by a Tm:YAG laser, since diode lasers are not available at that wavelength. On way round
this is to use a co-doped material. However, Tm:Ho:YAG experiences severe up conversion
effects and Tm,Ho:YLF has thermal problems, hence many researchers have returned to

singly doped Tm:YAG lasers.
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Tm:YAG is quasi-three level, its lower laser level is part of the ground state manifold.
Because it is part of the ground level manifold the lower laser level is partially populated
with a temperature dependent fraction of the ground state ions. This leads to problems with

re-absorption loss, such as an elevated threshold. The quasi-three level nature also places
conditions on the brightness and divergence of the pump beam. A highly divergent pump
beam will have a pump to laser mode mismatch at the back surface of the gain crystal

leading to a reduced slope efficiency.

Micro lasers have also been operated on a single frequency. An intracavity element that
causes frequency dependent loss, such that secondary modes see increased loss, can be
used to achieve this. However, in many single frequency lasers it is easier to avoid the
formation of standing waves, and therefore spatial hole burning, rather than to try to

compensate this effect. Although many travelling wave lasers are too large to be considered
to be microlasers, several have been miniaturised.
The wide variety of work discussed in this chapter illustrates the versatility of the microlaser
format and its ability to address a wide range of real world applications.
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Chapter 2: Single Frequency Nd: YV04 Lasers

2.1 Introduction to single frequency Nd: YV04 lasers

Theoretically, one might expect that all homogeneously broadened lasers would operate

on a single frequency. The first mode to operate should saturate the gain for modes at
all other frequencies. However, this is not the case due to an effect called spatial hole

burning. This is caused by the gain being saturated at the anti-nodes of the standing
wave within the cavity and left unsaturated at the nodes. When this occurs, a secondary
mode can see gain at the nodes of the first mode and lase (this is more fully discussed
in chapter 1). Hence, by eliminating spatial hole burning you can ensure single

frequency operation. One way of eliminating spatial hole burning is the use of a ring

cavity or travelling wave cavity [1]. Since a travelling wave does not have stationary
nodes or anti-nodes, spatial hole burning cannot exist within a travelling wave cavity.

Alternatively a twisted mode laser could be set up such that a helical field occurs within
the gain medium preventing spatial hole burning (this is also discussed more fully in

chapter 1).

Besides eliminating spatial hole burning, there are two main ways to get single

frequency operation from a laser. The first is to choose a short cavity. The longitudinal
mode spacing is inversely proportional to the cavity length. Hence, the length of the

cavity can be chosen such that if one of the modes is positioned at the centre of the

gain bandwidth, then the neighbouring modes are outside it. In this way we ensure that

only one mode sees enough gain to reach its threshold for lasing. The second method is

to add a frequency selective element to the cavity. Any intracavity element that causes

frequency dependent loss, such that secondary modes see increased loss, can be used
to force the laser to run single frequency.

Given a short enough cavity length, a monolithic microchip laser is intrinsically single

frequency. In this case, only one longitudinal mode fits underneath the gain profile and
therefore single frequency operation is ensured. However, obtaining single frequency

operation from a diode pumped solid-state laser this way can be difficult. The problem
arises from the relatively broad gain peak in comparison with the small longitudinal
mode spacing of most solid-state lasers. This means that the laser cavities have to be

very short to ensure single frequency operation, a maximum of ~400 pm for Nd: YAG,
or ~200 pm for Nd: YV04.
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By decreasing the length of the laser gain medium, the length over which absorption
can occur is reduced. This reduces the amount of pump light that can be absorbed and
so decreases the maximum output power of the laser. In a 400 jim length of 1% doped
Nd: YAG, the length necessary to ensure single frequency operation, only about 32% of
the incident pump power is absorbed in a single pass. For Nd: YV04 the maximum

length for single frequency operation is shorter, only 200 urn, due to the higher
refractive index (2.1 as opposed to 1.8) and wider gain bandwidth (0.8 nm). However,
in Nd: YV04 it is possible to increase the dopant concentration within the host medium,

somewhat, in order to increase the fraction of the pump absorbed. If 3% doped Nd:

YV04 is used, then 86% absorbence of the incident pump power can be achieved in a

single pass of this crystal length.

However, 200 |am thick crystals are very fragile and difficult to handle. These properties
make them quite expensive. They are also more susceptible to thermal fracture caused

by waste heat from the pump beam heating the crystal. A gain crystal cannot be

pumped by an unlimited amount of power. As the pump power incident on the crystal is

increased, so is the heating within the crystal. Eventually, a point is reached where the
heat within the crystal is such that thermally induced fracture occurs[2]. For a crystal of

only 200 thickness this point is lower than for a 1 mm thick crystal and for a 3 %

doped crystal it is lower than for a 1 % doped crystal [2]. Hence, for a 200 jim, 3 %

doped Nd: YV04 gain crystal the thermal limit for pumping would be significantly less
than for a 1 mm 1 % Nd: YV04 gain crystal. Indeed a 1 W diode pump would be enough
to induce thermal fracture [2].

However, longer monolithic microchip Nd: YV04 lasers have been demonstrated to

operate on a single frequency on both the 1.06 urn and the 1.34 transitions [3-7]. If
the pump absorption length and cavity length are both short, then it is possible that a
second longitudinal mode will never be far enough out of phase with the first and lasing
mode to see gain. This is only true of longitudinal pumped systems where there is a

high degree of overlap between the diode pump mode and the laser mode within the

crystal.

Suppose the gain is spread evenly along the longitudinal extent of the cavity, as in the

upper saturated gain profile in figure 1.2. The second mode shares a forced node at the
mirror surface with the first mode. However, it will reach a point along the cavity where
it will see gain and may oscillate. Yet suppose, as in the lower saturated gain profile, the

pump absorption coefficient is higher, so the gain is localised near the mirror. In this

case, while still within the region of gain, the second mode may never become far out of
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step with the lasing mode. It will only see the holes burnt in the gain and it will be

suppressed. This leads to lasers with cavity lengths longer than those calculated for

single frequency operation still working on a single frequency if the absorption
coefficient is high enough. However, this effect will still only give a limited amount of

single frequency operation before a second mode will overcome the effect and oscillate.
Our group has demonstrated single frequency powers of 140 mW at 1064 nm and 105
mW at 1342 nm from 0.25 mm thick Nd: YV04 microchip lasers [6, 7].

Monolithic lasers have limits as to the amount of single frequency output power it is

possible to achieve with them. So in order to achieve higher power single frequency
lasers it is necessary to move away from short monolithic lasers and into the realm of
miniature lasers, which utilise frequency selective elements.

Various frequency selective elements can be used in single frequency miniature lasers.
Two of these, birefringent filters and etalons, will be described later. Others include
metal thin films [8-10], coupled cavities [11-14] and diffraction gratings [11, 15, 16]. If
a metal thin film is placed at a node of the mode to be favoured then that mode

experiences minimal loss due to the film. Other modes that fall beneath the gain
bandwidth are unlikely to have a node in this film and so will experience elevated loss.
The coupled cavity system works by having two or more cavities with different
resonance characteristics. The extra conditions imposed on the oscillator by the second

cavity constrain the laser to operate on a single frequency. The diffraction grating

system is related to this in that it feeds some of the laser output power back in to the
laser cavity on a frequency selective basis, thus favouring a given mode. Nd: YV04
lasers have been demonstrated in single frequency operation using many different

cavity configurations. Indeed, virtually any intracavity element that causes frequency

dependent loss, such that secondary modes see increased loss, can be used to force the
laser to run on a single frequency.

2.2 Birefringent filters

In lasers with broad gain curves, where it is necessary to restrict the laser output to a

specified wavelength or to tune this wavelength, a wavelength selective technique is
used. There are various possibilities for providing both selectivity and tunability. These
include the use of an intracavity prism [17] or an adjustable optical grating [11, 15, 16]
An intracavity prism will spatially disperse the modes within the cavity. The modes can
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then either be picked out either by aligning the cavity to a specific mode, if the

longitudinal spacing is large enough, or picked out by placing a slit within the cavity. If
the prism is then rotated a different frequency mode will then be aligned in the cavity

through the slit. An adjustable external optical grating has been briefly described in the

preceeding section and works by introducing feedback into the laser cavity. Intracavity
etalons [18-20] can also be used, these will be explained in section 2.3. One or more
thin birefringent plates within the cavity tilted close to Brewster's angle [21] also cause

frequency selectivity in the form of a birefringent filter.

The birefringent filter is a commonly used device for selection of a single longitudinal
mode. In its simplest form a birefringent filter consists of a single slice of birefringent
material inserted into the laser cavity. Usually the birefringent axes will lie in the plane
of the crystal. The filter is inserted into the cavity at close to Brewster's angle. In this
case the phase difference 8 between the ordinary and extraordinary rays emerging from
the crystal will be [21]:

^ _ 2nL(n0 -ne)sin2 <9
X sin a

2.1

where X is the laser wavelength in a vacuum,

L is the thickness of the crystal,

a is the angle between the incident ray and the normal to the crystal, (close to
Brewster's angle)

and 6 is the angle between optic axis and the refracted ray within the crystal.

When the laser light has a wavelength corresponding to an integer number of full wave

retardations, the laser operates effectively as if the filter was not present, although it is
still polarised by it. At any other wavelength, the laser mode polarisation is modified by
the birefringent plate and suffers losses at the Brewster surfaces.
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Tunability of the laser is achieved by rotating the birefringent crystal in its own plane.
This changes the angle between the crystal optic axis and the laser axes and hence, the
effective birefringence seen by the laser mode [21].

One way to lower the transmittance in the rejection band of the filter is to use a stack of
identical crystal plates that are similarly aligned. If a stack of ten quartz plates is used
the transmittance is reduced to 15%, which should be enough to suppress unwanted
laser frequencies in most lasers [21].

An approach for narrowing the width of the selectivity peak of the filter is to use several

crystals in series whose thicknesses vary by integer ratios. The disadvantage of this

approach, however, is that unwanted transmission spikes result. For a 1:4:16 ratio filter

although the selectivity peak was considerably narrowed numerous unwanted
transmission peaks were found in the selectivity profile, the largest amplitude of which
was 75 % [22].

There are a plethora of designs that can be tried, with corresponding trade offs in

selectivity widths, transmission of unwanted frequencies and complexity. For all of the
filter designs discussed however, tuning is continuous and easily implemented through
rotation of the crystal or multiple crystals.

2.2.1 Theory of birefringent filter use with birefringent gain crystals

The birefringent filter used for this work consisted of a gain crystal, a Brewster plate and
an undoped YV04 birefringent crystal, as a birefringent element. Ail surfaces, apart from
the Brewster plate, were normal to the intracavity laser flux. The birefringent filter
differed from that described in the previous section due to its being developed from a

frequency doubled laser. This frequency doubled Nd: YV04 laser needed to run single

frequency to eliminate the green noise problem [23]. In this case, the KTP non-linear

crystal had a dual role as the frequency doubling non-linear crystal (type II) and the

birefringent element [1]. Hence, the birefringent element, within the filter, was
orientated along the laser axis in the same way as the gain crystal, although rotated
round the laser axis by 45° to the gain crystal. A Brewster plate made from an isotropic
material (BK7) was introduced into the cavity to create the polarisation dependent loss.
Greater than 200 mW of single-frequency green output power was obtained from this

frequency doubled Nd: YV04 laser [24].
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Plate Crystal

10% Output
coupler

Figure 2.1 Laser set up

The Brewster plate provides a preferred polarisation direction within the cavity of these

birefringently filtered lasers. This is because it causes some loss to all but the chosen
linear polarisation direction. The effect the birefringent crystal has on the polarisation of
the mode is dependent on its frequency. Consider a longitudinal mode which sees the

birefringent crystal as a half or full-wave plate. On a double pass of the crystal, the
mode will go through a full wave plate and the polarisation will be the same once it has

passed through the crystal, as it was on entry to the crystal. Hence, the mode will arrive
back at the Brewster plate and see no loss going through it. However, an adjacent

longitudinal mode will not see the birefringent crystal as either a full or half-wave plate.
Therefore on a double pass of the crystal the polarisation of the light will be altered and
it will experience some loss at the Brewster plate.

The laser cavity shown in figure 2.1 was modelled using Jones Calculus [25]. Multiplying

together the Jones matrices corresponding to the cavity elements in the order in which

they are met forms a round trip Jones matrix for a cavity. Starting from the pumped end
of the laser (the input coupler) and multiplying together the individual Jones Matrices as

the corresponding optical elements are met gives the round trip Jones matrix for the

cavity (2.2).

Mt =CV ■ B■ R(-45) CK CK ■ R(45) BCV-e~ip 2.2

Where:
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Q, and Ck are the Jones matrices for the gain crystal and the birefringent crystal

respectively. B is the Jones matrix for the Brewster plate. The matrix R(6) represents
the rotation between the principal axes of the two crystals, in this case 45°. e"'p is the

phase term associated with the air gaps within the cavity.

In order for resonance, the circulating light within the cavity must meet two conditions.
The phase change on a round trip must be an integer multiple of 2n and the polarisation
must repeat after a round trip. These conditions can be summarised in the

eigenequation (2.3).

M ■ X = a-X 2.3

Where M is the round trip Matrix, X is the polarisation vector and a is a positive real
number.

This modelling, developed by Alan Kemp, accounts for the two birefringent crystals, the

birefringent gain crystal and the birefringent crystal[26]. Thus, it can model the effects
of a birefringent gain material such as Nd: YV04. This modelling considers both phase
and polarisation changes. It is, therefore, capable of predicting the tuning of the

wavelength, polarisation and intermodal discrimination in these lasers.

This modelling has shown that a 5mm birefringent crystal will experience greater

discrimination, 1.25 %, between adjacent modes than a shorter 3mm birefringent

crystal, 0.83 % discrimination, as shown in figure 2.2 [25].
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Figure 2.2 Discrimination between adjacent modes: Blue - 5mm birefringent crystal, Red - 3mm

birefringent crystal. The solid and dotted lines depict adjacent modes.

Due to the model accounting for the birefringence of the gain crystal, it can model the
effect of changes in gain crystal temperature. Further, this modelling has shown that the
discrimination of the laser cavity can be adjusted by adjusting the temperature of the

birefringent gain crystal. When the Nd: YV04 gain crystal is acting away from half (or

full) wave plate conditions the discrimination curve is flat and shallow. However, as the
Nd: YV04 gain crystal acts close to a half wave plate the discrimination curve is far

steeper and deeper, as shown in figure 2.3. The asymmetry in the curve around the half
wave plate condition arises due to the shifting frequency, meaning that the Nd: W04

crystal is not kept as a half wave plate.

Change in Frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.3 Roll off of longitudinal modes for different Nd: YV04 gain crystal temperatures

When this system is used with Nd: YV04, or another birefringent gain crystal with

polarised gain, the laser cavity can be simplified. Since the gain crystal helps to set the

polarisation of the cavity, it is possible to remove the Brewster plate [27]. When the

birefringent element acts as a half or full wave-plate the two polarisation eigenmodes of
the cavity are parallel and perpendicular to the high gain direction in the Nd:YV04. As a

result, the polarisation mode parallel to the high gain direction is favoured and hence

single frequency operation can result. If the birefringent filter is slightly de-tuned from

being a half or full wave plate the eigenmodes of the cavity are no longer parallel or

perpendicular to the high gain direction. However, one mode will still experience

significantly higher gain than the other will and so single frequency operation may still
result although the output power will be lower. As the birefringent element is tuned
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further away from being a half or full wave plate the losses experienced by the two
modes will become comparable and multi mode operation will result.

2.2.2 Single frequency operation from birefringent filtering

A Nd: YV04 laser was set up in a 18 mm cavity with a 10 % output coupler and pumped

by a SDL 2372 2 W diode laser at 809 nm. The diode laser was lens coupled into the

gain crystal with two 8 mm focal length multi-element lenses (Melles Griot 06GLC002).
The 1 mm 1.1 % doped Nd: YV04 gain crystal was coated to be highly reflecting at
1064nm on one side and anti-reflection coated on the other. In multi longitudinal mode

operation, with no intracavity components and a cavity length of 3 mm, the laser ran on

two modes giving a maximum output power of 1020 mW. The laser was designed such
that an intracavity Brewster plate and birefringent crystal could easily be placed into the

cavity once the cavity was lengthened to 18 mm. The Brewster plate was a 1mm thick
BK7 substrate and the birefringent crystal was either a 5 mm or 3 mm length of

undoped vanadate that was 3 mm by 3mm in cross section. The birefringent crystal was
mounted on a peltier cooler so that it could be temperature scanned. The rejected light
from the Brewster plate was easily accessible so that the magnitude of the rejected
beam could be monitored to help find the optimum birefringent crystal temperature. The

birefringent crystals were in some cases, anti-reflection coated on both sides and in
others anti-reflection coated on one side and coated to be 10 % output coupling on the
other. There were crystals of both lengths with both coatings.

When operating the laser to obtain single frequency operation, the output coupler was
mounted on a piezo and the birefringent gain crystal was mounted on a peltier such that
its optimum temperature could be easily found and stably maintained. The piezo was

ramped while the optimum temperature of the birefringent crystal was being found for
each crystal. While the piezo was being ramped the rejected light from the Brewster

plate was measured. The output from the laser was passed through a beam splitter.
Both the number of modes and the output power could then be measured

simultaneously. The optimum temperature was the temperature at which the rejected

light from the Brewster plate was minimised and the single frequency output maximised.

The laser gave a maximum output power of 820 mW multi-mode, this was achieved by

removing the Brewster plate and birefringent crystal from the laser. It had a slope

efficiency of 43 % and a threshold of 100 mW. When operated single frequency with
the 5mm AR/AR birefringent crystal, in a 18 mm cavity pumped by the same 2 W SDL
2372 diode, the maximum output power was 760 mW. The single frequency slope
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efficiency was found to be 41 % with a threshold of 154 mW. This laser was found to
have an M2 of less than 1.1, its gaussian beam profile is shown in figure 2.4.

10 -

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Distance (mm)

Figure 2.4 The beam profile.

With the 3 mm AR/AR crystal the maximum single frequency output power was found to

be 530 mW for a 2 W pump and the slope efficiency was 29 %, with a 181 mW
threshold. The 5 mm length output coupled crystal was pumped by a 0.5 W SDL 2352
laser diode. The cavity length was 14 mm. It was found to give a single frequency

output power of 194 mW.

Diode Laser and

power

Birefringent

crystal length

Crystal

coatings

Output

coupler

Threshold Slope

Efficiency

Maximum

Power

0.5 W SDL 2352 5 mm AR/OC ~10 % - 35 % 184 mW

2 W SDL 2372 5 mm AR/AR 10 % 154 mW 41 % 760 mW

1 W SDL 2362 5 mm AR/AR 10 % 143 mW 41 % 380 mW

2 W SDL 2372 3 mm AR/AR 10 % 181 mW 29 % 530 mW

Table 2.1 Comparison of the operation of the different W04 birefringent crystals.

Hence, the optimum crystal for the laser to operate on a single frequency was the 5 mm

birefringent crystal. There is greater discrimination when using the 5 mm length of
crystal, but this makes the finding of the optimum temperature more critical. The AR/AR

crystals introduce greater loss into the cavity, since the anti-reflecting surfaces were
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0.04% reflecting. This would lead us to suppose that the AR/OC crystals, which
introduce lower loss, would be better. However, alignment of the AR/OC crystals is more
difficult. The birefringent crystal has to be mounted on a peltier, so that the crystal can
be temperature tuned to find its optimum temperature. However, in this set up, since
the birefringent crystal was fixed, the output coupler could not be aligned to the gain

crystal. Instead, the gain crystal had to be aligned to the output coupler. During the
course of this, the gain crystal may have been moved out of optimum alignment with
the diode pump beam. If the gain crystal were not parallel to the surface of the lens,
then it would see a larger pump spot size than at the true focus.

2.2.3 Birefringent filter & variation of gain crystal temperature

As described in section 2.2.1, modelling based on Jones Calculus was carried out on

laser cavities containing a Brewster plate, birefringent crystal and birefringent gain

crystal. This model could consider cavities containing more than one birefringent
element. Thus, it could model the effects of a birefringent gain material such as Nd:

YV04. Therefore it is possible to use it to compare the effects upon the filter of

birefringent and non-birefringent gain crystals. The model predicted that when the Nd:

YVO4 gain crystal operated close to half or full wave plate conditions, the transmission
curve of frequencies through the system was strongly peaked. However, when the Nd:

YVO4 gain crystal was operating away from half (or full) wave plate conditions, the
transmission curve was much flatter, this was shown in figure 2.3.

This led to the hypothesis that temperature tuning the gain crystal would tune the
characteristics of the single frequency laser. The gain crystal temperature causes a

steeper or flatter transmission curve. The ideal gain crystal temperature differs for

optimum adjacent mode suppression or optimum frequency modulation. The modelling

predicts that for maximum mode suppression the gain crystal should be close to acting
as a half (or full) wave plate, when the transmission curve is at its steepest. In order for

optimum frequency chirping, of the laser, the gain crystal should be acting away from
half wave plate conditions, (as long as the discrimination is enough to ensure single

longitudinal mode operation) when the transmission curve is flattest.

Figure 2.3 shows how the transmission varies with frequency for the Nd:YV04 gain

crystal operating close to, or away from half wave plate conditions. This demonstrates
that by choosing the temperature of the crystal the transmission could be varied by
either 0.3 % or 27 % over the same frequency change. The curve showing the

neodymium vanadate gain crystal operating near to half or full wave plate conditions
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shows some asymmetry. This asymmetry in the graph is due to change in the effective

waveplating in the gain crystal, which is caused by the tuning of the frequency.

The modelling also showed that the temperature change between adjacent half or full
wave plate points was large, figure 2.5. At a wide range of temperatures when the gain

crystal, 1 mm in length, was away from half wave plate conditions the laser would
behave in a similar way. Hence, it was important to find the temperature where the

birefringent gain crystal was operating close to half or full waveplate conditions.

Otherwise, all of the results would be similar and would show no differences attributable
to the temperature change of the gain crystal. Yet, it is possible for a temperature

change of up to 100° still not to yield the optimum temperature. So the peltier used
needed to be able to cause a large temperature change to raise the chances of finding
the optimum temperature. The optimum temperature could be any temperature in a

110° range for a 1 mm crystal. Although, the lowest temperature we could obtain was

limited by the dew point, the highest temperature would be limited by the power of the

peltier used. The frequency change needed to move from a frequency where the crystal
behaves as a half wave plate to a frequency in the middle of the range is 45 GHz.

30

20
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0

°-10 10 30 50 70 90 110

Temperature ofGain Crystal (°C)

Figure 2.5 The theoretical effect of varying the temperature of the 1 mm Nd: YV04 gain crystal on
the discrimination of the laser

In order to test this modelling the laser from the previous section was rebuilt with the

birefringent gain crystal mounted on a peltier so that it could be smoothly and stably

temperature tuned. This set up used a circular peltier with a central hole and similar
metal hot and cold plates so that they could get pumped through, this is shown in figure
2.6. The gain crystal was a 1.1 % doped Nd: YV04 crystals of 1 mm in length and 3 mm
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by 3 mm in cross section. The 10% output coupler was again mounted on a piezo, so

that ramping of the output coupler was possible. A Brewster plate of 1 mm thick BK7

substrate was also inserted into the cavity.

Gain v Crystal
crystz1 7 nount

Peltier hot side

/
Peltier cold side

Peltier

\
Peltier cold side

Figure 2.6 The temperature tunable gain crystal mount

The peltier used was found to enable a gain crystal temperature change of 65 °C,
between 10 and 75 °C. The temperature of the gain crystal was slowly raised through
the experiment with results being obtained at 2.5 °C intervals. This was due to the fact
that the modelling shows the peak of change to have a FWHM of less than 10 °C. So in
order to ensure that the peak was not missed the interval between measurements had
to be small.

The output coupler was attached to a piezo. The piezo was voltage ramped through the
entire experiment. Hence, the frequency of the laser was tuned repeatedly throughout
the experiment. The loss within Lhe cavity was a frequency dependent loss, hence

according to the modelling the output power of the laser should vary with the frequency

tuning. This power roll off, in turn, should relate to the temperature of the gain crystal.
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Fig 2.7 The experimental tuning curves for a gain crystal temperature of 30 C (red) and 65C

(blue).

The magnitude of output power roll off, across the single frequency tuning range of
these lasers, is seen to vary with gain crystal temperature, figure 2.7. This is consistent

with a change in the transmission curve of the laser. It is important to note, however,
that although a change was seen, it is unknown whether this was the top of the peak.

Indeed, it most likely that it was not. Hence this demonstrates that the temperature of
the gain crystal can control the gain crystal bandwidth. Therefore, control of the gain

crystal temperature could be used to optimise the laser for high single frequency power

or frequency modulation.

2.2.4 Birefringent filter with no Brewster surfaces

It has been demonstrated that a frequency doubled Nd: W04 laser, consisting of a Nd:

YV04 gain crystal and a KTP doubling crystal will run on a single longitudinal mode due
to the birefringent filtering effects of the two crystals[27]. However, this has not been
demonstrated at the fundamental frequency. It was therefore of interest to discover
whether the Brewster plate within our birefringent filtered Nd: YV04 laser was

superfluous.

A 1.1 % doped Nd: YV04 crystal was operated in a 38 mm cavity with a 5 mm AR/AR
coated undoped vanadate crystal and a 10% output coupler [28]. The Nd: YV04 crystal
was pumped by a 0.5 W diode laser that was lens coupled as before. The undoped
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vanadate crystal was mounted on a peltier so that its temperature could be kept stable
and could easily be modified. It was rotated, by 45° relative to the gain crystal, such
that an incident ray would experience birefringence. It was found that when the

undoped vanadate crystal was kept between 13° - 18° C this laser would run on a single

frequency. It had a maximum single frequency output power of 102 mW single

frequency.

The 10 % output coupler was then mounted on a piezo tube, which was driven by a

1000 V ramp. Under this set up the laser was found to operate on a single frequency
over the whole range, 13° - 35°, of undoped vanadate crystal temperatures. The
maximum single frequency output power was found to be 160 mW, a slope efficiency of
43 % and a threshold of 225 mW.

It was easier to obtain single frequency operation while varying the cavity length as well
as the crystal temperature. By changing the cavity length the frequency of the laser is
altered. By changing the crystal temperature, the frequency at which the undoped
vanadate crystal is operating as a half or full waveplate is altered. Hence, by ramping
the piezo, we are changing the cavity length at each different temperature of the

undoped vanadate. Hence, there is a higher chance that the frequency, which sees that

temperature of crystal as a half wave plate, can be found. However, it was easier to get

the laser to run on a single frequency with an intracavity Brewster plate in addition to

the two birefringent crystals. It also ran on the single frequency more stably with this

configuration.

2.3 Brewster cut gain crystals.

The birefringent filter we used in section 2.2, employed a separate Brewster surface to
ensure the polarisation of the intracavity laser field. However, any Brewster surface
within the cavity will perform this task and if the amount of intracavity components can

be reduced, then the laser cavity will become both smaller and simpler. For these

reasons, a Brewster cut gain crystal was used to provide both the gain medium and the
Brewster surface. In this case a 1.1 % doped Nd: YV04 was HR coated on its normal
surface and uncoated on the surface cut to Brewster's angle. The higher refractive index
of YV04 means there is a higher Brewster loss and, therefore a higher discrimination,
than a BK7 substrate, even though there is only one Brewster surface.
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Brewster cut gain

Output coupler

Figure 2.8 Brewster cut laser in multi-mode operation.

The 1.1% Brewster cut Nd: YV04 gain crystal was pumped by a 0.5 W SDL 2352 laser
diode. The output coupler was plane and 95% reflective. This laser proved to be more

challenging to align than the laser using the plane Nd: YV04 gain crystal. This was due
to difficulties in aligning a cavity with a Brewster cut crystal. It was found that aligning
with an alignment laser, such as a He-Ne or another Nd: YV04 laser, was not adequate
for this laser. An alignment laser of wavelength different to that of the laser being

aligned was inadequate because of the differences in refraction angle from the Brewster
cut crystal. With a laser of the same wavelength it was difficult to be sure the beam was

passing through to the back surface of the gain crystal. The beam was so highly
reflected by the HR surface that it couldn't be measured on the other side of the crystal.
This problem was overcome by using a highly sensitive power meter, which could detect
the fluorescence from the pumped crystal. This was used to maximise the fluorescence
until the laser began to oscillate. In multi-mode operation this laser, which is shown in

figure 2.8, was found to have a maximum output power of greater than 240 mW, a
slope efficiency of 58 % and a threshold of 171 mW.
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Figure 2.9 The Brewster cut laser in single-mode operation

In order to move to a single frequency laser system, whilst still keeping the cavity as

short as possible, an output coupled undoped vanadate crystal was used, this is shown
in figure 2.9. This crystal was anti-reflection coated at 1064 nm on one side and coated

to be close to 90 % reflective on the other. This laser was found to have a maximum

output power of greater than 70 mW, a slope efficency of 31 % and an elevated
threshold of 355 mW.

As can be seen this laser when operating on a single frequency has a threshold elevated
over that for multi-mode operation. The single frequency output powers were also

significantly lower, 30 % that of the multi-mode laser. This sharp reduction in power is
due in part to the elevated threshold, also its slope efficiency is lower than the multi-
mode laser. This may have been due to elevated losses from the Brewster surface.

Unfortunately in this set up was not possible to measure the rejected light. However, in
a similar but frequency doubled laser, the light rejected from the Brewster surface was

found to be high. While the laser had an output of 54 mW, 94 mW was rejected from
the Brewster surface. Of this rejected light, 14 % was vertically polarised and 86 % was

horizontally polarised, what should be the low loss polarisation. Hence, this light does
not represent a good linear polarisation through the polariser. The transverse intensity

patterns on transmission through a polariser are not simple. The majority of the light
that was horizontally polarised came through in a single lobed pattern. However, the

vertically polarised light was anything but single lobed. It was postulated that they may
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arise due to the astigmatism that would be experienced by the beam were it not running

exactly along the c-axis [26]. An experiment was devised to test the matching of the
Brewster surface to the c-axis in the two Brewster cut Nd:YV04 crystals.

For this experiment, (see figure 2.10) a 10 mW Nd:YV04 laser beam was passed

through a half-wave plate, to allow the polarisation angle to be rotated. After the half-
wave plate, the beam then past through a beam splitter, and onto the Brewster face of
the gain crystal. The Brewster surface rejected a fraction of the beam whose

polarisation was not consistent with the high transmission angle of the Brewster surface.
The rest of the beam passed through the crystal and was reflected by the HR surface on

the back surface of the crystal. The beam then past back through the crystal and was

partially reflected back by the beam splitter. On arriving back at the gain crystal, again a

fraction of the reflected beam that was not consistent with the high transmission angle
of the Brewster surface would be would be rejected by it. The amount of the beam

rejected by the Brewster surface on the second pass would be dependent on how the

gain crystal changed the polarisation of the beam.

BR

Figure 2.10 A diagram of the experimental set up. BR is the initial rejection from the Brewster
surface and CR is the rejection of the beam modified by the gain crystal.

By measuring the powers of the two beams rejected by the Brewster surface, shown in

figure 2.12, it is possible to obtain the angles of beam polarisation which give the
minimum amount of light rejected by the Brewster surfaces. Flence, it is possible to
check the alignment of the Brewster cut surface to the birefringence angles within the
Nd:YV04 gain crystal.
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This experiment was carried out on two Brewster cut Nd:YV04 crystals. The power of
the rejected light on the first pass of the Brewster surface was no greater than 250 pW
at any time, hence there was a negligible difference in the power of the beam on the
second pass through the Brewster plate. The experiment showed a difference of 0.32°
between the angles of rotation of the half-wave plate for minimum rejected power on

the initial and second passes through the first crystal. For the second crystal the
difference was 0.02°. This clearly shows that the alignment of the Brewster surface to
the c-axis was far better in one crystal than in the other.

Another possibility is the effects that could occur through having a round trip length and

birefringence that varies across the beam. By calculating equation 2.4 for a 100 pm

diameter beam, the phase change across the beam hitting the centre of the Brewster
cut crystal can be found to be 4.15xl0"4.

, , 27mdt?m0
A<f> 2.4

where:

A<j> is the phase change across the beam

n is the refractive index

d is the beam diameter

6 is the angle between the beam in the material and a normal to the surface
X is the free space wavelength

These effects may well be causing the heightened threshold and decreased slope

efficiency. However, further work needs to be done to establish this.

2.4 Intracavity tilted etalons

An etalon is set up when two surfaces are parallel to each other such that a beam

passing through will be partially reflected by both surfaces. Multiple beam interference
within the etalon causes a variation in the transmission with wavelength. In their

simplest form, etalons are thin slices of material, often BK7, with no coatings so that the
small reflectance will set up the interference. Etalons are often used as frequency
selective elements within laser cavities. They are cheap, low loss, simple, and by
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choosing the etalon used, have a wide variety of both bandwidth and free spectral

range. Therefore tilted etalons are adaptable mode selectors. Intracavity etalons have
been demonstrated as angle tunable frequency selective elements in many of laser

systems including a Nd:LuAI03 laser at 1083 nm [20], [19]. The etalons are

conventionally used at non-normal incidence to avoid multiple cavity effects. However,

they have also been used perpendicular to the cavity axis, since this reduces limitations
due to effects such as walk-off [29].

2.4.1 Theory of etalons

When a tilted intracavity etalon is used in a laser cavity it is inserted into the laser cavity
at a small angle to normal incidence. This tilt ensures that no unwanted resonances can

be set up between the etalon and other surfaces in the cavity. However, the angle has
to be small enough that the waves in resonance within the etalon are shifted

transversely by a negligible amount compared to the beam diameter. This ensures that
the walk-off losses are kept to a minimum. The resonant transmission peaks of the
etalon can then be tuned by small changes in the angle of tilt (see figure 2.11)

Figure 2.11 The transmission through a 1 mm thick etalon of refractive index n =1.5 (red) and n
= 2.1 (blue) against etalon angle of tilt (in degrees).

The intensity transmitted (It) through the etalon (equation 2.6) can be expressed as a

fraction of the incident intensity (I,) [30].

where:
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r is the amplitude reflectivity of a single surface,
n is the refractive index,

X is the wavelength of the laser light in a vacuo,

5 is the thickness of the etalon,
0 is the angle of refraction in radians

As the angle of the etalon is rotated, so the angle of incidence of the light is altered and
the transmission of the light is altered.

From this equation it can be seen that the variation of the transmission through the
etalon is dependent on the reflectivity per surface, refractive index and thickness of the
etalon. An uncoated etalon with a higher refractive index will also have a higher

reflectivity. In the case of those etalons shown in figure 2.11, the first etalon, with a

refractive index of 1.5, has a power reflectivity of 0.04 per surface, whereas the second

etalon, with a refractive index of 2.1, has a power reflectivity of 0.126. An etalon with a

higher refractive index has both a lower minimum transmission and a larger gap
between its resonant transmission peaks, than an etalon with a lower refractive index.

Whereas, if surface coatings were used to artificially raise the reflectivity per surface of
the first etalon, to 0.126, then the gap between the resonant transmission peaks would
remain the same while the minimum transmission troughs would become lower. By

increasing the thickness of the etalon material, it is possible to reduce the spacing
between the resonant transmission peaks.

Equation 2.6 is very useful for determining how much any movement of the etalon
would affect the transmission of a wavelength. Hence, it can be used to calculate how
much variation of the etalon is needed to find the resonant transmission peak. It also

gives a guide as to how much vibration or relaxation of the mounts holding the etalon
can be tolerated by the system. However, it is also important to know how the
transmission of the etalon varies with frequency. It would then be possible to work out
the loss that an adjacent longitudinal mode within the cavity would experience with a

chosen etalon. Equation 2.7, showing the transmission through the etalonat a given

frequency, T(v), should be compared with the frequency separation between adjacent

longitudinal modes in order to calculate this loss. This separation can be calculated from
the length and refractive index of the laser cavity, using equation 2.8 [21].
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T(y) =
1 +

J
4r2 ( 2nnd(dv)

2.7

-r'ft

dv =

2Ln
2.8

Where: L0 is the optical length of the cavity.
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Figure 2.12 The transmission curves of various thicknesses of etalons, compared to the adjacent

longitudinal modes for a 10 mm cavity (black). Central mode at 0.

The amount of loss that adjacent longitudinal modes experience can be tailored by

carefully choosing the characteristics of the etalon used as shown in figure 2.12. A
thinner etalon has a much flatter and wider transmission peak, whereas a thicker one
has a far steeper peak. Therefore the etalon used in a laser system can be chosen to

match the laser cavity and application. A laser with a short cavity will have adjacent

longitudinal modes with a large separation. In this case, it will be appropriate to choose
thin etalon. A thin etalon will maintain the compact cavity length. Although, this etalon
has a relatively flat transmission curve the longitudinal modes are widely spaced. Hence,
over the large frequency separation it should provide adequate loss. A laser with a large
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bandwidth may need an etalon that has a large separation between the adjacent
resonant peaks to prevent two adjacent etalon resonant peaks fitting underneath the
lasers gain bandwidth. Hence, this laser will also benefit from a short etalon, despite the

adjacent longitudinal modes seeing less loss. However, if the laser cavity was longer and
the adjacent modes closer together a longer etalon with a steeper transmission curve

would be more appropriate. This would ensure adequate loss to the adjacent modes

2.4.2 Single frequency operation caused by intracavity etalons.

A Nd: YV04 laser was set up in a 13 mm cavity with a 10 % output coupler and pumped

by a SDL 2362 1.2 W diode laser that was lens coupled into the gain crystal with two

collimating 8 mm lenses. The 1 mm 1.1 % doped Nd: YV04 gain crystal was coated to
be highly reflecting at 1064 nm on one side and anti-reflection coated on the other. In
multi-mode operation, with no intracavity components, the laser ran on between two

and four modes (shown in figure 2.13) giving a maximum output power of 265 mW and
a slope efficiency of 45 %. The threshold of the laser was 400 mW.

Figure 2.13 The Fabry-Perot interferometer trace of multimode operation. The diagonal line is the
monitor from the voltage ramp to the Fabry-Perot interferometer.

This laser was run with a variety of intracavity etalons. The etalons were placed into the

cavity such that the angle between the normal to the etalon and the cavity axis could be
varied. The angle of tilt of the intracavity elements was measured by directing a HeNe
beam onto the element and measuring the deflection of the reflection.

[31].

fi
I "
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It was found that when an uncoated slide of 1mm thick BK7 substrate was in a cavity
the Nd: YV04 laser would give up to 125 mW single frequency output power at various

angles of tilt, with a slope efficiency of 34 %, see figures 2.14 an 2.15.

Figure 2.14 The Fabry-Perot interferometer picture of single mode operation. The diagonal line is
the monitor from the voltage ramp to the Fabry-Perot interferometer.

Figure 2.15: The slope efficiency of the Nd: YV04 laser operating on a single frequency
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Etalon thickness Threshold Slope Efficiency Maximum SF Power

0.5 mm 1050 mW 34.5 % 313 mW

1 mm 705 mW 34 % 425 mW

1.5 mm 1100 mW 34.5 % 300 mW

2 mm 960 mW 15.5 % 161 mW

Table 2.2 Nd:YV04 laser operation using various thicknesses of BK7 etalons and a 2 W pump

2.4.3 Etalon model & experiment comparison

A mathcad model was written to model the effect of placing the etalons into the laser

cavity. The model used equation 2.6 to map the resonant transmission peaks with
respect to the angle of tilt of the intracavity etalon. The Fresnel equations were used to
calculate the reflectivity as dependent upon the angle of incidence of the intracavity
beam. This enabled us to assess the reflectivity of uncoated etalons at various angles of
tilt.

Since the angle of incidence on the etalon of the laser light was known, it was possible
to measure the angle of the etalon at which single frequency operation occurred and

compare it with that predicted by the model. If the etalon was causing the laser to run

on a single frequency at certain angles of tilt of the glass slide, then these angles should

correspond to the theoretically predicted resonant transmission peaks. It can be seen in

figure 2.16 that the periodicity of spacing is similar to that of the peaks, although there
is some shifting of the angles in some cases. This general agreement would back up the

theory that the intracavity etalons are causing the single frequency operation in these
lasers. It should be noted that errors arising from not knowing the thickness of the
etalon or the wavelength accurately enough may cause slight shifts in the predicted
resonant transmission peaks. Since the equation does not consider the characteristics of
the gain crystal, merely the operating wavelength, this model can be used for all gain
crystals during the course of the work for this thesis. However, since this model does
not account for any birefringence in the etalons a further model is needed to predict the
resonant transmission peaks in the quartz etalons.
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Angle of tilt of the etalon (degrees)

Figure 2.16 The transmission curves predicted for a 1 mm glass plate, in red, and the angles of

single frequency operation for a glass plate in a Nd: YV04 laser found experimentally (straight
vertical lines).

2.5 Conclusions to the single frequency Nd: YV04 work

The work on birefringent filtered single frequency Nd: YV04 lasers has related well to
the models of these lasers put forward previously by our group [26]. This demonstrates
the characteristics that these lasers have by containing two birefringent crystals. It has
been shown that the characteristics of both the birefringent gain crystal and the

birefringent element can be chosen to enhance the suitability of a given laser to its

application. This is all within a system which is very low loss. Indeed the birefringent
filters have proved so effective that they have been shown to work at 13 times
threshold giving 90% of the multi-mode power given by a laser with a cavity length 6
times shorter.

It has further been shown that stable single frequency output can be obtained through
the use of etalons. The characteristics of the etalons can also be chosen to suit the laser

in which it is to operate and the applications of the laser.

The single frequency laser incorporating the Brewster cut gain crystal exhibited a

threshold highly elevated over the multi-mode threshold. It also had output powers only
30 % that of the multi-mode laser. This sharp reduction is due in part to the elevated
threshold, although its slope efficiency is also lower than the multi-mode laser. It is

possible that prism effects within the gain crystal and misalignment between the cut of
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the Brewster surface and the birefringent axis of the crystal may cause these. However,
further work is necessary to confirm and then overcome this.

Both birefringent filter and etalon based single frequency systems have been shown to

work well in the microlaser environment. Both are compact and tunable with the

birefringent filter systems having a significant edge in efficiency and robustness.
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Chapter 3: Gain material for single frequency micro-
lasers: A comparison of Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG

3.1 Comparison between Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG gain media

This comparison between Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG as a gain medium will be biased towards
their use as it affects my work. Hence, the bias will be towards these gain media being used
in low power, single frequency, micro-lasers.

Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet, Nd:YAG, was first used as a laser gain
medium in 1964 [1] and first diode pumped in 1968 [2]. The cubic crystal lattice structure

of Nd:YAG favours a narrow emission spectrum, which leads to high gain and a low
threshold in Nd:YAG lasers. However, the level of neodymium doping in YAG is limited to

around 1.5% due to concentration quenching of the upper state lifetime. Nd:YAG possesses

good optical quality, high thermal conductivity and good mechanical properties. It has
become one of the most common diode pumped solid state laser gain media.

Neodymium doped yttrium orthovanadate, Nd:YV04, was first recognised as an important
laser medium in 1966 [3]. However, it proved difficult to grow high quality crystals of the
size required for flash-lamp pumping. Yet, for diode pumping, the strong absorption of
diode radiation, coupled with the high gain achievable in Nd:YV04, reduced the size

requirement of the crystals to only a few millimetres in length. Unlike Nd:YAG it is also

possible to neodymium dope vanadate to higher concentrations than 1.5 %. Indeed many

companies will sell 3 % doped Nd:YV04 in addition to the 1.1 % doped material.

Once the size constraint on the Nd:YV04 crystals was eased, and with further improvements
in the crystal growth process, the popularity of Nd:YV04 grew. Indeed it has started to

replace Nd:YAG in some applications, such as the low power end of the solid state laser
market [4].

Vanadate has several advantages over YAG at neodymium doping concentrations of around
1 %. It has a larger absorption coefficient at the pump wavelength of 808 nm, where

currently there are a plethora of laser diodes available. Indeed the absorption coefficient for

Nd:YV04 is over four times larger than that of Nd:YAG at that wavelength (see table 3.1).

Hence, it is possible to use a thinner crystal to obtain similar output powers.
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Neodymium doped material Yttrium Orthovanadate (1.1%) (a-

cut)

Yttrium Aluminium

Garnet (YAG) (1%)

Chemical formula Nd:YV04 Nd:Y3AI5012

Crystal structure Tetragonal cubic

Density 4.22g/cm2 4.56g/cm2

Mohs hardness ™5 8.5

Refractive index n0 - 1.96 @ 1064nm

ne = 2.17 @ 1064nm

1.82

Thermal Optical Coefficient

(defined relative to optic axis)

J_ dn/dT=8.5xlO"6/K,

|| dn/dT=3.0xl0"6/K,

dn/dT=7.3xlO"6/K

Thermal expansion coefficient

(defined relative to optic axis)

j_ a=4.43xlO"5/K,

|| a=11.37xlO~6/K,

7.8X10"6/K,

Thermal conductivity (defined
relative to optic axis)

J_k=5.10 W/m/K

|| k=5.23 W/m/K

14 W/m/K

Stimulated emission cross-

section @ 1064nm (a)

25xl0~19 cm"2 2.8xl0"19 cm"2

Fluorescent lifetime (t) 90 (is 230 (is

Absorption co-efficient 31.2 cm"1 @ 808nm 7.1 cm"1 @ 808nm

Absorption length 0.32 mm @ 808nm 1.41 mm @ 808nm

Absorption bandwidth, FWHM 10 - 12 nm @ 808nm 2 - 3 nm @ 808nm

Gain Bandwidth, FWHM 0.8 nm @1064 0.6 nm @1064

Polarised emission 7i pularised parallel to optic axis unpolarised

Thermal birefringence effects low high

Table 3.1: C haracteristics of Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG [5]

Nd:YV04has a broader absorption bandwidth than Nd:YAG. As can be seen in figure 3.1,
around 808 nm Nd:YV04 has an peak pump wavelength range of 806 nm - 813 nm,

whereas in Nd:YAG the peak pumping range is 808 - 809 nm, with the output power down

by approximately 40% at 807 and 810 nm. This means that the conditions on the
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wavelength of the diode laser pump source are relaxed when Nd:YV04 is used. In a Nd:YAG

laser any fluctuations in the wavelength of the diode laser pump will be transferred into

power fluctuations within the solid state laser (see figure 3.1). Also, since the diode laser

wavelength tunes with operating temperature, when using a Nd:YAG gain crystal, the

operating temperature of the diode laser is crucial. This may, in turn, lead to the diode laser

being run at an elevated temperature, which would reduce the lifetime of the diode laser.

Laser diode temperature [°C]
-6 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Laser diode wavelength [nm]

Figure 3.1 Output from a Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG laser as a function of diode pump temperature and

wavelength (after Koechner)[6]

Nd:YV04 also has a stimulated emission cross-section, <j, at the lasing wavelength of 1064

nm, that is almost an order of magnitude larger than in Nd:YAG. Hence, although the upper

state lifetime, t, of Nd:YV04 is almost three times less than that of Nd:YAG, the figure of
merit for minimum threshold of Nd:YV04, (the ctt product) is still three times higher than
that of Nd:YAG.

The Nd:YV04 crystal is uniaxial, hence, it has a strong preference for one polarisation mode,
and has a strong natural birefringence. These characteristics mask the thermal birefringent

problems that are often experienced in Nd:YAG. However, Nd:YV04 also has a lower
thermal conductivity than Nd:YAG. Hence, localised pump induced heating within the crystal
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is more of a problem in Nd:YV04 than in Nd:YAG where heat is transferred through the

crystal faster.

Nd:YAG has other transition lines that are close to the 1064 nm lasing line, such as one at

1062 nm. In a laser where the lasing line is likely to see some loss, such as one containing a

frequency selective mechanism, parasitic lasing can be a problem. An increase in the loss on

the main transition can cause an additional laser oscillation on one of the neighbouring

secondary transitions. This is a particular problem in high gain, high power Nd:YAG

systems. However, it was not observed in the low-power systems being considered here.

The emission bandwidth in Nd:YAG is narrower than that in Nd: YV04, hence, the mode

suppression mechanism to ensure single frequency operation with Nd:YAG would not need
to have such a broad bandwidth in order to suppress all of the modes under the 1064 nm

transition.

In summary, the figure of merit and broad absorption bandwidth of Nd:YV04 make it an
attractive media for low power micro-lasers. However, its wide emission bandwidth when

compared to Nd:YAG may lead to its not being ideal as a gain media in single frequency
micro-lasers.

3.2 Introduction to Single Frequency Nd:YAG Lasers

As explained in chapter 2, where single frequency operation in Nd:YV04 was discussed, an

ideally homogenously broadened laser, under steady-state conditions, should, theoretically,
continue to oscillate on the first mode to reach threshold. As the pump power is increased,
this mode should oscillate more strongly; new modes should not begin to oscillate.

Experimentally, several practical factors, such as spatial hole burning, make single

frequency operation less likely [7].
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1st Mode

Saturated

Gain

2nd Mode

Homogeneous
saturated gain

Saturated gain with
strong absorption

Figure 3.2 Spatial hole burning with different absorption lengths

A gain medium such as Nd:YAG with a long absorption depth will have gain that is spread

throughout the longitudinal extent of the gain medium. This is shown in a microchip laser

configuration as the lower saturated gain curve in figure 3.2. The second mode, in this

figure, shares a forced node, with the first mode, at the mirror surface. Yet as it oscillates

through the cavity it will get out of step with the first mode. Hence, it will reach a point

along the cavity where it will see gain and lase. Yet, in a gain media with a shorter

absorption depth, such as Nd: YV04, the gain is more strongly localised near the mirror.

Then the situation will look more like the upper saturated gain curve, in figure 3.2. In this

case, the second mode may never become far out of phase with the lasing mode while still
within the region of gain. Hence, due to the volumes of saturation burnt into the gain

through spatial hole burning, it will not see gain and will be suppressed [7].

A Nd:YAG microchip laser usually operates on a single longitudinal mode near threshold and
two or more longitudinal modes at higher pump powers. The laser can be made more likely
to operate on a single frequency by reducing the cavity length and so increasing the

frequency spacing between longitudinal modes. However, in order to ensure single

frequency in this way the necessary cavity length, and therefore gain crystal length, is so

short that the gain crystal is fragile and susceptible to damage. Since shortening the gain

crystal length also reduces the length over which absorption can occur this method also
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restricts the power of the laser. One way to ensure single frequency operation, without
these problems, would be to eliminate spatial hole burning, by eliminating standing waves

in the laser cavities. As previously mentioned an ideally homogenous laser, should

theoretically, continue to oscillate on the first mode to reach threshold. Hence, single

frequency operation can be obtained by using anisotropic resonators, in which interference
between the two counter-propagating waves in the gain media is avoided by giving these
waves circular polarisation of opposite rotation; these are twisted mode lasers[8]. Other
methods of eliminating standing waves in cavities include travelling wave cavities such as

unidirectional ring cavities[8].

However, it can be more difficult to get Nd:YAG to run on a single frequency. This is due to
the increased problems with spatial hole burning that Nd:YAG has compared to Nd: YV04,
because of its longer absorption length. Although, this is partially counteracted by the fact
that Nd:YAG has a narrower emission bandwidth than Nd:YV04. Use of a birefringent filter

incorporating an element introducing polarisation dependent loss, such as a Brewster plate,
also causes more problems in a Nd:YAG laser since it is more susceptible to thermal

birefringence. The anisotropic properties of Nd: YV04 result in a strongly linear birefringence
within the gain crystal that masks any thermally induced radial birefringence within the

crystal, hence the light is not depolarised. The isotropic Nd:YAG, however, has nothing to

mask the thermally induced radial birefringence, hence the light is depolarised and loss

dependent on the magnitude of the depolarisation occurs at the Brewster plate.

3.3 Nd:YAG as a gain medium in a birefringent filtered laser

The birefringent filter is a commonly used frequency selective technique. In its simplest
form a birefringent filter consists of a single slice of birefringent material inserted into the
laser cavity at Brewsters angle. This is described in section 2.2. However, the birefringent
filter used in our experiments consisted of a birefringent crystal and a Brewster plate,
described more fully in section 2.2.1.

3.3.1 Single frequency operation from birefringent filtering
A Nd: YAG laser was set up in an 18 mm long cavity (see figure 3.3) with a 2 % output

coupler and pumped by a SDL 2372 2 W diode laser at 809 nm. The diode laser was lens

coupled into the gain crystal with two 8 mm focal length lenses. The 1mm length 1 %

doped Nd: YAG gain crystal was coated to be highly reflecting at 1064nm on one side and
anti-reflection coated on the other. The laser was designed such that an intracavity
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Brewster plate and birefringent crystal could easily be placed into the cavity. The Brewster

plate was a 1mm thick BK7 substrate and the birefringent crystal was a 5 mm length of

undoped vanadate that was 3 mm by 3mm in cross section. The birefringent crystal was
mounted on a Peltier cooler so that its temperature could be varied. The rejected light from
the Brewster plate was easily accessible so that the power of the rejected beam could be
monitored to help find the optimum birefringent crystal temperature.

Plate Crystal: e.g. YV04

Fig 3.3 The laser cavity set up.

In multi-mode operation, with no intracavity components and a cavity length of 2 mm, the
laser ran on two modes giving a maximum output power of 680 mW. When operating the
laser with the intracavity elements to obtain single frequency operation, the output coupler
was mounted on a piezo and the birefringent gain crystal was mounted on a Peltier such
that its optimum temperature could be easily found and stably maintained. The piezo was

ramped while the optimum temperature of the birefringent crystal was being found for each

crystal. While the piezo was being ramped, the rejected light from the Brewster plate was

measured. The output from the laser was passed through a beam splitter. Both the number
of modes and the output power could then be measured simultaneously. The optimum

temperature was the temperature at which the rejected light from the Brewster plate was

minimised and the single frequency output power maximised.

When operated on a single frequency with the 5mm AR/AR birefringent crystal, in a 18 mm

cavity pumped by a 2 W SDL 2372 diode, the maximum output power was 345 mW. The

single frequency slope efficiency was found to be 16 % with a threshold of 435 mW. Hence
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single frequency operation was obtained 4 times above threshold. On ramping the piezo
attached to the output coupler the output frequency of the laser could be tuned. This laser,
with a 16 mm cavity length and pumped by a 0.5 W diode laser, obtained 5.6 GHz of mode

hop free tuning. The cavity length set a limit of 6.9 GHz. During the course of this tuning, a

power roll off of 40% was observed.

When operating the Nd:YAG laser on multi longitudinal modes with no intracavity

birefringent crystal, merely the intracavity Brewster plate, the light rejected from the
Brewster plate was found to resemble the four spot formation expected of thermal

birefringence. This rejected light pattern was found to contain 22 mW, which was 4 % of
the output power of the laser. However, the thermal birefringence pattern did not appear

when the other intracavity element, the birefringent crystal to complete the birefringent

filter, was placed into the laser cavity. Yet, in this case the rejected light from the Brewster

plate with in the laser still amounted to 11 mW, 3 % of the laser output.

A Nd:YAG laser was set up, consisting of a 1 mm 1% gain crystal HR/AR and a 95%
reflective output coupler. In a 38 mm cavity a 2 mm BK7 Brewster plate and a zero-order
half wave plate were inserted into the cavity to create a (poor) birefringent filter. However,

although the amount of lasing modes reduced from three to two, single frequency operation
was not achieved by this method. Indeed, the mode reduction may have just been caused

by an increase in laser threshold. However, an ideal low order waveplate would have a

relatively low variation in birefringence with X. Therefore, it is to be expected that the

frequency dependent loss caused by an intracavity waveplate and Brewster plate would vary

slowly. Hence the discrimination between adjacent modes would be low. Unfortunately, the

company that supplied this zero-order waveplate was unable to give us the necessary

details with which we could run the model on this filter.

3.4 Comparison of Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 Birefringent Filtered Lasers

The experimental results of both the Nd:YAG And Nd:YV04 birefringently filtered lasers have
been discussed earlier in Chapter 2 and Section 3.3. In this section we shall compare the

theory of the two lasers and the experimental results. Some potential reasons for these
differences will also be discussed.
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3.4.1 Comparison of the theory of Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 Birefringent Filtered
Lasers

The modelling by Alan Kemp, described in chapter 2, was also carried out on Nd:YAG

lasers[9]. Since both models consider a 1 mm length of gain crystal it should be noted that
a lower output power would be expected with the Nd:YAG laser since it has a lower

absorption co-efficient. As previously mentioned, these models account for both polarisation
and phase changes. The modelling can be used to calculate the discrimination between the

lasing mode and an adjacent mode within birefringently filtered solid state lasers. The
discrimination is usually much higher for the Nd:YAG laser (figure 3.4) than the Nd:YV04
laser (figure 3.5). This is due to the birefringence of the Nd:YV04. However, in an

application which requires some tuning of the output wavelength, the narrow filter peaks of
the Nd:YAG system are problematic. As the mode tunes away from the filter peak, it

experiences high losses. Hence over the necessary tuning range, there would be
considerable power roll-off. For the same reason, the single frequency output power of a

birefringently filtered Nd:YAG laser is critically dependent on control of the cavity length and
the birefringent crystal temperature. These constraints are eased in an equivalent Nd:YV04

system.
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Figure 3.4 Theoretical round trip transmission through the Brewster plate in a Nd:YAG laser for two
adjacent longitudinal modes[9]

However, for Nd:YV04, which has a broader curve and therefore a lower discrimination, the
mode will experience far lower losses when tuned away from the transmission peak. Since
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Nd:YV04 exhibits less spatial hole burning than Nd:YAG, even with lower discrimination
there is sufficient discrimination to ensure single frequency operation at significant output

powers. Hence, when frequency tuning a Nd:YV04 laser there would be less power roll-off.

Thus, the Nd:YV04 laser is better equiped to be a gain material in a frequency tuned single

frequency solid state laser.
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Figure 3.5 Theoretical round trip transmission through the Brewster plate in a Nd:YV04 laser for two

adjacent longitudinal modes[9]

In the Nd:YV04 laser there are two birefringent crystals, the birefringent gain crystal and
the birefringent crystal that makes up part of the birefringent filter. The birefringence of the

Nd:YV04 gain crystal enables the characteristics of the frequency selection to be controlled.
The transmission curve for the birefringent filter in the laser containing the Nd:YV04 gain

crystal varies with the birefringence of this crystal and hence with its temperature. Two
extreme cases are shown below in figure 3.6. The blue curve shows the laser operating
when the gain crystal is not acting close to a half wave plate, its curve shows low loss on

tuning but this will lead to low discrimination between adjacent modes. The green curve

shows the opposite case, when the gain crystal is tending towards acting as a half wave

plate. In this case, the Nd:YV04 transmission tends towards the Nd:YAG curve, shown in
red for comparison.
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Hence, the model shows that the discrimination between adjacent modes in Nd:YAG

birefringently filtered lasers is usually far greater than the discrimination between adjacent
modes in the Nd:YV04 lasers. Infact, they were 27 % against 3 %. However the model
shows that by temperature tuning the Nd:YV04 gain crystal and hence changing its

birefringence, it should be possible to change the discrimination between adjacent modes
within that laser. Indeed, adjusting the temperature of the Nd:YV04 gain crystal such that it
acts as a half or full wave plate should allow one to increase the discrimination to close to
that of the Nd:YAG laser. However, although maximum discrimination may be needed for
some applications, In some cases, having a large amount of discrimination can be

problematic. A steep transmission curve will mean that any detuning in the birefringent

crystal will cause a corresponding power loss and any fluctuations in the crystal temperature
will cause fluctuations in the output power. As previously mentioned a flatter transmission
curve is also far better for a laser in which tuning of the single frequency output is required.

Hence it is seen that Nd:YV04 has lower, albeit adjustable discrimination than Nd:YAG. In

contrast, Nd:YAG has higher discrimination but it is not adjustable. The l\ld:YAG also has

spatial hole burning spread through a great extent of its gain medium than the Nd:YV04,
due to its lower absorption coefficient. Hence, spatial hole burning is more of a problem
with Nd:YAG. Indeed the adjustable discrimination and less problem with spatial hole

burning make Nd:YV04 seem to be a far more attractive gain medium for single frequency
micro lasers.
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3.4.2 Comparison of the performance of Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 Birefringent
Filtered Lasers

The Nd: W04 laser was found to give far superior single frequency operation than the
Nd:YAG laser. It gave over twice the single frequency output power that was obtained by
the Nd: YAG laser: 780 mW as opposed to 345 mW. Its threshold was lower, 154 mW as

opposed to 435 mW, and the slope efficiency was higher, 42 % as opposed to 16 %, as
shown in fig 3.7. These slope efficiencies do not compensate for the differing absorption of
the two crystals. Nd:YV04 absorbs 95 % of the incident pump light whereas Nd:YAG
absorbs only 85 %. This still means that in a Nd: YV04 laser the birefringent filter could
enforce single frequency operation up to at least 13 times above threshold, yet for the same

pump power the single frequency operation was only four times above threshold in the Nd:
YAG laser. It is possible that by increasing the length of the Nd:YAG crystal an increase in

the single frequency output power may be obtained. This will also increase the spatial hole

burning since the gain will be spread over a longer area, it is also doubtful whether the

power will be increased much due to the high divergence of the pump beam. The maximum

single frequency output powers for both of these lasers was limited by the amount of pump

power and not by the efficiency of the birefringent filter at mode suppression.

0 500 1000 1500 2000

Diode Power (mW)

Figure 3.7 The slope efficiencies of single frequency birefringently filtered Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG lasers

As can be seen from figure 3.7 the Nd:YAG laser not only had a lower slope efficiency than
the Nd:YV04 laser but also exhibited a higher threshold. In some cases an increased in laser
threshold can be caused by a decreased in laser stability[10]. The thermal lens within
Nd:YAG is weaker than that within Nd:YV04, hence it is possible that it also contains a less
stable cavity which may in turn leads to an increase in the threshold of this laser. Nd:YAG
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also has a lower err product, as can be seen in table 3.1, and hence a lower power would be

expected for a crystal of similar length and doping as the Nd:YV04.

Indeed, as predicted by the modelling the Nd:YV04 laser was also superior in its roll off
characteristics. The Nd:YV04 laser was observed to have provided 6.9 GHz of mode hop
free tuning, with a limit of 7.2 GHz set by the cavity length. During the course of this tuning
a power roll off of 5 % was observed. However, Nd:YAG was observed to give 5.6 GHz of
mode hop free tuning set against a limit of 6.9 GHz and 40 % power roll off over the range

of the tuning.

The difference in the power roll off was predicted qualitatively by the modelling (figures 3.4
and 3.5) and is an indication of the greater discrimination in the Nd:YAG birefringently
filtered laser. However, this does not explain the difference in the single frequency output

power and threshold. Possible explanations for these differences are the characteristics of
the two different gain media. Nd:YV04 has a polarised emission cross-section, which acts to

aid the birefringent filtering within the laser cavity. Indeed single frequency has been
observed within a Nd:YV04 laser that incorporates only a birefringent crystal and not a

Brewster plate [11], see section 2.2.4.

As previously mentioned Nd:YAG has a lower absorption coefficient than Nd:YV04. This
causes a problem for the Nd:YAG laser when being operated on a single frequency. Spatial
hole burning, is more of a problem in Nd:YAG than Nd:YV04 because the gain is spread

throughout the gain crystal and hence it is easier for a second mode to see gain at the
nodes of the first mode. In Nd:YV04, where the gain is localised closer to the input coupler,

by the time the second mode would be far enough out of step to see gain, the vast majority
of the pump has already been absorbed. Its higher absorption coefficient also means that it
deals better with low-quality high-divergence diode light than Nd:YAG

The difference in the absorption coefficient, means more power can be absorbed over the
confocal length of the pump source in Nd:YV04 than in Nd:YAG, hence the threshold of the
laser is lower for IMd:YV04 than for Nd:YAG. The <xr product of Nd:YV04 is also significantly

higher than that for Nd:YAG. Hence, better low threshold performance is possible. Nd:YV04

usually exhibits a better measured M2 than Nd:YAG in plane/plane cavities. It has been
shown that the pumped area of a gain crystal will form a relatively unaberrated thermal
lens. However, the area outside this will be strongly aberrated [12]. This is backed up by

experimental evidence [13]. The nature of the thermal effects in Nd:YV04 is such that a

relatively strong thermal lens is formed. Hence, the laser mode size is usually contained
within the pumped region, where the thermal lens is least aberrated [9]. In contrast, the
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mode size in a Nd:YAG laser is normally larger than the pumped region, this is a result of
weaker thermal lensing [9], As a result, the laser mode typically samples a considerably
more aberrated thermal lens.

Nd:YAG is also more susceptible to thermally induced radial birefringence than Nd: YV04
since it is isotropic. Because Nd:YV04 is anisotropic, any thermally induced radial

birefringence experienced as a result of the heating by the pump beam is overpowered by
the birefringence of the crystal itself and hence is negligible. However, in an isotropic crystal
such as Nd:YAG there is nothing to overpower the effects of the thermal birefringence and
hence it is not negligible. This leads to some depolarisation of the beam within the laser

cavity. Elevated loss is seen from the Brewster plate when depolarisation of the beam
occurs within the cavity.

Due to the narrower absorption bandwidth of Nd:YAG it is more susceptible to noise within
the diode laser pump source. Noise within the diode laser comes in two types, noise in the
laser output and noise in the laser wavelength. Any variation in the output power of the
diode laser will directly effect the output power of both the Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG lasers.

However, due to the difference in absorption bandwidth, any variation in the output

wavelength of the diode laser will translate in to larger output variations in the Nd:YAG laser
than in the Nd:YV04 laser.

3.5 Nd:YAG as a gain medium in a etalon filtered laser

Many of the problems associated with using Nd:YAG as a gain medium in a single frequency
laser will be the same no matter which frequency selective mechanism is used. Hence those

problems already discussed, such as, spatial hole burning still apply in this case where
etalons are considered as the frequency selective mechanism.

3.5.1 Single Frequency Operation Caused by Intracavity Etalons.

The basic Nd:YAG laser cavity was made up of a 1 mm thick gain crystal of 1 % doped

Nd:YAG, one side was high reflection coated for 1064 nm, the other was anti-reflection
coated. A 95 % reflective, plane output coupler completed the resonator. These formed a 7
mm cavity between the highly reflecting coating on the outside edge of the gain crystal and
the output coupler. The pump source for this laser was a SDL 2362 1.2 W diode laser,
which was collimated and then focussed into the microchip gain crystal by two 8 mm focal

length lenses. The longitudinal mode structure of the Nd:YAG laser could be studied via a
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scanning interferometer. The slope efficiency of this multi-mode miniature laser was 40 %,

with a maximum output power of 260 mW. This laser was single frequency up to 40 mW of

output power when a second mode started to lase.

A 1 mm thick zero-order waveplate, AR coated at 1064 nm, was inserted into a 28 mm long

cavity. The longer cavity length was necessary to allow rotation of the waveplate. There
was found to be no change in the mode structure with the rotation of the angle of the

waveplate. However, an ideal waveplate would have a relatively low variation in

birefringence with X. Therefore, it is to be expected that the frequency dependent loss
caused by an intracavity waveplate would vary slowly. Hence the discrimination between

adjacent modes would be low. It was further found that the mode structure was unaffected

by the tilt of the waveplate. There were between two and three modes oscillating with all
rotations and tilts of the waveplate. The modal discrimination provided by the anti-reflection
coated waveplate was enough to obtain single frequency operation in the Nd:YV04 laser.

However, on the addition of a 1 mm thick uncoated glass slide to the basic 23 mm laser

cavity, as a simple etalon, it was found that single frequency operation could be obtained at

specific angles of tilt of the glass plate. This gave 99 mW of single frequency operation.

Hence, it was found that in the Nd:YAG laser cavity, a glass etalon could force the laser to
run single frequency at specific angles of tilt. An intracavity waveplate did not succeed in

forcing the laser to operate on a single frequency. The surfaces of the glass slide are 4 %
reflective and those of the waveplate are 0.2 % reflective. Therefore, there is a greater

etaloning effect caused by the glass slide than the half wave plate. Hence, in the Nd:YAG it

was only the glass slide that could cause the etaloning effect and not the wave plate. As the

angle of tilt of the etalon is changed so the angle of incidence of the light is altered and the
transmission of the polarised light is altered. The angle of incidence on the etalon of the
laser light was measured by reflecting a HeNe beam from the intracavity element. It was
therefore possible to measure the angle of the etalon at which single frequency operation
occurred. This could then be compared with that predicted by equation 2.6 described in the

theory in Chapter 2. If it is etaloning that is causing the laser to run on a single frequency at
certain angles of tilt of the glass slide or waveplate then these angles should agree with
those predicted. As can be seen in figure 3.8 the periodicity of spacing is similar to that of
the peaks. Since the equation does not consider the characteristics of the gain crystal,

merely the operating wavelength, this model is the same for both the Nd:YV04 and the

Nd:YAG.
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Figure 3.8 The transmission curves predicted for a 1 mm glass plate, in red, and the angles of single

frequency operation for a glass plate in a Nd: YAG laser found experimentally (straight vertical lines).

Hence, it is seen that a glass intracavity etalon will enforce single frequency operation in a

Nd:YAG laser. Indeed, 99 mW of single frequency output power was achieved for a 1.2 W

pump. On comparison with a theoretical model the single frequency operation was found to

agree well with that predicted. However, the output power of only 99 mW from 1.2 W or an

optical to optical efficiency of just over 8 % was disappointing. It is likely that the intracavity
losses from the etalon surfaces are combining to reduce the output power.

3.5.2 Coupled Cavities

A coupled-cavity is a cavity that incorporates a partially reflecting mirror. In some lasers a

separate mirror is added into the laser cavity to cause the necessary extra reflectivity.

However, in some cases, the surfaces of the components within a cavity, although anti-
reflection coated, will act as the partially reflecting mirror.

A coupled-cavity works to reduce the amount of modes on which a laser can oscillate by

increasing the number of conditions on the mode. In a non-coupled-cavity a node is forced
at each of the mirrors forming the laser cavity. In a coupled-cavity a third node is forced at
the partially reflecting mirror. Hence, only those cavity modes that have a node at the

partially reflecting mirror can oscillate [14]. The work described in this section was carried
out to discover if the anti-reflection coated surface of the gain crystal was acting as a

partially reflecting mirror and causing a coupled-cavity effect.

The basic Nd:YAG laser cavity was made up of a 1 mm thick gain crystal of 1 % doped
Nd:YAG and a 95 % reflective output coupler. These formed a 7 mm long cavity between
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the highly reflecting coating on the outside edge of the gain crystal and the output coupler.
The pump source for this laser was a SDL 2362 1.2 W diode laser. The mode structure
could be studied via a scanning interferometer. The slope efficiency of this microchip laser
was 40 %, see figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 The slope efficiency of the basic Nd:YAG laser.

This basic laser cavity was used in experiments studying the longitudinal mode structure of
the laser. The spacing of adjacent longitudinal modes will, in a cavity not exhibiting coupled-

cavity behaviour, relate to the cavity length. However, in a cavity exhibiting coupled-cavity
behaviour the spacing will be larger and will relate to the spacing between all of the mirrors
and partially reflecting mirrors in the cavity. In this case the partially reflecting mirror was
believed to be the AR coated surface of the gain crystal and so the spacing would relate to

the length of the gain crystal.

Due to the work that had been carried out on birefringent filters, an investigation of how
the adjacent longitudinal mode spacing varied with different intracavity elements was of
interest. The intracavity elements used were a 2 mm thick Brewster plate, a 1 mm anti-
reflection coated birefringent half-wave plate and a 1 mm BK 7 glass plate. The Brewster

plate and birefringent plate were used since they are the components that are used in our

single frequency lasers to force the lasers to operate in a single frequency [15].

In the basic Nd:YAG laser with no intracavity elements the mode separations appeared to
relate to both the gain crystal length and the cavity length. That is to say, it was the modes
that related to both the gain length and the laser length that were the modes on which the
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microchip laser operated, see figures 3.10 and 3.11. Hence, it could be deduced that in this
case the laser was exhibiting coupled-cavity behaviour.

Mirror Mirror

laser cavity.

Figure 3.10 The difference between a mode that is related to both the cavity length and the crystal

length and a mode that is related to only the cavity length.

On addition to the cavity, individually, of the three different intracavity elements, at near
normal incidence, they all had a similar effect on the laser mode structure. The number of
modes within the cavity remained constant and the spacing between the adjacent modes
remained dependent on the crystal and cavity lengths, as opposed to just being dependent
on the cavity. This demonstrated that the addition of extra intracavity did not disturb the

coupled-cavity effects. However, the output power of the laser was affected by the

elements, as shown in table 3.2. The Brewster plate caused least loss and the glass plate
caused the greatest loss, with a reflectivity of 4 %. However, the magnitude of the loss
caused by the insertion of the intracavity elements is higher than otherwise expected since
it was also necessary to lengthen the cavity to include them.
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Figure 3.11 The basic laser cavity separations as part of a spectrum.

Indeed, it is of special note that the longitudinal mode spacing remained divisible by both
the crystal and cavity spacing, with different cavity lengths. If the cavity exhibited no

coupled-cavity effects then the spacing would change only with the cavity length. However,
if the laser exhibited coupled-cavity effects, then the adjacent mode spacing could remain
the same so long as both modes fitted within the new cavity length as well as the crystal

length.

Intracavity Element Mode separations caused by: Output Power

None Crystal and cavity 266 mW

BK 7 Glass Plate Crystal and cavity 190 mW

Waveplate Crystal and cavity 195 mW

Brewster Plate Crystal and cavity 203 mW

Table 3.2 Mode separations in a Nd:YAG laser with different intracavity elements.

It was seen that the Nd:YAG laser exhibited characteristics of coupled-cavity behaviour.

Hence, it is deduced that the AR surface of the Nd:YAG crystal is reflecting enough to cause
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a partial mirror within the cavity. If the anti-reflection coating of the gain crystal is enough
to cause a partially reflecting mirror within the laser cavity, then it is highly likely that the
other intracavity elements, with surfaces at near normal incidence to the beam, are also

acting as partially reflecting mirrors within the cavity. However, all of the intracavity
elements used were 1 mm in length and since their refractive indices were similar, (1.5 -

1.8), their respective spacing were similar (100GHz - 85GHz). Hence, the effect of the
different partial mirrors within the cavity may not have been noticeable.

3.6 Comparison with the Nd:YV04 etalon filtered laser

The Nd:YV04 laser proved to be a more effective gain medium in a single frequency laser

using an etalon as its frequency selective element. In Nd:YAG lasers it was necessary to use

the uncoated BK7 glass slide to induce single frequency operation. However, the lower
amount of modal discrimination provided by the anti-reflection coated waveplate was

enough to obtain single frequency operation in the Nd:YV04 laser.

Indeed, it was the single frequency output powers obtained which showed Nd:YV04 to be

superior to Nd:YAG. With a 1.2 W diode pump source 125 mW of single frequency operation
was obtained with the Nd:YV04 laser and only 99 mW with the Nd:YAG laser. This may in

part be due to the Nd:YV04 result using the waveplate as the frequency selective etalon and
the Nd:YAG result using the BK7 glass slide. The glass slide had a higher reflectivity, 4 % as

opposed to 0.2% and hence higher losses would be experienced when using it. However,
the loss at the etalon peak should be negligible and hence the loss be similar for both

systems when operating most efficiently.

The difference between the ease of obtaining the single frequency operation in the Nd:YV04

as opposed to the Nd:YAG is believed to be due to the spatial hole burning which is more
severe in the Nd:YAG laser and acts to stop it from operating on a single mode.

3.7 Comparison between the etalon and birefringent filtered Nd:YAG lasers

It was far easier to obtain single frequency operation from the Nd:YAG laser that used a

birefringent filter as its frequency selective mechanism, than that which used an etalon. The

modelling of the etalon showed that for a 1 mm BK 7 etalon the transmission would vary

from 1 to 0.8 over 37 GHz (figure 3.12). However, the modelling for the birefringent filter,
shows that a similar variation in transmission occurs in only 6.4 GHz. This model assumes a
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5 mm length of undoped vanadate in a 10 mm cavity. Hence the discrimination in the

birefringently filtered laser is far higher than in that using the etalon as a frequency
selective mechanism.

The efficiency of the two systems, again showed the birefringent filter to be the better

frequency selective mechanism for these lasers. The birefringently filtered laser had a

maximum output power of 288 mW single frequency, from 2 W of pump, whereas with the
etalon 99 mW were obtained from a 1.2 W pump. Hence, the optical-optical efficiencies of
these lasers were 14.4 % for the birefringent filter and 8.3 % for the etalon laser. The
difference in these optical efficiencies may be due to increased loss incurred in the etalon
laser cavity. It is possible that the etalon is experiencing some walk-off losses. It would be

expected that at the peak of transmission of both the birefringent filter and the etalon that
the loss within the cavity caused by the frequency selective mechanism would be negligible.

However, if these were slightly detuned then loss could also be a problem. There are

problems associated with etalon stability, since it is necessary to allow rotation of the etalon
the mount can not be fully fixed.
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3.8 Nd:YAG/KNb03

Currently the most common low power blue lasers are air-cooled argon ion lasers, which

produce tens of milliwatts around 457 nm. However, these gas lasers are inefficient and

bulky. Recently, blue laser diodes have come onto the market. However, these lasers are
still expensive and have the coherence problems intrinsic to all diode lasers. So for

applications that need a single transverse or longitudinal mode of any significant power,
diode lasers are not the answer.

This has provided the motivation for the intracavity doubling of the 0.9 pm transition in
l\ld3+ doped materials. However, this transition is weak in comparison to the 1064 nm

transition. Nd:YAG has the highest stimulated emission cross section around 950 nm of the

commonly used Nd3+ materials. Unfortunately it gives an unpolarised output, hence, it will
not aid birefringent filtering and is more susceptible to thermally induced radial

birefringence, a polarised output is also necessary for second harmonic generation.

Therefore, is not ideal as a gain material in a birefringently filtered single frequency micro-
laser. Similarly, there are problems associated with the use of KNb03 as a non-linear crystal
for doubling into the blue because of its fragility, though again it offers the best

performance at this wavelength.

Therefore frequency doubling of the 946 nm transition in Nd:YAG using KNb03 is commonly

used, though perhaps not ideal, route to generating blue radiation[16-21]. In this way up to

740 mW of blue light has been obtained [20], overall efficiencies of up to 7.2 % have been
demonstrated [19] and the lasers have been demonstrated in both continuous-wave and q-

switched operation[16].

The Nd:YAG gain crystal was 1 % doped and 3x3x2 mm in dimension. One surface was cut

to the Brewster angle. The non-Brewster surface was coated to be highly reflecting at 946
nm and highly transmitting at both 1064 nm and 1346 nm. The gain crystal was mounted

on, and in thermal contact with, an aluminium disc which was actively cooled by a Peltier.
This was necessary as the 946 nm transition in Nd:YAG is a quasi-three-level transition[22].
The laser cavity was completed by a crystal of KNb03 of dimension 3x3x1.5 mm and

polished plane parallel. This crystal was anti reflection coated at both 946 nm and 473 nm

on both surfaces. This crystal was gently held in a small aluminium block which held it at

45° to the gain crystal. Heat sink compound was used around the edges of the crystal to
ensure that good thermal contact was maintained between the crystal and the aluminium
block. The crystal and aluminium block were mounted on a Peltier cooler. The Peltier was
driven by a power supply that included a feedback control loop which used a thermistor to
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monitor the temperature of the KNbC>3 crystal. In this way it was possible to stabilise the

temperature of the KNbC>3 to within 0.1 °C. The laser was pumped with a 1.2 W fibre

coupled diode laser that was temperature tuned to the 809 nm absorption band in Nd:YAG.
The output of the diode laser was focused into the gain crystal using two identical 8.0 mm

focal length lenses. See Figure 3.13.

Brewster cut Nd:YAG gain

Figure 3.13 The set up of the Nd:YAG:KNb03 Laser.

With the Nd:YAG/KNb03 laser there is no birefringent filtering unless the KNb03 crystal is

slightly rotated round the cavity axis away from the phase-matchinq direction. The phase-

matching in this laser is type I. If the laser light is linearly polarised along a crystal axis it
will not see any birefringence. By tilting the crystal around the optic axis, so that the laser is

linearly polarised at 45° to two of the crystal axes, birefringent filtering is maximised.

However, the phase-matching for the frequency doubling is reduced. Hence, rotating the

crystal to create a birefringent filter compromises the efficiency of the frequency doubling.

But, it is desirable to get the laser to run single frequency due to "blue noise", an output

power instability caused by mode coupling. This effect is eliminated by frequency doubling a

laser which is running on a single longitudinal mode[21]. When the birefringent filtering is

maximised, the laser is linearly polarised at 45° to the ordinary and extra-ordinary axes of
the KNb03 crystal. In this case, the polarisation can be considered to be the sum of

components that are along the two axis. We can calculate the reduction in the blue power

by a very simplified model considering the electric field components. The electric field vector

Ef can be considered as two components, Ex and Ey, where |EX|= |Ey|= |Ef|/V2. Now the
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power P a E2 hence in this case Px = Ef2/2 so PSh is proportional to Ef4/^ Whereas in the

case where Ef is wholly along Ex, Px = Ef2 and so PSh is proportional to Ef4. Hence in both

cases only a quarter of the power previously available for second harmonic generation is

available after the crystal is tilted by 45°. This is borne out by the experimental results. We

obtained up to 1 mW of noisy blue light at the optimum phase-matching angle and 200 (iW

of quiet, single frequency blue light on tilting off the KNb03 crystal by 45°.

Hence, it was seen that by using the non-linear crystal in a geometry such that it combined
with the Brewster surface of the gain crystal to form a birefringent filter, most of the noise

in the frequency doubled output could be removed. This would imply that the birefringent
filter had successfully reduced the number of modes oscillating within the cavity, since it is

coupling between the fundamental modes due to sum frequency and cross gain saturation
that cause the noise problem. However, through the use of a rotated non-linear crystal in

type I phase matching, although we reduced the noise in the cavity, we also reduced the
maximum available output. It was predicted that a quarter of the previous power would be
available in this geometry. This was borne out by the experimental results which
demonstrated a fifth of the unrotated frequency doubled power could be obtained in this
manner. To obtain efficient second harmonic generation, while keeping the birefringent

filter, requires type II phase-matching in order that the fundamental beam will double

efficiently whilst experiencing birefringence. So, for example, the doubling of 946 nm

Nd:YAG with a type II phase-matched material, perhaps quasi-phase-matched KTP, as a

birefringent filter may have great potential as a stable, single frequency, efficient source of
blue radiation.

3.9 Conclusions and Future Work

This work has shown Nd:YV04 to be a better gain medium, than Nd:YAG, in a number of

single frequency micro-laser configurations. Nd:YV04 is intrinsically a better gain medium at

lower powers and on being pumped by low quality diode laser light. The shorter absorption

depth in Nd:YV04 exhibits less spatial hole burning, so it needs a smaller amount of

frequency discrimination than Nd:YAG. In some cases this will also mean less parasitic loss
within the Nd:YV04 medium. Since it needs a smaller amount of discrimination to ensure its

single frequency operation, its single frequency output can be tuned with less power roll off
than exhibited by a single frequency Nd:YAG laser. The same Nd:YV04 laser can also be
tailored to fit different applications, for either higher discrimination or lower power roll-off
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on tuning, by changing the temperature of the Nd:YV04 gain crystal. In Nd:YAG it is

necessary to change the length of the birefringent crystal or otherwise tailor the
discrimination of the filter.

There is still much work to be done on the frequency doubled blue laser. By combining a

birefringent filter with efficient second harmonic generation requires type II phase-matching
in order that the fundamental beam will double efficiently whilst experiencing birefringence.

So, for example, the doubling of 946 nm Nd:YAG with a type II phase-matched material,

perhaps quasi-phase-matched KTP, as a birefringent filter has great potential as a stable,

single frequency, efficient source of blue radiation.

There also needs to be further investigation in to the effect of the etalons caused by the

intracavity elements used in the birefringent filters. The back reflections could be reduced

by either wedging or tilting of the intracavity elements, however, they appear to be
beneficial in encouraging these lasers to run single frequency.

It has been shown that by the use of birefringent filters it is possible to build lasers that are

efficient, of robust single frequency with high beam quality and potentially tuneable, 17 GHz
in the case of the Nd:YV04/KTP laser [15]. They are also small and of simple design.
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Chapter 4: Laser diode beam shaping and multiplexing
for pumping quasi-three-level Tm:YAG lasers

The motivation for building an Tm:YAG laser came from an industrial project which looked
to find optical solutions for applications such as obstacle detection and wind speed meters

for use in helicopters. In order to fulfil these applications it was necessary that the laser
would be "eye-safe", operate in an atmospheric transmission window, and be compatible
with inexpensive room temperature detectors. This reduced the wavelength options to the

range between 1.5(im and 2.1nm. The atmospheric transmission window was defined as a

wavelength at which atmospheric transmission was > 85 % over a 1 km path, since it was
believed that this was the minimum required transmission for the identified applications.

Tm:YAG appeared to have the best established materials technology of the remaining

systems, and promised a higher efficiency and ease of use than the co-doped materials.
Tm:YAG was therefore selected as the optimum choice. It operates in the 2005 - 2035 nm

range. In this band there are numerous regions of high atmospheric transmission, but also
a number of narrow molecular absorption bands. The laser would therefore need to be
tuned to give the single frequency output in a region of high atmospheric transmission.
Tm:YAG lasers have the further advantage that a single 785 nm pump photon can produce
two ions in the upper laser level, giving a high optical-to-optical conversion efficiency. This
will be further discussed in the following chapter.

Other target parameters were agreed. These included; a laser power of approximately

0.5W, single longitudinal mode operation with a short term frequency stability of a few kHz
and the ability to chirp the frequency by approximately 250 MHz in 50 (is.

4.1 Introduction to beamshaping and multiplexing

Quasi-three-level lasers, such as Tm:YAG lasers, create special problems for diode pumping

geometries[l]. The lower laser level in quasi-three-level lasers is in the ground-state
manifold. Therefore, it contains a temperature dependent fraction of the ground state

population. Due to this partial population, re-absorption losses can be a problem in these

lasers[2]. Re-absorption loss is where a photon, instead of stimulating an electron to de-
excite and emit a photon, is absorbed and excites an ion up to the upper laser level.

However, since the population in the lower laser level is temperature dependent, if the gain
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crystal is cooled the population, and hence any re-absorption loss, will be reduced.

However, any population within the lower laser level will lead to higher pump intensities

being required to ensure a population inversion. This places constraints onto the laserv
diodes pumping geometries that can be used to pump these lasers.

The quantum defect will lead to heating within the gain crystal. In Tm:YAG laser with a

wavelength of 2012 nm pumped by a laser diode of wavelength 785 nm, a cross-relaxation

process occurs leading to a quantum defect of only 22 %. In this process a single electron
excitation on relaxation will emit two photons and is explained more fully in chapter 5. This
leads to a minimum of a fifth of the absorbed pump power causing heating effects within
the gain crystal. Any heating of the crystal will cause a higher fraction of the ground state

population to be in the lower laser level and will increase the re-absorption loss. Hence, it is

necessary to ensure that heating of the crystal is minimized. This means that it is necessary

to keep the diode pump mode size close to the mode size of the Tm:YAG laser. Four-level
laser systems are typically operated with the mode sizes correlated such that the pump

mode size is slightly smaller than the solid-state laser mode size so that all of the gain is
available [3]. However in a quasi-three-level laser system, the volume which is inside the
solid-state laser mode size but outwith the pump mode size will cause increased absorption
losses. In this region there is no population inversion, so a photon cannot stimulate an

electron to de-excite and emit a photon. Instead an electron in the lower level will be
excited and the photon re-absorbed. Hence, it is necessary, for maximum efficiency, to have
the pump mode size slightly larger than the Tm:YAG laser mode.

The brightness of a given beam is the power emitted per unit beam area per unit solid

angle. For diode pumping solid state lasers that require high gain, we require focused pump

beams with high intensity at the focal spot. Hence, a laser diode source with a high

brightness is essential. The brightness, B, of a laser beam is given by:

B =
, - , 4.1[3]M]M]>L2y

where P is the beam power, Mx2 and My2 are the beam quality parameters for orthogonal
planes and are the factors by which the divergence of the beam exceeds the diffraction
limited values [4].

As an example, the product of Mx2My2 for a 1 by 500 pm, 4 W laser diode (SLi-CW-HPC-Cl-
785-4M-R) operating at 785 nm is typically 70. Hence, the output of this laser diode is

equivalent, in brightness to ~60 mW of a diffraction limited laser at 785 nm. The product of

Mx2My2 for a 1 by 100 pm 2 W high brightness laser diode (S-79-2000C-100-H) operating at
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785 nm is typically 17. Hence, the output of this laser diode is equivalent, in brightness to
~120 mW of a diffraction limited laser at 785 nm.

The Rayleigh range marks the appropriate dividing line between the "near field" (or Fresnel)
and the "far-field" (or Fraunhofer) regions for a beam propagating out from a Gaussian
waist. The Rayleigh range (ZR) gives the distance over which a Gaussian beam will travel in
free space without significant spreading:

= nco]
R

X

Where A. is the wavelength and co0 is the radius of the focus of the beam.

It is important to note that, as the focal spot size (co0) is reduced the beam expands more

rapidly in the far field due to diffraction. Hence, it remains "collimated" over a shorter
distance in the near-field and diverges at a larger angle in the far-field. The distance over

which the beam travels before the beam diameter increases by the square root of 2, or
before the area of the beam doubles, is given simply by the Rayleigh range (ZR) and is
shown in equation 4.2.

However, equation 4.2 assumes that the beam is diffraction limited, which is the case in

only one plane of most laser diodes. In order to calculate the Rayleigh range of a non-

diffraction limited beam it is necessary to consider the M2 of the laser (see equation 4.3).

_ ncol
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The two types of laser diode used in these experiments were a SLi 4 W laser diode (SLi-CW-

HPC-C1-785-4M-R) and two 2 W Coherent laser diodes (S-79-2000C-100-H). Due to

problems with the high brightness 2 W Coherent diodes we were advised, by the

manufacturer, to operate them at the lower power 1.2 W, hence table 4.1 shows the details
for the two types of laser diodes used with those for the Coherent diodes being calculated
for both the 2 W specified power level and the later reduced specification of 1.2 W.



S-79-2000C-100-H S-79-2000C- 100-H SLi-CONTINUOUS-WAVE-

HPC-C1-785-4M-R

Manufacturer Coherent Coherent Sli

Power 1.2 W 2 W 4 W

Emitter size 1 pm by 100 pm 1 pm by 100 pm 1 pm by 500 pm

Divergence (FWHM) 10° Slow axis

40° fast axis

10° Slow axis

40° fast axis

8° Slow axis

40° fast axis

Slow axis M2 17 17 70

Brightness 120 xlO3 W/m2/sr 70 xlO3 W/m2/sr 60 xlO3 W/m2/sr

Confocal Parameter 1.32 mm 1.32 mm 0.32 mm

Table 4.1 Comparison of the diode characteristics (from manufacturer specifications)

It was decided that despite the higher brightness of the Coherent diodes the power from a

single diode was still likely to be too low for efficient pumping of the Tm:YAG laser gain
medium to the required output powers. It was therefore decided that a two diode system
would be used. For this system it would be necessary to multiplex the diodes together.
There are three common schemes for achieving this; polarisation coupling[3], wavelength

coupling [5-7] and stacked beams [8]. In a polarisation coupled scheme, that is shown in

figure 4.1A, the two diode-lasers are coupled using a polarising beam splitter cube. The two
diodes are placed so their beams are perpendicular to each other and they intersect at the
beam splitter. One of laser diode beams is passed through a waveplate before it is incident
on the polarising beam splitter and so its polarisation is rotated, such that it is perpendicular
to that of the first. The beam splitter will then reflect one beam and transmit the other such
that the two beams are combined. In a scheme where wavelength coupling is used, shown
in figure 4. IB, the two diodes are of differing wavelength such that a mirror can be chosen
that will transmit one wavelength and reflect the other. The two wavelengths chosen need
to be sufficiently close in order to fit beneath the absorption bandwidth of the solid-state

laser-gain material chosen. The two beams are then set to be perpendicular to each other
and intersecting at the mirror. Again, one beam is reflected and the other transmitted such
that they are combined. In the case spatial multiplexing, shown in figure 4.1C, the two
diodes have both the same wavelength and polarisation. They start nearly perpendicular to
each other, but slightly off perfect alignment. A "scraper" mirror is placed close to the edge
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of the beam that is not being reflected and this mirror reflects the other beam so be almost

parallel to the first. They are set almost parallel so that the two beams intersect at the
focus. The beams are stacked in the diffraction limited plane so that the high M2 of the slow
axis is not significantly worsened.

Polarising cube

at Dichroic mirror

p * f
v ,// Q

a

Scrapper mirror

c c *5
o

Figure 4.1 A) Two laser diodes multiplexed by polarisation coupling, B) Two laser diodes multiplexed

wavelength coupling, C) Two diode lasers spatially multiplexed.

However, just multiplexing the beams is not enough in the case of pumping a quasi-three-
level laser system. As already discussed, it is necessary for the laser diode pump beam to

be close in size to the mode size of the solid state laser it is pumping. Hence, the

rectangular beam shape of the laser diode needs to be shaped to closely resemble the
circular beam shape of the solid state laser. This can be done through the use of cylindrical
lenses. Since these lenses only manipulate one dimension of the beam, they can be used to
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reform the shape of the beam, to achieve a focused spot size that is similar in both
dimensions and similar in size to the solid state laser mode size. However, due to the

original beam being near rectangular in shape the best resulting beam will be near square.

The lenses cannot correct for the differing M2 values in the two planes.

4.2 Beamshaping and multiplexing of two 1 by 100 emitter 2 W laser
diodes

As mentioned, the quasi-three-level laser system of Tm:YAG means that it is particularly

important to have a high brightness pump source and have good spatial matching of the

pump and laser modes. A beam multiplexed scheme, where two high brightness laser
diodes are multiplexed together, should allow an efficient and compact TrmYAG laser.

The two diode-lasers to be multiplexed were Coherent 785 nm S-79-2000C-H laser diodes.

Each device emits 2 W from a 100 p.m by 1 fim stripe. The combined output from the
devices satisfies our requirements for a high power, high brightness pump source for
TrmYAG. The laser characteristics of both laser diodes were well matched and are given in

the first column of table 4.2.
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Coherent laser diodes Original diodes New diodes

Operating Current (mA) 1874 1140

Maximum output power

(W)

2 1.2

Threshold current (mA) 202 200

Slope Efficiency

(mW/mA)

1.2 1.2

Maximum voltage (V) 1.94 1.94

Peak Wavelength @

25°C(nm)

783.5 783 and 784 nm

FWHM (nm) 1.4 1.2

Beam divergence

(degrees)

7.4 parallel to junction (slow

axis)

7.2 parallel to junction (slow

axis)

31.9 perpendicular to

junction (fast axis)

32 degrees perpendicular to

junction (fast axis)

Table 4.2 Listed laser characteristics of S-79-2000C-100-H (SN:14630) at 25°C

Unfortunately both devices failed unexpectedly after less than 3 hours of operation. Initially
both diode-lasers gave a steady power of nearly 2 W for a drive current of 1.87 A at 25°C.
However, the laser diode with serial number 14630 maintained this output power for less
than 1 hour before dropping to ~ 0.36 W. The other diode-laser, serial number 14633,
maintained 2W output power for nearly 3 hours before dropping to ~ 0.66 W.

On obtaining replacement laser diodes from Coherent, we were advised not to run them

beyond 1.2 W output if there was any feedback into the diodes. They claim that these
aluminum free laser diodes are as robust as the AIGaAs diodes, but that the very high facet

intensities in these devices make for relatively easy catastrophic optical damage at the
facet. The manufacturer's data for these laser diodes is shown in the second column of

table 4.2.

There were three main versions of the spatially multiplexed diode systems, although the
first two of these were very similar. In the first an aspheric lens (fxy=2.75mm) focused the
slow axis (due to astigmatism within the diode it was only the slow axis that was focused by
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this lens) and a cylindrical lens telescope (fx= 150mm and fx=50mm) focused the fast axis
into the crystal. This scheme was predicted, through use of the "Paraxia" [9] computer

package to give a focused spot of 70 urn, however this was not realised. In the second
scheme the final lens in the cylindrical lens telescope was changed (fx=150mm and

fx=25mm). This scheme gave a focused spot of 100 |im by 120 p.m. This scheme had

alignment difficulties due to small tolerances on the initial aspheric lens. In addition the

coatings on the Tm:YAG crystals were also getting damaged, an effect believed to be
caused by the high circulating intensity within the cavity. Hence it was decided to adopt a
further scheme with a larger focus to enable a larger cavity mode. The third scheme had a

longer focal length initial aspherical lens (fxy=8mm instead of ^=2.75mm). This relaxed the
movement tolerance on the initial lens, which led to a scheme that was easier to align and
more stable. The focused spot achieved with this scheme was 130 by 140 pm. The

development of the three schemes will be described below.

4.2.1 Spatially multiplexed laser diodes: scheme 1

A schematic diagram of our first proposed arrangement for beam multiplexing two laser
diodes is shown in figure 4.2. The output beams from the Coherent S-79-2000C-H laser
diodes are closely stacked in the plane perpendicular to the diode junction (x-z). The two
beams are near diffraction limited in this plane and when they are brought together at a
common focus this results in a beam that is a factor of two higher in power, with the M2X
predicted to increase to around 2.5 from near 1. For a near circular pump geometry this
scheme does not impose a penalty on the combined brightness near the focus because the
beams from laser diodes are greater than diffraction limited in the plane parallel to the
diode junction.
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Diode 1

Asphere 150 mm 150 mm 50 mm

Figure 4.2 Beam multiplexed laser diodes (scheme 1)

The two diodes are placed such that their diverging output beams are close to being

perpendicular to each other. They are then focused in the x plane, 350 mm away, by two
2.75 mm focal length Geltech C390TM aspheric lenses. This also results in the beam being

approximately collimated in the y direction. One diode is then reflected along the direction
of the first diode by a "scraper" mirror coated to be highly reflecting at 45°, such that the
two beams overlap at the focus. Two cylindrical lenses are then used to focus down the y

direction. A telescope, consisting of a 150 mm and a 50 mm focal length cylindrical lens,
then focused duwn the y direction to a similar spot size to the x direction. This scheme was

predicted, through the use the 'Paraxia'[9] computer package, to produce a near-square

spot with sides of 70 pm. Around 3.6 W of the original 4 W was predicted to be delivered
at the focus. A single laser diode, of the type used here has at best a Mx2 ~ 1 and a My2 ~
17, according to the manufacturer's specifications and assuming no degradation over the

intervening optics. The beams, when stacked in the near diffraction limited plane, are
calculated to have a Mx2 ~ 2.5 and a My2 ~ 17. The main advantage of this scheme
compared to polarisation coupling two laser diodes is the much improved pump throughput

compared to a standard polarisation beam splitter cube. A standard polarising cube would
incur losses of up to 15 % within the system.

However, in an experimental set up it proved difficult to achieve the theoretical spot size of

70 pm. It was discovered that the tolerances on misalignment of the various components
were small and hence any slight misalignment threw the spot size or the position of the
focus by a substantial amount. This was particularly true of the first lens. Therefore, it was

necessary to create a scheme less sensitive to these experimental alignment tolerances.
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4.2.2 Spatially Multiplexed Laser Diodes: Scheme 2

Since it proved difficult to achieve a small, stable spot size as described in section 4.2.1 it
became necessary to adjust this scheme such that the tolerances on misalignment were
increased enough to allow an achieveable small focal spot size. This new scheme for

multiplexing the Coherent S-79-2000C-H laser diodes was similar to the first. The two

output beams are, again, closely stacked in the plane perpendicular to the diode junction (x-

z).

The two diodes are placed such that their output beams are close to being perpendicular to
each other. They are again focused, in the x direction, with two 2.75 mm focal length
Geltech C390TM aspheric lenses, however in this case the focus is further away, at a
distance of 500 mm. One of the diode beams was then, as before, reflected along the
direction of the first by a "scraper" mirror coated to be highly reflecting at 45° and angled
such that the beams intersect at the focus. The telescope, of two cylindrical lenses, was
used to focus down the y direction. In this case, however, the two cylindrical lenses in the

telescope were 150 mm and 25 mm in focal length. The 2.75 mm focal length aspheric
lenses proved to be far less forgiving of slight misalligment than the 8 mm Melles Griot
diode collimating lenses used in the Nd:YV04 work described in Chapter 2. Indeed a slight

tilt, rotation or sideway movement of the lens either threw the focus away from the desired

position or placed abberations onto the beam, such that it was necessary to ensure that the
beam passed accurately through the centre of the aspheric lens. The distance between the
laser diode and the lens was also very critical due to such a short focal length lens being
used. This lens was being used to focus the beam, which is more critical of position than

collimating with one lens and focussing down with another.

The beam was focused down to a 100 pm by 120 pm diameter full-width-half-maximum

(FWHM) pump spot, as seen in figure 4.4. The spot was fairly smooth and near-square. This
laser diode arrangement was used to pump a 10% doped 2 mm length Tm:YAG crystal.
This crystal absorbed 75 % of the pump power. (The crystal was on loan from the Marconi
Research Centre, which is now a part of BAe Systems).
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Figure 4.4 Scheme 2 beam at focus

The maximum output power achieved was 100 mW, which was obtained with a 98 % plane

output coupler in as short a cavity length as could be achieved. However, this was through
the use of just one of the two multiplexed diodes, since various problems were encountered
when running them together. Any slight relaxation in the optical mounts led to a movement

of the respective beam focusses such that they were no longer incident upon each other.
This led to the output power of the Tm:YAG laser, on being pumped by the two diode

lasers, being slightly lower than when it was pumped by only one diode laser.

60

Tm:
YAG 40
power
(mW)

30 -

20

- pumped by 1
pumped by 2

500 1000

Pump power (mW)

1500 2000

Figure 4.5 The output power of the same Tm:YAG laser when pumped with one or two of the
multiplexed diodes.
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Indeed, it was seen that when both diodes were running the threshold increased and the

slope efficiency was reduced, as is shown in figure 4.5. This resulted in more power being

obtained, from the two micron laser, while it was pumped by only one of the diodes.

However, the maximum output power when pumping with a single diode laser was similar
for either of the diodes pumping the Tm:YAG laser singly or when both diode lasers were

operated together. It is possible that this is being caused by one of the diode spots being

bigger than the other and so causing a stepping effect in the pump. Since the thermal lens
relates to the pump spot size the lens would mould itself to which ever pump spot was

being used. However, in the case where two diodes were used, if one pump spot was larger
than the other there would be a serious abberration in the thermal lens within the crystal.

There is also the question of the amount of heating of the crystal that would occur with the
two diode scheme in such a tight pump spot regime. Since the Tm:YAG crystal is quasi-
three-levei any increase in the temperature of the crystal will result in a larger population
within the lower laser level. This will increase the re-absorption loss and so will cause a

decrease in the efficiency of the laser.

After this laser was first turned on and its power maximised, it exhibited a power decrease.
A maximum of 84 mW was produced using a 25 mm ROC 2 % output coupler and a 1.2 W

pump, though this power decreased over the course of a few hours. Indeed, power roll off
of up to 28 % could be seen over the course of a few minutes, (figure 4.6). It was

suspected that this could either be due to localised damage of the coatings or the problems
with the stability of the pump beam. This is discussed further in chapter 5.
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Time (mins)

Figure 4.6 Power roll off with time.

Further investigation showed that it was not just the movement of the pump optics that was

causing the problem, but laser-induced damage in the two-micron laser. When operating

initially at a power of up to 70 mW with one 1.2 W pump the two micron power would drop
over a matter of minutes. However, the power loss could be regained by moving the pump

spot. In the new optimised position the power loss would reoccur over the same time

period. We conclude that there may have been some coating or material damage in the
Tm:YAG. This could have been caused either by the pump spot focus or the high circulating
two micron power. Hence, it was necessary to redesign the pump scheme in order to
reduce the intensity on the Tm:YAG mirrors.
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4.2.3 Spatially Multiplexed Laser Diodes: Scheme 3

Scheme 3 was instigated to reduce the intensity of the circulating power within the laser on

the Tm:YAG mirrors. It was decided that this should be done through an increase in the
mode size. In order to achieve this with little loss in efficiency it was also necessary to

increase the pump mode size. This is due to the quasi-three-level nature of Tm:YAG. If a

part of the Tm:YAG mode lies outside the pump mode then, since this area contains

population in the lower laser level but no population inversion and re-absorption losses will

predominate.

It was also decided that, since the pump optics were to be changed, we should attempt to

reduce the critical nature of the position of the initial aspheric lens. If a longer focal length
lens is used then the two sides of the optical lever (the distance from the facet to the lens
and from the lens to the focus) are more comparable and so the position of the lens is not
as critical. Some modelling using the paraxia computer package was used to obtain a focal

length of the first lens that would give us a good focal spot size, the aim was to increase
the spot to around 150 mm, with a less critical alignment.

0 -I — - i - i —— -i 1

-100 -50 0 50 100

movement of lens (microns)

—f=3.2mm
— f=4.5mm
—f=8mm

Figure 4.7 Spot size of the fast axis when the initial aspherical lens is moved. Initial lens of focal

length 3.2 mm, 4.5 mm and 8.0 mm shown.

In order to focus the slow axis, various schemes were tried with the Paraxia[9] computer

package and experimentally. Various focal length initial lenses were tried, to evaluate the
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difference they had on the final focal spot size. The effect the different focal length lenses
had on the final spot diameter is shown in figure 4.7. Other lenses were also changed to

evaluate their effect on the final focal spot size. Indeed the different schemes evaluated
also used different numbers of lenses. One used a telescope set of two cylindrical lenses, 75
mm and 25 mm in focal length, that were 100 mm apart in order to focus the slow axis.

However, this scheme focused the beam between the two lenses and again beyond the
second lens. It proved difficult to align. The focus between the lenses was found to be only
a matter of three or four times larger than we were looking for. Hence it was decided to

change the first lens in the telescope to a shorter focal length lens and remove the second
lens altogether. The chosen lens was 20 mm in focal length. The predicted spot size and

divergence of the two axes is shown in figure 4.8.

Distance through focus (mm)

Figure 4.8 Paraxia[9] prediction of the spot size and divergence expected from scheme 3

Scheme 3 differed from scheme 2 by the initial 2.75 mm aspheric lenses being replaced
with 8 mm Geltech aspherical lenses (C240TM-B), and a single cylindrical lens of focal

length 20 mm replacing the cylindrical telescope. The basic scheme remained the same; the

aspheres focused the pump beam into crystal in the diffraction limited direction, and the

aspheres plus the cylindrical lens brought the non-diffraction limited direction down to a

small size. However the new scheme contained fewer optics, which allowed for lower loss. A
scheme with fewer components also exhibits greater stability since there will be fewer
mounts to relax and fewer components to move. The modelling had given us an indication
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of the distances needed between components to achieve a small pump spot and with some

manipulation a pump spot size of 130 pm by 140 pm was achieved. This new arrangement

is shown below in figure 4.9
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Figure 4.9 Two-beam multiplexing scheme 3 (experimental).

This arrangement was more forgiving of misalignment than the previous system. The initial
lenses were far easier to align. They were now around 8 mm away from the facet as

opposed to less than 3 mm, due to their longer focal lengths. Hence, an half a millimetre
error in alignment would now be a 6% error, whereas before it had been a 17 % one. The

pump spot size was also more stable, since a slight mechanical relaxation had less effect.
The pump system focal spot is shown in figure 4.10, was obtained by measuring the power

through a slit. The slit was passed through the beam and the power was measured at

regular intervals across it. The slit was adjusted such that 10 mW was obtained through the
slit at the maximum point. The slope efficiency of the system is shown in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10 Two beam spatially multiplexed (scheme 3) focused spot. Beam diameter measurements
were taken at regular intervals along the z axis.

The power fall off was still a serious problem for this system. Again, since it required a

transverse movement of the Tm:YAG crystal relative to the pump spot to regain the power,

it appeared to be caused by damage to the crystal coatings. However, when we took

delivery of new crystals from Scientific Materials all of our power-roll off problems went

away. We surmise that the coatings on the new crystals were substantially better than
those on the crystals loaned to us by BAe systems.
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Figure 4.11 Two beam spatially multiplexed (scheme 3) slope efficiency

However, over a period of time this scheme was seen to degrade. Since this degradation

happened over a matter of hours rather than over a short time period it is believed to have
been caused by mechanical relaxation of the optic mounts. Infact, after a matter of months
it was necessary to re-align the pump beams. Unfortunately, it proved difficult to realign to
as tight a spot as that which had been previously attained. Hence the new pump spot was

140 pm by 170 pm, rather than the 130 pm by 140 pm which had previously been
obtained.

4.3 Beamshaping a 1 by 500 pm 4W laser diode

The 4 W laser diode emits from a 500 pm by 1 pm stripe and the very elliptical output beam
makes the task of re-shaping the beam to a near circular spot difficult. It should be noted
that the brightness of this laser diode is a factor of 2.6 times lower than a single 2 W
Coherent laser diode. Hence it even has a lower brightness than a single 2 W coherent
diode while being run at the down-specified power of 1.2 W.
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Operating Current (mA) 6950 for 4 W output

Threshold Current (mA) 2560

Slope Efficiency (mW/mA) 0.94

Maximum Voltage (V) 1.950

Peak Wavelength (nm) 790

Full width Half Maximum emission spectra (nm) 2

Beam divergence (degrees) 8.0 parallel to the junction (FWHM)

33 perpendicular to the junction (FWHM)

Table 4.3 laser characteristics of SH-CW-HPC-C1-785-4M-R (SN:HPC-1307) at 25°C.

The far-field plot of the plane parallel to the diode junction showed a beam profile with
three similar sized "humps" which are spaced by regions of low intensity.

There were two main versions of the single beam shaped diode systems. In the first an

aspheric lens (fxy=3.1mm) collimated the fast axis and a cylindrical lens (fx=20mm)
collimated the slow axis to minimize the beam astigmatism. Another cylindrical lens

(fy=150mm) then focused the fast axis to a line just in front of the final focussing lens.
Finally, this elliptical beam was focused into the laser crystal by a double element spherical
lens (fxy=6.5mm). This scheme gave a pump spot of 105 pm in each plane. However, the
aspheric had such a short focal length lens that alignment was difficult and the tight pump

spot led to heating problems within the Tm:YAG crystal. The second had instead an 8 mm

focal length aspheric lens to collimate the fast axis and two cylindrical lenses (fy=50mm and
fx=25mm) to focus the beam in the laser crystal. This scheme was more forgiving of

misalignment and the 130 pm by 150 pm pump spot caused less heating within the Tm:YAG

crystal. The development of the two schemes will be described below.

4.3.1 Single beam shaped laser diode: scheme 1

A schematic diagram of our first proposed arrangement for beam shaping the the SLi-CW-
HPC-C1-785-4M-R laser diode is shown in figure 4.12. A Geltech aspheric lens C330TM-B,
f=3.1 mm, was positioned immediately in front of the laser diode to collimate the fast axis

(y-z plane perpendicular to junction). A cylindrical lens, f=20 mm, was positioned to
collimate the slow axis (x-z; plane parallel to the junction) and hence minimize the beam

astigmatism. The f = 150 mm cylindrical lens focuses the beam in the y-z plane to a line
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just in front of the final focusing lens. Finally, this elliptical beam is focused into the laser

crystal by a Melles Griot, f=6.5 mm, double element spherical lens. This lens produces a

near circular spot, approximately ~80 mm radius, to enable effective mode-matching in the
Tm:YAG laser.

Figure 4.12 Beam shaping optics for the 4 W SLi laser diode scheme 1. Diagram courtesy of Dr G. J.
Friel.

To allow the spot size through the focus to be measured more easily, the final focusing lens
was replaced with a Melles Griot lens of a focal length f = 8 mm. The beam was profiled

using a scanning slit and power meter. The free-space beam profile is plotted in figure 4.13
for the horizontal (x-z) and vertical (y-z) planes. The effective focus was 1.7 mm from the

end of the lens mount and the 1/e2 intensity radius was 105 pm in both planes. As

expected, the beam rapidly diverges in the horizontal plane. It can be seen that the beam in
the vertical plane is coming to a focus much further away from the lens. This astigmatism
can be easily corrected by adjusting the relative position of the lens of focal length f=150

mm, but here it allowed us to create a near circular beam of radius ~ 100 pm over 2 mm.

The pump absorption length in Tm:YAG (10% concentration) is ~ 1.5 mm and spot sizes of
between 80 - 100 pm radius should allow efficient coupling. Since a smaller spot size will
lead to a more divergent beam there is an optimum minimum size of pump spot. A more

divergent beam will have a shorter confocal parameter. Flowever, in a system of 90 pm

radius the confocal parameter is calculated to be 1.2 mm and so the beam will exhibit only

slight expansion over the absorption length of the Tm:YAG.
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However, the mounts and Peltier cooler used to transfer the heat from the laser diode were

not powerful enough to remove all of the excess heat from the laser diode. Indeed it was

necessary to run the laser under power in order to prevent thermal run away. This meant
that the laser gave a maximum power of 2 W. On attempting to pump the 10% doped 2
mm crystal, that was on loan from BAe systems, with this 2 W pump beam and a 98 %

plane output coupler, the cavity was found not to lase. It was, therefore, decided to pump

the laser quasi-continuously and hence achieve a peak power into the crystal higher than is

possible under continous wave conditions. Hence, the diode was pulsed such that its peak

power was 3.3 W. Its pulse duration was 100 ms with the off period being of similar
duration. However, it was found that this also did not enable the crystal to lase.
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Figure 4.13 Beam profile of the focused output from the re-shaped 4 W SLi laser diode

Hence, it was decided to create new mounts to hold the laser diode. The laser was mounted
on a Peltier cooler, as before. However, this time a more powerful Peltier was used. The
new mount also incorporated a water cooling system on the "hot" side to prevent the heat
sink over-heating and going into thermal runaway. The water cooling system was not closed

loop and merely incorporated running water through the block to keep at a temperature of
around 15°C. In addition to the new water-cooled diode heatsink, the improvements

developed for the multiplexed diode scheme should also be incorporated to allow maximum
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power. Hence, it was decided that the optics should be changed such that the position of
the initial aspherical lens would become less critical. This would also ensure that the spot

size would be enlarged and the intensity on the Tm:YAG mirrors would be reduced.

4.3.2 Single beam shaped laser diode: scheme 2

The new scheme, as well as enlarging the spot size of the diode focus, also simplified the

pumping scheme through the use of fewer lenses. This scheme again moved away from

having a very short focal length aspheric lens near the laser diode. Hence, we moved to

using the Geltech 8 mm focal length C240TM-B aspheric lens. This lens was used to
collimate the laser diode as well as was possible. However, due to the astigmatism of the
laser diode it was only possible to collimate one or other of the axes at the one time. Hence,
it was decided to collimate the fast axis and leave the slow axis slightly divergent, this

prevented problems with the fast axis clipping on the lenses. Since the fast axis was more

divergent it was more crucial to control the expansion of the beam in this plane to ease the

aperture requirement on the other optics (such that it would not be clipped going through
the later lenses). It should be noted that the astigmatism of the laser diode also prohibited
the use of the Paraxia[9] computer package, which had been used to model the beam

shaping and multiplexing optics in the previous section. It is also difficult within this

program to allow for the differing M2 values of the two planes.

fy = 50 mm fx = 25 mm

cylindrical lens cylindrical lens

Fig 4.14 4 W diode beam shaping scheme 2.

The beam, once through the aspheric lens, then met two crossed cylindrical lenses to focus
the beam down to the desired spot size. The initial cylindrical lens was 50 mm in focal
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length and focused the slow axis, the second had a focal length of 25 mm and focused
down the fast axis.

I successfully beam shaped this diode to a pump spot size of 150 p.m by 75 pm. However,
this laser diode proved to have M2 values, after the optics, of 86 and 18 in the slow and fast
axes respectively. These were much larger than the manufacturer's specifications of M2
values of 70 and close to 1 respectively. While these measurements were being taken we

noted a degradation of the laser output. The laser output seemed to have a number of dark
lines in it, which may be indicative of growth defects in the laser diode structure. This

brought down the power level to half its original value, at which value there was little point
in trying to pump the Tm:YAG crystals.

However, once new laser diodes were ordered and received the work continued on the

single laser diode-pumping scheme. A pump focal spot of 130 pm by 150 pm was achieved
with this laser in the same pump-shaping scheme noted above. This diode was then used to

pump a 6% doped 3 mm length of Tm:YAG with a 2 % transmissive 100 mm radius of
curvature mirror. The Tm:YAG crystal was coated to be highly reflecting on one surface and
anti-reflection coated on the other. With this set up and the new pump source, lasing was

achieved. The position of the Tm crystal relative to the pump waist is critical. Indeed, as

expected, this positioning was much more critical than in the spatially multiplexed two diode
laser pump system. This was due to the new one diode pump beam having a far greater

divergence than the previous two-diode system. Hence, over a short longitudinal movement
the Tm:YAG crystal could be moved from a position where mode matching was optimised at

the beam waist to a position where the pump spot was far larger than the Tm:YAG laser

spot would be if lasing could be achieved. However, having accurately placed the Tm:YAG

crystal at the pump beam waist, the system was remarkably stable, in the long term,

compared to the two-diode approach. There was minimal fall off between switching off one

evening and switching it back on the following morning. The maximum 2 pm power was

496 mW. The slope efficiency was 19 % (incident power) and the threshold was 1.55 W.

4.4 Comparison between the multiplexed and beam shaped 1.2 W diodes
and the beam shaped 4 W diode as a pump source for Tm:YAG

The two pumping schemes were developed in order to pump a quasi-three-level Tm:YAG
laser. As discussed previously, the quasi-three-level nature of the Tm:YAG gain crystal
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places more demands on the laser diode pump beam than the four level neodymium doped
materials used in earlier chapters. It was necessary to devise a pump scheme that would
have a high brightness beam that was near circular. In order to achieve this we used two

types of laser diode: a 2 W laser diode from Coherent, S-79-2000C-100-H, which had to be
down specified to 1.2 W; and a 4 W laser diode from SLi, SU-CW-HPC-C1-785-4M-R. The
manufacturer's specifications of the two diodes used are listed below in table 4.4.

S-79-2000C-100-H SN-CW-HPC-C1-785-4M-R

Operating Current (mA) 1874 6950 for 4 W output

Threshold Current (mA) 202 2560

Slope Efficiency (mW/mA) 1.21 0.94

Maximum Voltage (V) 1.941 1.950

Peak Wavelength (nm) 783.5 785

Emission Spectrum FWHM

(nm)

1.4 2

Beam divergence (degrees) 7.4 parallel to junction 8.0 parallel to junction

31.9 perpendicular to junction 33 perpendicular to junction

Table 4.4 Listed laser characteristics of Coherent diode S-79-2000C-100-H (SN: 14630) at 25°C and SLi

diode SLi-CW-HPC-Cl-785-4M-R (SN:HPC-1307) at 25°C.

The Coherent laser diodes were multiplexed in a geometry that stacked the beams in the
diffraction-limited plane and then beam shaped as discussed in section 4.2.3. The SLi laser
diode was beam shaped as discussed in section 4.3.2. These schemes lead to similar sized
focused spots, around 130 by 150 p.m in diameter. However, the power delivered to the

spots were different: 2.2 W against 3.6 W and the single diode had a far greater divergence
than the multiplexed diodes scheme. This led to the brightness of the multiplexed diodes
scheme being almost twice that of the single diode scheme and also leads to a far longer
slow axis confocal parameter in the multiplexed diodes scheme. The characteristics of the
two schemes are listed below in table 4.5.
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Two diode scheme 3 One diode scheme 2

Focus spot size 135 prn by 155 p,m 130 p.m by 150

Maximum diode power in

pump beam

2.2 W 3.6 W

M2 of pump beam Mx2 = 3.2, My2 = 25 Mx2 = 3.3, My2 = 70

Brightness [Power/(Mx2*My2)] 27.5 x 10~3W 15.5 x 10 3 W

Confocal parameter 22.8 mm fast axis (x) 20.4 mm fast axis (x)

3.84 mm slow axis (y) 1.28 mm slow axis (y)

Table 4.5 Characteristics of the beam shaped arid multiplexed laser diode beams.

These pump schemes were then used to pump a Tm:YAG laser. The Tm:YAG laser
consisted of a 6% doped 3 mm length of Tm:YAG with a 100 mm radius of curvature 2 %

transmitting output coupler. The Tm:YAG crystal was coated to be highly reflecting on one

surface and anti-reflecting at 2010 nm on the other. The length of the laser cavity was

adapted to optimise the mode matching and hence to give maximum power, this was found
to be around 14 mm. Initially, the running temperature of the laser diodes was chosen to
maximise the absorbence of the crystal. The wavelength of a laser diode usually tunes by
about 0.3 nm per °C. It can be seen from table 4.6, that light from the multiplexed diode
scheme is more highly absorbed. This is likely to be due to the emission spectral width of
the SLi 4 W diode laser being larger than that of the Coherent diode lasers. The output

power of the Tm:YAG laser pumped by the two different final scheme are very similar. This
means that the optical to optical efficiency of the multiplexed diode scheme is higher. Since
the multiplexed diode scheme has an increased absorbence a higher efficiency would be
expected. This is borne out in the slope efficiency to incident power. The slope efficiency to
absorbed power also shows a greater efficiency when pumped by multiplexed diode system.
The single diode scheme shows an increased threshold for the Tm:YAG laser, almost twice
as high as the multiplexed system. It is possible that the reduced efficiency of the single
diode pumped laser is causing a larger temperature increase within the crystal that in turn
increases the threshold. A decrease in the mode matching would also cause an increased
threshold.
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Two diode scheme 3 One diode scheme 2

Absorbed Power 71 % 63 %

Maximum Output Power of Tm
laser

589 mW 565 mW

Slope efficiency to incident

pump power

31 % 17.5 %

Threshold to incident pump

power

360 mW 690 mW

Slope Efficiency to absorbed

pump power

44 % 28 %

Table 4.6 Comparison of the beamshaped and multiplexed pumping schemes pumping a Tm:YAG laser

consisting of a 3 mm length of 6 % doped Tm:YAG and a 2 % transmissive 100 radius of curvature

output coupler.

The single diode pumped laser, despite having a higher threshold and a lower efficiency
than the multiplexed diode pumped laser, does have some advantages over the other

system. The multiplexed system can be tricky to set up and having the two diodes

multiplexed together makes any relaxation in the mounts holding them critical. If the two
mounts holding the aspheric lenses relax in different ways then the two beams will move

apart at the focal point and it will result in a larger pump spot. However, this could be
overcome by the use of a stable mono-block design for the two diodes. Yet, the simplicity of
the single diode system means such problems are less severe and greater long term

stability can be achieved. The simplicity of the system also makes it the most viable for use
within a commercial product. In addition to the increased stability, which increases the
commercial viability, it has fewer components and is therefore cheaper to build.
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4.5 Conclusions

Various beam shaped and multiplexed pumping schemes have been tried experimentally
and modelled through the use of the Paraxia computer package. It was found that a longer
focal length was better for the initial collimating lens since the positioning of the lens was
then not as critical. For this reason schemes that started out with initial aspheric lens of the
order of 3 mm focal length were redesigned to accommodate 8 mm focal length lenses.
Schemes were also developed to use as few components as possible since any relaxation in
these components relative to each other degraded the focal spot.

Two types of pumping geometries were designed and built, a two laser-diode multiplexed
and beam shaped system and a single laser diode beam shaped system. Both of these

systems have proved to have advantages and disadvantages. The two laser-diode system
has a far greater efficiency than the single diode system and this is exhibited through its
lower threshold, higher absorbence, and higher slope efficiency against both incident and
absorbed power. However, the simplicity of the single diode system with its added stability
make for a more commercially viable system.

Yet, if the 2 W laser diodes had been able to be run at the original 2 W specifications and

multiplexed to give 4 W, the two diode scheme would have had an even higher brightness.
If the problems with alignment were overcome, this would have resulted in a brightness of
49 x 103 Wm"2sr"1 if they had! The problems with alignment meant that possible M2 values
of 2.5 and 17 increased to 3.2 and 25 since the beams were also slightly skewed in the y

plane. This increased power and brightness would have given a far more powerful and

possibly more efficient scheme. The resultant 2 j^m Tm:YAG power may gone up as high as

1.2 W. Within this scenario, a need to improve the mounts of the multiplexed system to

ensure against relaxation between the mounts would be small price to pay for such an

increase in power! However, in a commercial context it was felt that the system with fewer

optics would be more viable.
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Chapter 5: Single Frequency Tm:YAG Laser

Tm:YAG is a quasi-three-level laser gain crystal with many properties that make it a less
attractive gain crystal than the Nd-doped crystals discussed in chapters 2 and 3 of this
thesis. However, the wavelength range in which Tm:YAG oscillates, 2.01 pm - 2.03 pm is of

great interest for ranging applications, since it is contained within a window of high

atmospheric transmission and is in the "eye-safe" region of the spectrum.

In order to contrast Tm:YAG as a gain crystal with Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04 some properties of
these materials are listed in Table 1.1. It can be seen from this table that both the

neodymium doped gain materials and Tm:YAG have large absorption coefficients at

wavelengths where there are laser diodes available, 808 nm and 785 nm respectively.
However the absorption coefficient for Tm:YAG at 785 nm is six and a half times less than
that of Nd:YV04 at 808 nm, (see table 5.1). Hence, it is necessary to use a thicker crystal to
obtain similar output powers.

Laser gain material Nd:YV04 (1.1%) (a-cut) Nd:YAG (1%) Tm:YAG

Pump wavelength 809 nm 809 nm 785 nm

Peak lasing wavelength 1064 nm 1064 nm 2020 nm

Refractive index no=1.9573, ne=2.1652,

@ 1064nm

1.82 1.8

Stimulated emission

cross-section (o)

25xl0"19 cm"2 @ 1 pm 2.8xl0"19 cm"2 @ 1 pm 2xl0"21 cm"2 @ 2 pm

Fluorescent lifetime (t) 90 ps 230 ps 10.9 ms

Figure of Merit (at) 2.25 xlO"22 s/cm2 @ 1

pm

6.44 xlO"23 s/cm2 @ 1

pm

2.18 xlO"23 s/cm2 @

2 pm

Absorption co-efficient 31.2 cm"1 @ 808nm 7.1 cm"1 @ 808nm 4.7 cm"1 @ 785nm

Four-level Four-level Quasi-three-level

Number of free running
modes @ 0.5 W

2 2 14

Table 5.1: Characteristics of Nd:YV04, Nd:YAG and Tm:YAG [10]
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Nd:YV04 also has a stimulated emission cross-section, a, at 1064 nm, that is three orders of

magnitude larger than in Tm:YAG at 2020 nm. Hence, although the upper state lifetime, x,
of Nd:YV04 is almost two orders of magnitude less than that of Tm:YAG, the figure of merit
for minimum threshold of Nd:YV04, (the ax product) is still ten times higher than that of
Tm:YAG. The gain bandwidth, of Tm:YAG, at almost 12 nm is also very large. This leads to

large numbers of longitudinal modes oscillating when the laser is free running, we measured

up to 16. In order to operate a Tm:YAG laser on a single frequency it is therefore necessary

suppress modes over a large range.

5.1 The motivation for Tm:YAG lasers

Lasers operating at 2 urn are of interest for remote sensing applications, since they operate
in the "eye-safe" region. There are also windows of high atmospheric transmission around
this wavelength. However, the atmospheric transmission varies widely and rapidly around
this wavelength, as shown in figure 5.1. We were concerned with developing a single-

frequency, frequency chirpable laser that would fall within a high transmission window, such
that it could be used for a remote sensing applications. Various applications were proposed
for such a system. One was laser anemometry for use as an air speed meter in a helicopter,
another was obstacle detection, also for use in helicopters.

5.1.1 Laser Anemometry

Sensors around the aircraft measure the wind speed and altitude. These are monitored by
air data systems. Most systems in use at present use pressure sensors to measure both

parameters, deriving altitude directly from air pressure, and air speed from differential

pressure in a Pitot tube. The measured pressure difference is proportional to the square of
the wind speed, so Pitot tubes become increasingly inaccurate at low speeds. This makes
measurements difficult in helicopters. Pitot tubes are also strongly affected by disturbances
in the air flow close to the airframe, again particularly a problem in helicopters where there
is a large down-draught from the rotor. Therefore, laser-based techniques, which could
take measurements at points remote from the airframe, would have a significant advantage.
These techniques give a linear response which makes accurate low speed measurements

possible. They are also able to measure flow direction, which is important in helicopters
which can fly backwards as well as forwards[l].

Laser anemometry by the conventional continuous wave homodyne technique uses a single-

frequency laser focused to a diffraction limited point in the air flow[2]. Aerosols and
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particles passing through the focus back-scatter a small amount of light into the

transmitting telescope. This is focused through a polarisation switch onto a photodiode.

Mixing this with direct light from the laser creates a photo-current at the Doppler frequency,
which is measured, giving the air velocity component in the laser direction. Switching the
beam into three different directions gives the data needed to calculate the air flow vector.

5.1.2 Obstacle Detection

Helicopters often fly close to the ground where there is a risk of colliding with power lines
and trees. Many accidents of this kind have occurred with both civil and military helicopters.

Hence, a simple and cheap short range radar, with enough spatial resolution to see small

objects, could be useful from a safety point of view by warning the pilot of approaching

objects.

Small microwave radars do not have enough angular resolution to detect and recognise
cables and wires, but a compact lidar could readily detect wires as small as a few
millimeters at 1km range or more. A multi-function laser radar which combines air velocity

sensing with obstacle detection could be particularly useful for helicopters, and perhaps for

low-flying fixed-wing aircraft as well. Frequency-modulated continuous-wave lasers can

provide target range information as well as Doppler frequency, and so are particularly useful
for multi-function applications. The maximum range is limited by the frequency sweep

length which needs to correspond to at least twice the round-trip transit time to the

target[3].

5.1.3 Choice of gain crystal

In order to fulfil these applications it was necessary that the laser would be "eye-safe",

operate in an atmospheric transmission window, and be compatible with inexpensive room

temperature detectors. This reduced the wavelength options to the range between 1.5pm
and 2.1pm. The atmospheric transmission window was defined as a wavelength at which

atmospheric transmission was > 85 % over a 1 km path. Since it was believed that this was

the minimum required transmission for the identified applications.
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Atmospheric Transmission near 2 microns

Tm:YLF

Wavelength (microns)

Figure 5.1 Atmospheric transmission around 2 pm (over a 1 km path at sea level), diagram courtesy of BAE

Systems

There are various possibilities for a laser material emitting around 2 pm, some of them are

indicated in figure 5.1, comparing their wavelengths with the atmospheric transmission. It
can be seen that the atmospheric transmission rules out Tm:YV04 as a possible gain
material for this application, since the maximum transmission at its wavelength would be
less than 85 % over a 1 km path at sea level. However, Tm:YAG, Ho:YAG and Tm,Ho:YAG
all come out as contenders with wavelengths that fulfil the conditions. Although,
Tm:Ho:YAG has a higher cross-section than Tm:YAG, it generally has poorer output

performance because of increased losses introduced by up conversion from the upper laser

level[4]. This is where two excited ions interact such that one ion is excited in to a higher

energy level from which it decays non-radiatively, while the other is de-excited back to the
ground level. Yet its emission wavelength gives access to a cleaner part of the atmospheric
window than Tm:YAG. This window would also be exploited by the Ho:YAG. However,

although Ho:YAG would not have the additional up-conversion problems of the co-doped
Tm,Ho:YAG, it does have added complexity compared to a Tm:YAG laser. It requires to be

pumped at 2010 - 2020 nm, a wavelength not yet available to laser diodes. Hence, it would
be necessary to use a 785 nm laser diode to pump a Tm:YAG laser, which would then be
used to pump the Ho:YAG laser. This would obviously lead to a decrease in efficiency when
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compared against a laser diode pumped Tm:YAG laser and would increase the complexity of
the final design. Hence it was decided to use Tm:YAG as our gain medium.

5.1.4 Tm:YAG

Tm:YAG lasers are quasi-three-level, hence they have some complications associated with

getting them to run efficiently. In quasi-three-level lasers, the lower laser level is a part of
the ground state manifold. As such, it contains a temperature dependent fraction of the

ground state population. So these lasers exhibit absorption losses, where a photon can be
absorbed in order to excite an electron to the upper laser level, instead of stimulating an

electron to de-excite from the upper laser level and emit a photon. The implications of this

re-absorption loss were described more fully in Chapter 1. However, a simplified model
shows that it works to increase the threshold of the laser, through acting as an extra

intracavity loss. Yet, it does not affect the slope efficiency, since any re-absorbed photon

merely adds to the population inversion. These re-absorption losses can be reduced by

cooling the Tm:YAG crystal and thus reducing the population in the lower laser level.

However, this adds to the complexity of the laser system.

In comparison to Nd:YAG and Nd:YV04, Tm:YAG has a far lower emission cross-section and
a far longer fluorescence lifetime as seen in table 5.1. It also has a greater discrepancy
between the pump and lasing wavelengths, which would imply that its quantum defect is

higher. However, this is not the case due to a cross-relaxation process that occurs in

Tm:YAG crystals which are doped to levels higher than 3 %[6]. In Tm:YAG one electron
excited by a pump photon can result in two laser photons, as shown in figure 5.2. This
means that the quantum defect in Tm:YAG is 22 %, leading to a potentially more efficient
laser than would be the case without the cross-relaxation process and with a quantum

defect of 62%!

785nm

Pump

3f4-

■ Self-Quenching

2fim
Laser

2\xm
Laser

> f

Tm3+ Tm3+

Figure 5.2 Tm:YAG laser energy levels showing the Self-Quenching cross-relaxation process.
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5.2 Optimising crystal choice.

Paramount to achieving an efficient Tm:YAG laser is the correct choice of the length and

dopant concentration of the laser crystal. The crystal needs to be long enough such that the

majority of the pump light incident on it is absorbed. However, it also needs to be short to
achieve a compact laser; it was necessary that the laser should be compact so that it could
be carried in a helicopter. This would indicate that a high dopant level would be preferable
in order to achieve a high amount of absorption over a short distance. Indeed a high dopant
level is also preferable in order to achieve plenty of the positive cross-relaxation process,

shown in figure 5.2. This process happens between adjacent Tm3+ ions and hence, the

higher the dopant level the closer the ions and the easier for cross-relaxation to occur [6].
The typical dopant levels of Tm:YAG (3 - 12 %) are enough for the one excited electron to

relax to the upper laser level and cause an electron in the ground state to be promoted to

the upper laser level giving two electrons in the upper laser level for each absorbed pump

photon. However, Kubo and Kane[7] show that the best powers and efficiencies were

generally obtained at the lower end of the typical dopant levels, 4-6 %, although the 6 %

doped material outperformed the 4 % doped material. The other dopant levels they used, 9
% and 10 %, exhibited thermal problems under continuous wave operation and had

difficulty lasing at temperatures greater than -18°C. The 5 mm rods, doped at these levels
also had re-absorption problems. We also showed the lower dopant levels to outperform the

higher ones, this is further discussed in the next section. It is possible that this is due to

concentration quenching. Concentration quenching is caused by cross-relaxation processes,

which excite the electrons into energy states with very short lifetimes such that they rapidly
relax back to the ground state. In a doped material such as Tm:YAG the dopant is randomly
distributed through the crystal and hence, some Tm3+ ions will be close enough together for
these processes to occur, causing loss within the laser. As the concentration of the dopant
increases so more of the randomly distributed ions become close enough for these

processes to occur and the loss increases [8]. Due Lu this it was decided that we should
work with the 4 - 6 % dopant levels for any new crystals that we wished to obtain. After

deciding on the dopant level to be used it was necessary to discover the optimum length for
the crystal.

The pump photon flux required to obtain threshold in a Tm:YAG laser can be approximated

by equation 5.1 [9]:
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Where:

t is the effective decay time of the upper laser level

r is the mirror reflectivity

N0 is the dopant concentration

I is the length of the crystal

F+ is the photon flux, for the purpose of this modelling assumed to be lxlO12 m'V1. This
figure was arbitrarily chosen, however a different figure would merely raise or lower the

resulting trough in figure 5.3 and hence will not affect the choice of crystal length.

Ya', Ye' are the effective emission and absorption cross-sections, at 785 nm,

ya, ye are the effective emission and absorption cross-sections for lasing, at 2.01 pm,

And y+ is equal to ya + ye

This equation (5.1) is derived from the rate equations and includes an extra term over a

four level laser case i.e.

raNj
y+T

this term is due to the re-absorption loss.
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Length of crystal (mm)
1 % doped
2 % doped
4 % doped
6 % doped
10 % doped

Figure 5.3 The Tm:YAG threshold pump photon flux against the length of the crystal.

A model was created, using the Mathcad computer program, to examine the pump photon
flux required to obtain threshold in the Tm:YAG laser. This was a function of the length of
the crystal due to pump absorption and the re-absorption loss, which occurs within the

quasi-three-level Tm:YAG laser. Figure 5.3 shows the calculated threshold flux for five
different doping levels of Tm:YAG and is plotted against the length of the crystal. As might
be expected the length of crystal required for the minimum threshold power reduced with

increasing dopant level, since a higher percentage of pump power is absorbed over a

shorter distance. The diagram, figure 5.3, shows minima in ail of the curves. The initial fall
of threshold flux is due to the increasing absorption of the pump power. The final rise in
threshold flux is due to the re-absorption loss exhibited by the crystal in volumes that are
not sufficiently strongly excited. The diagram also shows that the minimum threshold flux is
constant regardless of the dopant concentration. This is unlikely to be realistic, due to the
likelihood of poorer crystal growth with increasing dopant level and increasing non-radiative
inter ionic interactions. These effects have not been considered within the model and are

liable to cause the minimum threshold to increase with increasing dopant level. Further
work is necessary to confirm this.
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It is also important to consider the likely confocal parameter of the pump system. If the

crystal and the absorption length of the crystal are significantly longer than the confocal

parameter of the pump then the pump will undergo significant expansion while within the
Tm:YAG gain crystal. For a low brightness pump this can lead to areas within the gain

crystal where the pump mode size is significantly larger than the Tm:YAG mode size. These
areas will continue to absorb the pump beam but this potential gain will not be tapped by
the Tm:YAG laser and hence, will detract from the efficiency of the laser. Also, the
threshold of the laser is proportional to the pump spot area, however, if the confocal

parameter is greater than the absorption length then the effective pump spot size increases.

Initially, research was carried out on Tm:YAG crystals that we had on loan from BAe

Systems. These crystals were obtained from the Huber group in 1994. There were three

crystals, one doped at 20 %, one at 10 % and one at 6 %. The 20 % doped Tm:YAG was

1.5 mm length and was believed to be antireflection coated at 2020 nm on both sides. The
10 % doped Tm:YAG was 2 mm length and believed to be antireflection coated at 2020 nm

on one side and coated to be highly reflecting at 2.01pm (and highly transmissive at 785

nm) on the other. The 6 % doped Tm:YAG was 1.6 mm length and believed to be coated
such that it was anti-refiecting at 2020nm on one side and highly reflecting on the other.
Later work was carried out on a new set of crystals, which are described and compared in
section 5.3.2.

5.3 Tm:YAG laser

5.3.1 Tm:YAG laser pumped by a Ti:Sapphire laser

A Tm:YAG laser was set up with a Ti:Sapphire laser pump source. The Ti:Sapphire laser was
a modified Schwarz Titan, which produced up to about 1 W at around 785 nm in TEM0o
mode. This passed through a simple 100 mm converging lens to generate a pump focal spot
measured to be 31 pm in radius. With this system we were able to use up to 950 mW to

pump the Tm:YAG laser.

Initially, the gain material was a 20% doped Tm:YAG crystal, it was 1.5 mm in length and
was on loan from BAe Systems. Unfortunately there was some ambiguity in the labelling of
these crystals, so that the coatings on the crystal were unknown. However, the crystal was
tried with and without a pair of mirrors around it. All the output couplers used for this were
2 % transmitting at 2020 nm. There were three used, two were curved and one was plane.
The curved output couplers had a 25 mm and a 50 mm radius of curvature. A highly
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reflecting mirror at 2020 nm was also used when attempting to obtain lasing with a pair of
mirrors around the crystal. Unfortunately, lasing was not obtained from this crystal with any

combination of the mirrors. However, this does seem to be a rather higher dopant level

than most of those quoted in most papers [eg 7].
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Figure 5.4 The Tm:YAG Laser set up, complete with diagnostics.

The 20 % doped gain crystal was replaced with a 10 % doped Tm:YAG crystal which was 2
mm in length and was also on loan from BAe Systems. This crystal proved to be coated
such that it was highly reflecting (HR) on one side and anti-reflection (AR) coated on the
other at 2020nm. These crystals absorbed some 74 % of the incident pump light. In a

simple cavity with the HR/AR 10 % doped Tm:YAG at one end and a 2 % transmission 25
mm radius of curvature output coupler at the other, up to 290 mW continuous wave output
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at 2016 nm was obtained. This was analysed with a scanning monochromator to ensure

that it was only the 2016 nm radiation that was being picked up and this was the case. We
also used a scanning plane parallel Fabry-Perot etalon to analyse the output. The set up of
the laser and the diagnostics are shown in figure 5.4. At full pump power the laser oscillated
on up to 12 modes over a 7 nm/ 500 GHz bandwidth. The oscillating modes were not

always spaced by a cavity mode spacing, their spacing appeared to be influenced by

intracavity reflections. Even just above threshold there were always several modes

oscillating.

The 25 mm radius of curvature curved output coupler was replaced in turn by a plane 2 %
transmissive (at 2020 nm) output coupler and then with a 50 mm radius of curvature 2 %
transmissive output coupler. The laser worked with a flat output coupler, but lower
thresholds were obtained with the curved (25 mm and 50 mm radius of curvature) output

couplers. The power obtained from the laser with each of the curved output couplers was
similar. The 100 mm focal length lens was then replaced by a 150 mm focal length lens. For
the Tm:YAG laser being operated with the 25 mm radius of curvature output coupler, the
maximum output power changed little, ~270 mW, but the threshold rose from 133 to 313
mW. This is consistent with the pump spot increasing from 31 pm to around 45 pm. It is

likely that the Tm:YAG laser mode size also changed. It should be noted that this is a quasi-
three-level laser and re-absorption effects are strong.

Also on loan from BAe Systems was a 6 % doped Tm:YAG crystal that was 1.6 mm in

length. This crystal also proved to be coated such that it was highly reflecting at 2020 nm

on one side and anti-reflection coated on the other. This crystal absorbed only 47 % of the
incident pump power. However, despite the reduced absorption this Tm:YAG laser has

produced up to 250 mW output with the 2 % transmissive 25 mm radius of curvature

output coupler. This gives the 6 % doped Tm:YAG laser an absorbed optical to optical

efficiency of 56 % compared with 38 % for the 10 % doped material. Hence, it is likely that
if a 6 % doped crystal was chosen of a length to match the 10 % doped material, it would
create a more efficient laser than that from the 10 % material.

5.3.2 Tm:YAG laser pumped by two spatially multiplexed laser diodes

Once preliminary results were obtained using the Ti:Sapphire laser as a pump source it was

necessary to move on to diode pumping the Tm:YAG crystals. The two spatially multiplexed
laser diodes as described in section 4.2.2 were initially used as the pump source. As

previously described, the laser diode beam was focused down in free space to a spot
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approximately 100 (im in diameter. The 10% doped material supplied by BAe Systems was

mounted in the beam and the amount of power transmitted was noted as the diode

temperature (and hence wavelength) was varied. When the absorption was at maximum,
25 % of the power was transmitted.

Diode 1

Figure 5.5 The laser set up

Due to the initial problems with the spatially multiplexed laser diode system as described in
section 4.2.2, it was only possible to pump the Tm:YAG crystal with a single laser diode.
The maximum output power achieved with a single diode was 100 mW continuous-wave.
This was achieved with a 2 % transmissive plane output coupler with as short a cavity

length as could be achieved, 3 mm. This laser cavity is shown in figure 5.5

It was found that the Tm:YAG power fell off rapidly as the length of the air gap in the laser

cavity was increased from 1 mm to 10 mm. It was believed that this was mainly due to the
mode size changing as the cavity length changed. However, a laser utilising a curved output

coupler would be expected to be able to achieve the same mode size, in the Tm:YAG

crystal, as with a plane output coupler in a very short cavity. In practice, however, it proved

impossible to obtain the same powers with the longer cavity than with the short one. This
must either be due to atmospheric absorption, or imperfect mirrors. Hence, new mirrors
were obtained giving the results shown in table 5.2.
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Transmission Radius of curvature Maximum output

power

0.5% Plane 41 mW

1 % Plane 72 mW

2% Plane 100 mW

2 % 50 mm 85 mW

2 % 100 mm 78 mW

5 % Plane Lasing not achieved

5 % 50 mm Lasing not achieved

5 % 100 mm Lasing not achieved

Table 5.2 The new output couplers and the maximum power achieved with those output couplers

These new output couplers were used in the Tm:YAG laser with the same 10 % Tm:YAG

crystal. Maximum output was achieved with the 2 % transmissive output couplers, as shown
in table 5.2. The 5 % transmissive output couplers introduced too much loss into the cavity
for the laser to oscillate. These results were obtained on pumping with a single laser diode.
On pumping with two laser diodes, there were problems with Tm:YAG laser power as
described in the previous chapter. All of the results exhibited a strong dependence on the

gain crystal temperature. This temperature increased with the diode laser pumping rate and
so some type of cooling was necessary. It is likely that the quasi-three-level nature of
Tm:YAG caused the problems with gain crystal temperature. As the temperature of the gain

crystal increases so the fraction of the ground state population that is in the lower laser
level increases, and hence the re-absorption loss increases.

Initially, the temperature problem was tackled through modulation of the laser diode pump

source. This was run in a quasi-continuous long pulse mode, with the laser operating at 50
ms on followed by 50 ms off. However the strong dependence on the gain crystal

temperature was seen in the quasi- continuous wave pumped output, as well as true
continuous wave output. It therefore became necessary to look more carefully at the heat

sinking of the crystal. The Tm:YAG laser, on being operated with the 25 mm radius of
curvature 2 % transmissive output coupler on loan from BAe Systems, was beam profiled

using a scanning pinhole. There was obvious structure on the beam, which requires further

investigation, as seen in figure 5.6. However, the similarity of the two beam profiles (x and
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y) suggests that the output coupler is the main determinant of the beam profile. Indeed,
the structure was only seen on operating the laser with this output coupler and not with any

of the new ones.
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Figure 5.6 The beam profile of the 6 % doped Tm:YAG laser operated with the 25 mm radius of curvature 2 %
transrnissive output coupler.

Even with the shortest plane-plane cavity, a microchip-like laser with 10% doped material

appeared to be oscillating on around 12 - 14 longitudinal modes, as measured by a

scanning plane parallel Fabry Perot Interferometer. This was similar to the longitudinal
mode structure of this laser on being pumped by the Ti:Sapphire laser. The output from the
6 % doped Tm:YAG laser with the 25 mm radius of curvature output coupler was fed into a

scanning monochromator. This showed the lasing wavelength to be around 2012 nm.

This laser appeared to be very sensitive to misalignment. Further investigation showed that
it was not so much the movement of the pump optics that was causing the problem, but
some laser induced damage in the two micron laser. When operating initially at a power of

up to 70 mW with one 1.2 W laser diode pump the two micron power would drop over a

matter of minutes. It was possible to regain the power, but only by manoeuvring the crystal
relative to the focal pump spot. It was suspected that this was caused by localised damage
of the coatings. This damage may have been caused by the circulating 2020 nm radiation
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from the Tm:YAG laser itself or from the focus of the pump beam. It was therefore decided
to re-design the pump optics to obtain a larger pump spot, as was described in chapter 4. A

larger pump spot not only reduced the intensity of the pump beam on the crystal coatings,
but also allowed the Tm:YAG laser to oscillate efficiently with a larger mode size. Since
Tm:YAG is subject to re-absorption losses there will be high loss within any unpumped

region that the 2020 nm radiation passes through. This increased loss will force up the
threshold of the laser. Hence, a larger pump mode size will allow for a larger Tm:YAG mode
size size. We also purchased new gain crystals from Scientific Materials.

As discussed in section 5.2 the issue of dopant concentration was of interest in order to
obtain the best crystals for our purpose. This interest has included checking experimental
results elsewhere, and also some simple theoretical modelling, discussed earlier in section
5.2. The highly divergent nature of the diode laser pump source restricts us to the length of
the material that can be used with a tight pump spot. Too small a pump spot will lead to a

low threshold in a solid-state laser. This is particularly true for a solid state laser with low

pump absorption and a low brightness pump. However, if the absorption length is short

enough and the pump source bright enough absorption will occur before there is significant
diffraction spreading. In Tm:YAG we also have the quasi-three-level problem. When the
laser beam waist is greater than the pump beam waist through the length of the crystal,
there is increased re-absorption loss. However, if the pump waist is significantly larger than
the laser beam waist throughout the length of the crystal, then the laser is inefficient. This
makes a short crystal with a high dopant level look optimal. However, at higher doping
levels laser performance drops off. As previously discussed this may be due to concentration

quenching, where non-radiative cross-relaxation process occur between ions.

With the arrival of the new crystals the problem with the TrmYAG crystal temperature was

also addressed. A new mount was designed which attempted to get better thermal contact
with the crystal than had previously been achieved. The crystal was mounted into the
middle of a brass holder, it was packed with indium foil on either side to promote heat
transfer. The crystal was carefully squeezed into this sandwich by three bolts. The brass
holder was mounted in a water cooled rod to further aid heat transfer.

By this stage, the dual spatially multiplexed diode laser pump source had been improved
such that both diode lasers could be used to pump the crystal in a pump spot of 140 by 170

pm, this set up was discussed in section 4.2.3.
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5.9 nm

Figure 5.7 The spectra of the Tm:YAG laser at different pump powers, as stated on the figure.

The new 3 mm long 6 % doped Tm:YAG crystal was found to absorb 71 % of the incident

pump power. It was coated to be highly reflecting at 2020nm on one surface and anti-

reflecting on the other. It was set up in a laser cavity with a 2% transmissive 100 mm

radius of curvature output coupler that was separated from the Tm:YAG crystal by a 2 mm

air gap. Up to 590 mW of two micron continuous wave output was achieved in this way
when using the two 1.2 W diode pumps. This was a nominally TEM00 output beam. The

spectrum was spread over 5.9 nm as measured using a scanning plane parallel etalon. This

spectrum varied somewhat with the pump power, as seen in figure 5.7. However, at no

point did the laser operate on a single longitudinal mode. The pump power for threshold of
the two micron laser was 360 mW, and the slope efficiency relative to diode output power

was 31 % as seen in figure 5.8 (45 % relative to absorbed power).
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Figure 5.8 The slope efficiency of the Tm:YAG laser

On increasing the intra-cavity air gap from 2 mm to 10 mm, 510 mW of two micron
continuous-wave output was achieved. In this case the laser spectrum seemed strongly

dependent on atmospheric conditions. There were gaps in the laser mode structure, which
remained stable when the laser modes around them were chirped. It is believed that this
was caused by absorption in atmospheric water vapour. Indeed, when we enclosed the
laser in a box with some silica gel to provide a relatively dry environment, this improved.

However, when the laser operated open to the room air, the major gaps in the output

spectrum re-occurred, as shown in figure 5.9, presumably corresponding to atmospheric

absorption, probably water vapour. However, further work, such as using a nitrogen purge,

would be necessary to confirm this.
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5.9 nm

Figure 5.9 The laser mode structure showing gaps in the spectrum, likely to be caused by atmospheric absorption.

The different laser crystals with different output couplers were evaluated under this

pumping scheme; the results are summarised in table 5.3 below. All the output couplers
were 2 % transmissive. The cavity length was optimised around 15 mm, for maximum

output power, for each measurement. Since changing the cavity length changes the
dimensions of the transverse mode it can be used to match the mode size of the Tm:YAG

laser to that of the pump beam. It can be seen from this table that the 6 % doped 4 mm

crystal proved to be the best crystal with this system. The 6 % doped 5 mm crystal and the
4 % doped 4 mm crystal also worked well. Since there is no trend of the Tm:YAG power

with the pump power absorption, it is likely that the differences between the powers are

caused by the mode-matching and the cavity alignment.
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Crystal Pump

absorption

Slope efficiency (%) Threshold (W) Best output power (mW)

Doping length plane 50

mm

100

mm

plane 50

mm

100

mm

plane 50

mm

100

mm

6% 3 mm 72% 14 11 18 1.0 0.65 0.80 160 180 260

6% 4 mm 79% 32 26 26 1.25 0.75 0.90 320 380 350

6% 5 mm 88 % 30 23 27 1.25 0.75 1.10 290 310 310

4 % 4 mm 68% 21 21 19 1.0 0.60 0.60 260 340 310

4% 5 mm 84% 15 13 12 1.05 0.70 0.80 175 195 170

Table 5.3 Crystal and 2 % transmissive output coupler comparisons.

5.3.3 Tm:YAG Laser pumped by a 4 W beam-shaped laser diode

The spatially multiplexed dual diode laser pump source was deemed, for the purposes of
our industrial collaboration, to be too difficult to engineer into a robust and miniature

package that would be needed in helicopter based applications. Hence, the pump source

was changed to a single beam shaped laser diode. This had the advantages of lower loss

through fewer optics and less possible mechanical relaxation leading to a more stable pump

spot. The use of fewer components also had the added advantage of lower cost. However,
it also had the disadvantage of being a far lower brightness pump system than the spatially

multiplexed pump.

The new 3 mm 6 % crystal, which was coated to be highly reflecting on one surface and
anti reflecting on the other, was placed in the focal spot of the laser diode pump system.

Although this crystal had not proved to be the best crystal with the previous pump scheme,
it was believed that it would be the best for this more highly divergent pump scheme. This
was due to the confocal parameter of this pump scheme being much shorter than that for
the spatially multiplexed dual diode laser pump scheme. Hence, the length over which the
pump mode size would be comparable with the laser mode size would be shorter. Yet, a
shorter crystal length would enable a shorter cavity length, giving a longer longitudinal
mode spacing and greater ease of obtaining single frequency operation. The laser cavity
was completed by a 100 mm radius of curvature 2 % transmissive output coupler as shown
in figure 5.10. It was shown that the position of the thulium crystal relative to the pump

waist was critical. As expected, this positioning was much more critical than in the lower-
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divergence double-pump system, since the mode matching between the pump and Tm:YAG
laser will be dependent on using the optimum pump spot size. However, having found this

point, the system was remarkably stable compared to the two-diode approach. The laser
exhibited minimal fall off between switching off one evening and switching it back on the

following morning. However, the maximum output power obtained was 496 mW, the slope

efficiency is 19 % (incident power) and the threshold is 1.55 W. These values demonstrate

considerably less efficient laser performance than the two-diode approach.

pump 3 mm 6 % 100 ROC 98 %
TmrYAG

crystal

Figure 5.10 The laser set up.

With the 2 % transmissive plane output coupler and the cavity geometry set up as pictured
above in figure 5.10, we increased the intracavity air gap to increase the cavity length. This
showed a fall off in power as the laser cavity increased, as shown in figure 5.11. It is
believed that some of the power roll-off will have been be due to water vapour absorption
in the cavity, as previously discussed. This could be confirmed by a nitrogen purge.

However, it is likely that there will also be a major effect due to the changing overlap of the

pump and Tm:YAG laser beams. Although, power roll off with cavity length is an issue, the

power stayed up well over a length appropriate for getting in frequency selective optics.
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Figure 5.11 The power roll off with increased cavity length.

The beam profiles of the thulium laser were measured with a translating slit. There was

good agreement between the beam profiles, shown in figure 5.12, and the Gaussian curve

fits to them. The two beam widths are rather different, which may be due to the

asymmetric pump spot creating asymmetric thermal lens in the thulium gain crystal.
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Figure 5.12 Beam profiles

The laser diode pump system was re-aligned as discussed in section 4.3.2 to produce a

focused spot size 130 pm by 150 pm. With this new pump set up, the 6% doped 3 mm

length of Tm:YAG coated HR/AR at 2020 nm and the 100 mm radius of curvature output

coupler, 565 mW TEM00 output was obtained. This had a threshold of 1.55 W and a slope
efficiency of 19 %
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5.4 Etalons for Single Frequency operation

An etalon is set up when two surfaces are parallel to each other such that a beam passing

through will be partially reflected. Rays reflected off both surfaces will then leave the etalon
parallel to the rays that pass straight through but with a phase shift. At different angles of
tilt different frequencies will be phase-shifted such that they either constructively or

destructively interfere. In their simplest form etalons are thin slices of material, often BK7

glass, with no coatings so that the small reflectance will set up the multiple reflections.
Etalons are often used as frequency selective elements within laser cavities. They are

cheap, low loss, simple, and by choosing the etalon used, have wide variety of both
bandwidth and free spectral range. Therefore tilted etalons are adaptable mode selectors.
The theory of how etalons work was discussed in Chapter 2.

5.4.1 Single frequency operation in Tm:YAG laser pumped by a ThSapphire laser

The Ti:Sapphire pump source, when focused down by a 150 mm focal length lens, was used
to pump a Tm:YAG laser as discussed in section 5.3.1. With this, an attempt was made to
obtain single frequency output. The Tm:YAG laser incorporated the on loan 2 mm 10 %

doped Tm:YAG crystal and the 25 mm radius of curvature 2 % output coupler and a 1 mm

thick etalon in a cavity of 6 mm. With this set up a single frequency power of 70 mW was

achieved, as shown in figure 5.14. This was for a 0.95 W pump power. The multimode

output achieved from this laser was 270 mW with no intracavity etalon.
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-1000 GHz

Figure 5.14 The single frequency output

5.4.2 Single frequency operation in Tm:YAG laser pumped by two spatially

multiplexed laser diodes

A Tm:YAG laser was pumped by the two spatially multiplexed laser diode, as described in
section 4.2.2. The laser consisted of the 6% doped 3 mm length of HR/AR coated Tm:YAG
and a 50 mm radius of curvature output coupler. In order to attempt to get this laser

oscillating on a single frequency it was operated with a 400 micron quartz etalon, on loan
from Elforlight, in the cavity. In this set up single frequency output powers of up to 144 mW
were obtained from a pump power of 2.1 W, this was 31 % of the multimode power. The

cavity was 18 mm in length, giving an expected longitudinal mode spacing of 8.15 GHz. This

would be resolved by the scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer, with which the output

spectrum was analysed. This is shown in figure 5.17. This performance was remarkably
stable. A 1mm fused silica etalon was inserted into the cavity instead of the 400 micron

quartz etalon and achieved 150 mW single frequency power, 32 % of the multimode power,

but this remained single frequency for only five minutes or so, before a second mode began
to oscillate. The 1 mm fused silica etalon has a far steeper transmission curve than the 400
micron crystal quartz etalon. Since Tm:YAG has a wide emission bandwidth the wider
transmission curve is shown here to suppress the extra modes more easily than the steeper
transmission curve. This was due to the second lasing mode not being an adjacent

longitudinal mode. If an adjacent longitudinal mode began to lase a longer etalon would be



optimal. The transmission curves of the etalons are shown in figures 5.15 and 5.16, these
were calculated from the model discussed in chapter 2.
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Figure 5.15 The transmission of the crystal quartz etalons
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Figure 5.16 The transmission of the fused silica etalons
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5.17 The single frequency operation from a Tm:YAG laser incorporating a 400 mm quartz etalon.

Single frequency operation was also obtained from the Tm:YAG laser pumped by the

adjusted spatially multiplexed laser diode pump source as described in chapter 4.2.3. In this
case the laser again consisted of the 6 % doped 3 mm length of HR/AR coated Tm:YAG and
a 50 mm radius of curvature output coupler. In this set up a 0.2 mm thick fused silica
etalon obtained single frequency at 62 % of the multi-frequency output power and kept that

single mode oscillating for 30 seconds before a second mode began to oscillate. A 1 mm

thick etalon kept 46 % of the multi-frequency output power, and the laser provided mode

hop free single frequency output over many minutes.

5.4.3 Single frequency operation in Tm:YAG Laser pumped by a 4 W beam-

shaped laser diode

On obtaining lasing from the Tm:YAG laser pumped by a 4 W beam shaped laser diode, as
described in section 4.3.2, it was necessary to attempt to obtain single frequency operation.
The laser cavity consisted of the HR side of the AR/HR coated 6 % doped 3 mm Tm:YAG

crystal and the 100 mm radius of curvature 2 % Lransmlssive output coupler. With this set

up, 150mW single longitudinal mode, TEM00 operation was obtained using an intracavity
uncoated 5 mm quartz etalon in a 21 mm long cavity. The extra long cavity was caused by
the mount for the 5 mm etalon. This single longitudinal mode operation was relatively short

lived, in the region of a few seconds. It was discovered that the cavity length was

important, if it was even a little longer, than the 21 mm, no single longitudinal mode

performance was obtained. Since it was found to be an adjacent longitudinal mode, which
were beginning to lase, it is believed that the shortening of the spacing between the



adjacent modes on lengthening the cavity enabled the adjacent mode to lase. It was
therefore necessary to shorten the cavity length.

We found that in a similar 20 mm cavity, containing the AR/HR coated 6 % doped 3 mm

Tm:YAG crystal and the 100 mm radius of curvature 2 % transmissive output coupler, with
a 3 mm etalon we got 3 or 4 longitudinal modes and with a 2 mm etalon we got 4 or 5
modes. In all these cases it seemed to be nearby modes that lased, rather than modes
much further away on the broad gain profile as would be expected through spatial hole

burning. Thus, it is possible that improved single frequency operation could be obtained

using an etalon with some slightly higher reflectivity and hence higher discrimination of

adjacent modes.

Shortening the cavity length to 15 mm and mounting the etalon on a galvo-controlled

mount, such that it could be finely angle tuned, produced single frequency radiation from
the HR/AR coated 6 % doped Tm:YAG crystal with the 2 % transmissive output coupler and
the 3 mm quartz etalon. The single frequency operation, which was obtained from the 3mm

etalon, was found to be stable. Indeed 260 mW of single frequency radiation, which was

stable over several hours, was obtained by this method. This output was linearly polarised
and on measuring with the monochromator proved to have a wavelength of 2012 nm.

In this set up single frequency operation was not obtained from the 400 |im and 2 mm

quartz etalons, nor from the 200 pm, 500 urn, 1 mm and 1.5 mm fused silica etalons. It was
noted that it was the adjacent modes that were oscillating. The cavity was shortened as far
as was possible to 12 mm, yet this did not solve the oscillating adjacent mode problem. It
would therefore be necessary to use an etalon with a steep transmission curve (as seen in

figures 5.15 and 5.16) to increase the loss experienced by these modes. However, with the

large gain bandwidth that Tm:YAG has, a steeper transmission curve may have a free-

spectral range that allows a second peak beneath the gain curve. Due to the high alignment

accuracy required to prevent walk-off losses, the 5 mm quartz etalon proved to introduce
too much loss into the cavity and hence prevented the laser from oscillating.
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5.5 Conclusions and future work

It has been seen that from the Tm:YAG laser pumped by the 0.95 W Ti:Sapphire laser we
obtain 270 mW multi-mode and 70 mW single mode output power. From the Tm:YAG

pumped by the two spatially multiplexed laser diodes, delivering 2.1 W, 590 mW multi-mode
and 144 mW single-mode operation was achieved. For the Tm:YAG pumped by the single
beam shaped laser diode, 565 mW multi-mode and 260 mW single-mode output power was

obtained from the 4 W pump. The Ti:Sapphire pumped system used an older crystal which

proved to be less efficient than the newer crystals and hence it is likely that more power

would have been obtained if the new crystals had been available at the time. Even using
these older crystals, however, it had an optical-to-optical efficiency of 28 %. The optical to

optical efficiencies of the other two systems were 28 % and 14 % respectively. The mode

matching, throughout the gain crystal, of the pump beams gets increasingly worse as you

move from the low divergence Ti:Sapphire laser through the spatially multiplexed system to

the single beam-shaped scheme. It is therefore to be expected that the efficiency would
decrease as the overlap between the Tm:YAG laser mode and the gain within the crystal

gets increasingly worse. In the final case a lot of the area outside the Tm:YAG laser mode
will contain gain that does nothing more than contribute to the inefficiency of the laser. It is
therefore to be concluded that in order to obtain the most efficient laser diode pumped
Tm:YAG laser, the spatially multiplexed system will be the laser of choice. However, for a
commercial application the quantity of pump optics would increase the expense of putting
the scheme together and also increase the likelihood of movement, mechanical relaxation or

other, between the different components. For these reasons, for a commercial laser diode

pumped Tm:YAG laser, the single beam-shaped laser diode may be the one of choice.

However, this laser is being pumped at twice the power of the spatially multiplexed system

and so will need a more efficient heat sink to remove excess heat from both the diode laser

and the gain crystal. It should also be noted that a company used to securing optical
mounts and preventing mechanical relaxation problems with their laser products, would be
able to deal with the mechanical stability problems far better than a research laboratory
environment where versatility is necessary.

It is also seen that the single-frequency output powers seem to favour the single beam-

shaped laser diode scheme. It is believed that this is merely due to the fact that the etalons

obtaining the maximum single mode power for the single beam-shaped system were

mounted on a galvo-mount to enable fine-tuning of the angle. Previous to this improvement

single frequency output powers were comparable between the two laser diode pumped
Tm:YAG lasers. This, however, does need to be proven through further experiment.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future work

In this thesis I have addressed two main areas of research: obtaining single frequency

operation from Nd3+-doped YAG and YV04 lasers at 1.06 ^m, and obtaining single frequency

operation from Tm:YAG lasers at 2 |im. Design of the Tm:YAG system included determining
the best pumping scheme for this quasi-three-level material.

This work has included various different methods of obtaining the single frequency output
and a limited amount of modelling. There is still a lot of work to be done in these areas and
this future work will now be discussed along with the conclusions of that work previously
described.

6.1 Single frequency oscillation on the 1.06 pm line in Nd3+ doped materials

It was shown in Chapter 2 that the performance, of the birefringently filtered single

frequency Nd: YV04 lasers has agreed well with the models of these lasers put forward

previously by our group. Both model and experiment demonstrate the modified
characteristics that these lasers have due to the inclusion of two birefringent crystals.

Indeed, it has been shown that the characteristics of both the birefringent gain crystal and
the additional birefringent element can be chosen to enhance the suitability of a given laser
to its application. The tunability can be chosen initially for a single application through the
choice of birefringent crystal or, if the application requires the tunability to vary day to day,

through the adjustment of gain crystal temperature. It is shown that these requirements
can all be fulfilled within a system which is very low loss. Indeed the birefringent filters have

proved so effective that, within Nd:YV04 lasers, they have been shown to work at 13 times
threshold giving 90% of the multi-mode power given by a laser with a cavity length 6 times
shorter.

Other single frequency mechanisms discussed within chapter 2 include the use of etalons
and the use of a Brewster cut crystal as the gain crystal in the birefringently filtered laser
instead of the separate Brewster plate. Indeed, it has been shown that stable single

frequency output can be obtained through the use of both birefringent and non-birefringent
etalons. In this case it is necessary to chose the characteristics of the etalon to suit the laser
in which it is to operate and the applications of the laser.
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The birefringent filter incorporating the Brewster cut gain crystal proved to be the least

advantageous of the single frequency mechanisms used with Nd:YV04. It exhibited a highly
elevated threshold, when compared to the multi-mode threshold, and had output powers

only 30% that of the multi-mode version of this laser. This sharp reduction was due in part

to the elevated threshold, although its slope efficiency was also lower than the multi-mode
laser. As previously mentioned it is possible that prism effects within the Brewster cut gain

crystal and misalignment between the cut of the Brewster surface and the birefringent axis
of the crystal caused the increased threshold and reduced slope efficiencies within these
lasers. However, although experiments showed that there was misalignment between the
cut of the Brewster surface and the birefringent axis of the crystal there is, as yet, no
indication of how this will effect the outcome of the laser. Hence, further work is necessary

to consider the effect that this will have on the output of the laser. It would also be useful
to produce some modelling on the effects that would be expected from the cut of the
Brewster surface and the fact that across the beam a photon will increasingly travel through
a greater extent of the gain crystal. Indications of how these mechanisms affect the output

beam will aid us in the campaign to overcome this.

In Chapter 3 it was shown that Nd:YV04 was in many respects a better gain medium than
Nd:YAG in single frequency microlasers. Indeed the single frequency output powers
obtained from the Nd:YAG laser were almost a third those obtained from the Nd:YV04 laser,

345 mW as opposed to 780mW. Nd:YV04 is intrinsically a better gain medium at lower

powers, this is due to its broad absorption, high gain and polarised output. Because of its
small absorption depth, the effects of spatial hole burning on single frequency operation are

less problematic, so it needs a smaller amount of discrimination than Nd:YAG to ensure

single frequency operation. In some cases this will also mean less parasitic loss within the

Nd:YV04 laser. Since the Nd:YV04 laser needs a smaller amount of discrimination to ensure

its single frequency operation, its single frequency output can usually be chirped with less

power roll off than exhibited by a single frequency Nd:YAG laser. In Nd:YAG it is necessary

to change the length of the birefringent crystal to tailor the discrimination of the filter.
Whereas in a Nd:YV04 laser this can also be achieved through the variation of the gain

crystal temperature.

Hence, it has been shown that by the use of birefringent filters and etalons it is possible to
build Nd:YV04 and Nd:YAG lasers that are efficient, of robust single frequency with high
beam quality and potentially frequency chirpable. They are also small, of simple design and,
in the case of the birefringently filtered lasers, provide an obvious and successful route to

integrated frequency doubling.
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In addition to the further work necessary on the Brewster cut gain crystals, there also needs
to be further investigation in to the effect of the etalons caused by the intracavity elements
used in the birefringent filters. If these proved to be significant, then the back reflections
could be reduced by either wedging or tilting of the intracavity elements, however, they

appear to be beneficial in encouraging these lasers to run single frequency. Yet, we also get

a large tunability within the lasers, which would imply that they are relatively weak. There is

still much work to be done on the frequency doubled Nd:YAG blue laser. Indeed, by

choosing a non-linear crystal, which can be both a frequency-doubling crystal and a

birefringent crystal a stable efficient source of blue radiation could result. So, for example,
the doubling of 946 nm Nd:YAG with a type II phase-matched material, perhaps quasi-

phase-matched KTP, as a birefringent filter has great potential as a stable, single frequency,
efficient source of blue radiation. An alternative route would be the frequency doubling of a
Cr3+ doped laser.

6.2 Single frequency oscillation at 2 (im in Tm:YAG and pump geometries

In Chapter 4 various beam shaped and multiplexed laser diode pump schemes were
discussed through experiment and models. Since these were to pump a quasi-three-level
Tm:YAG crystal the brightness and mode overlap of these schemes were important.

However, it was also found the focal length of the initial collimating lens was also important.

This was due to a longer focal length for the initial lens reducing the alignment accuracy

necessary in the position of that lens. For this reason schemes that started out with short
focal length aspheric lenses were redesigned to accommodate longer focal length lenses. It
also proved necessary to try and reduce the number of components within the schemes.

Any relative movement between the multiplexing and beam shaping optics would cause a

degradation in the focussed pump spot. Hence, reducing the number of components
reduced the possible risk.

Two main types of laser diode pump geometries were discussed within Chapter 4, a two
laser-diode multiplexed and beam shaped system and a single laser diode beam shaped

system. Both of these systems have proved to have advantages and disadvantages. The
two laser-diode system was shown to have a significantly higher efficiency than the single
diode system. This was exhibited through the Tm:YAG laser's lower threshold, higher

absorbence, and higher slope efficiency against both incident and absorbed power.

However, the simplicity of the single diode system with its added mechanical stability made
for a more commercially viable system for some applications. Yet, the two diode system
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could be further engineered, monoblock for example, for higher mechanical stability, it is far
less complex than many commercial systems, such as Spectra Physics' Millennia and
Coherent's Verdi. This would lead to an efficient, robust system for applications not as

vibration intensive as helicopter based systems.

There was a discussion of the Tm:YAG laser in Chapter 5. This laser was pumped by a

Ti:Sapphire laser in addition to the laser-diode geometries which were compared in Chapter
4. The Tm:YAG pumped by the Ti:Sapphire laser gave half the power of that pumped by the
two laser diode schemes. This is believed to be due to this laser consisting of an older gain

crystal which proved to be less efficient than the newer crystals. It is likely that more power

would have been obtained if the new crystals had been available at the time. This, however,
needs to be proved through further work. The optical to optical efficiencies are seen to

decrease as you move to the broad-stripe beam-shaped 4 W diode pump. This is believed to

be due to the decrease in mode overlap throughout the length of the gain crystal as you

move from the higher brightness, lower divergence Ti:Sapphire laser, through the spatially-

multiplexed laser diodes to the low brightness, highly divergent single beam shaped laser
diode. However, again more work is necessary to prove this, through models and more

experiment. It was concluded, in chapter 5, that the spatially multiplexed laser diode

pumped Tm:YAG laser would be the laser of choice for the most efficient laser diode

pumped system. Yet, for some commercial applications the single beam-shaped laser diode

pumped Tm:YAG laser would be the one of choice. However, it is likely that with good

engineering of the optical mounts the stability of the spatially multiplexed laser diode

pumped Tm:YAG laser would improve, through a reduction in mechanical relaxation.

Indeed, if the laser diodes could be run at the powers for which they were initially specified,
2 W each as opposed to 1.2 W, the extra power available would create a Tm:YAG laser
which was a vast improvement on that pumped by the single beam shaped laser diode.

Therefore, there is still much more work that could be done to improve the performance of
the spatially multiplexed laser diode pumped Tm:YAG laser. It is also highly likely that

greatly improved single frequency output powers could be achieved through the use of the
etalons mounted on the galvometer, to enable the fine angle tuning which achieved the

high single frequency powers obtained from the single laser diode pumped Tm:YAG.
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6.3 Future Directions

Microchip and microlasers are systems that, since they combine compactness, efficiency and

robustness, have a lot of potential in "real world" applications. As new gain media are

developed, microiasers will increase in number, expand their wavelength spread and
increase in applications. Indeed, as the initial development of solid state lasers and gain

media ran in conjunction with the development of the laser diode pump sources so should
continue with the further developments in laser diode technology. It is likely that gain media
will now be developed that exploit the pumping potential of the InGaN blue laser diodes. As
the InGaN technology matures, with greater output powers and output in the 450 nm

range, they become a possibility for the pumping of Ti:Sapphire lasers.

There is a lot of potential in developing new materials and further developing those already

starting to break into the market, Nd:GdV04 as an alternative for Nd:YV04 for instance[l] or

ytterbium doped materials instead of neodymium doped ones[2]. GdV04 has better thermal

properties than YV04 and similar spectroscopic ones. The ytterbium-doped materials

available, although quasi-three-level, have a lower quantum defect than the neodymium-

doped ones. Indeed, since there are high brightness laser diodes at 980 nm with power up

to 1 W, to pump the ytterbium doped materials, the quasi-three-level problem is
surmountable.

Further work is also continuing into materials for lasers operating in the "eye-safe"

atmospheric transmission window. CTH:YAG which is a YAG crystal, which is triple doped
with Cr3*, Th3+ and Ho3+ is already breaking into the marketplace. This crystal is becoming
used due to the high quality of the laser diodes at its pump wavelength of 680 nm and the

high atmospheric transmission at its operating wavelength, 2080 nm. However, it still

experiences the up conversion problems intrinsic to co-doped gain media. Hence, other co-

doped and single doped media, such as Tm:GdV04 [3], Tm:CaYAI04 [4], Tm,Ho:YLF [5],

Tm,Ho:LuLF [5], and Tm,Ho:LuAG [6], are also being investigated.

The work described in this thesis begins to demonstrate the wide versatility of microlaser

geometries in obtaining single frequency operation from the visible to the infra-red. Careful

design and development can exploit the intrinsic compactness of microlaser cavities as an

advantage (in Chapter 2 the benefit of short cavity length on birefringent filter operation
was indicated) rather than a complication. If attention is paid to the design of both pump

source and cavity, performance need not be greatly sacrificed for size reduction. Robust and

simplified lasers are born out of a fuller understanding of the science and technology in the
context of microlaser systems.
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